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Abstract

The Java Modeling Language (JML) is a formal behavioral interface specification language (BISL) for Java. JML has many advances including specification-only declarations, specifications of interfaces, stateful interfaces, multiple inheritance of specifications, and behavioral subtyping. An approach to runtime assertion checking of JML assertions is presented and implemented as a JML compiler to translate Java programs annotated with JML specifications into Java bytecode. The compiled bytecode transparently checks JML specifications at runtime. The JML compiler supports separate and modular compilation. The approach brings programming benefits such as debugging and testing to BISLs and also helps programmers to use BISLs in their daily programming.

A set of translation rules are defined from JML expressions into assertion checking code. The translation rules handle various kinds of undefinedness, such as runtime exceptions and non-executable constructs, in such a way as to both satisfy the standard rules of logic and detect as many assertion violations as possible. The rules also support various forms of quantifiers. Specification-only declarations such as model fields, ghost fields, and model methods are translated into access methods; e.g., an access method for a model field is an abstraction function that calculates an abstract value from the program state. The specification state of a stateful interface, due to specification-only fields such as ghost fields, is represented as a separate assertion class. Thus, an object’s specification state is distributed over the object itself and one assertion object for each interface that its class implements. Assertion checking is also distributed in that a subtype delegates the responsibility of checking inherited specifications to its supertypes (or the assertion classes of its superinterfaces). The delegation approach supports multiple inheritance, and is modular.

Finally, the effectiveness and practicality of runtime assertion checking is demonstrated by applying it to program testing. An approach is implemented that significantly automates unit testing. The key idea of the approach is to view interface specifications as test oracles and to use the runtime assertion checker as the decision procedure of the test oracles. The approach also shows that the runtime assertion checker can be an effective framework for developing specification-based tools.
Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, I first present an introduction to and the motivation for this dissertation, which is followed by background materials on the Java Modeling Language (JML) and runtime assertion checking. Then, I briefly summarize the problems that are addressed in this dissertation. I also give an overview of my solutions to these problems. Finally, I summarize my contributions. Some parts of this chapter are adapted from my earlier work [28].

1.1 Background

Writing formal interface specifications of program modules such as classes and interfaces can improve the quality of software designs and contribute to the quality of software [110] [148]. This process can help clarify the assumptions that a module makes about its clients and environment; it also helps one identify the module’s responsibilities and obligations to its clients [108] [110]. Identifying and precisely specifying responsibilities of modules often lead to a better design that is less coupled and more cohesive. The resulting formal specification is a detailed design document that is abstract, precise, and concise; besides its value during development, such detailed design documentation is especially valuable during the maintenance phase. Some form of specification is also necessary for deciding the success or failure of tests [110].

However, formal interface specifications are seldom used in practice; programmers seldom write formal interface specifications for the program modules they implement [33]. One reason for the average programmer’s reluctance to write formal interface specifications is that writing and maintaining such specifications takes a lot of the programmer’s precious time, but it does not give an immediate, tangible payoff. The benefits of using formal interface specifications are not obvious to most programmers. Most often such specifications are just another kind of good documents that programmers can refer to and read to understand the modules that they want to use. However, the specification documents must be kept up-to-date as the modules are being changed and refactored, thus adding to the maintenance overhead.

My thesis is that if formal interface specifications bring immediate and tangible benefits in terms of programming activities, such as debugging and unit-testing, that outweigh the burden of writing and maintaining them, programmers would be more willing to write them. The goal of this dissertation is to help programmers reap benefits from specifications as soon as they are written. In particular, the aim is to provide programmers with benefits in debugging and unit testing, which are costly activities that consume much of the time and effort in writing and maintaining software. When this is done, some of the other side benefits of formal specifications, in particular their value as documentation and as an aid in reasoning, will become apparent. In turn this may also help lower costs and improve software quality.
One technique that helps to produce an immediate payoff for writing formal interface specifications is to check specification assertions during the execution of programs. A formal interface specification is just a mathematical formula, but it becomes useful for testing and debugging when it can be executed to check the validity of an implementation. Checking assertions at runtime is a practical and effective means for debugging programs, as Meyer and others have emphasized [110] [134]. It also helps one debug the specifications themselves, and thus improves the quality and accuracy of documentation. Also, checking assertions at runtime can help automate parts of testing [29] [123]. Finally, executing formal specifications is much more practical than using them for formal verification of correctness; the first can be fully automated whereas the latter often requires a user’s intervention.

In this dissertation, I address the problems and issues related to the runtime assertion checking of interface specifications. As my research platform, I use the Java Modeling Language (JML), a formal behavioral interface specification language for Java [88] [89] [90]. JML has a syntax that is easily understood by Java programmers, and yet provides many advanced features to facilitate writing abstract, precise, and complete behavioral descriptions of Java classes and interfaces [90].

1.1.1 Runtime Assertion Checking

Assertions are formal facts about the state of a program; they are statements that are true at certain points in program code [62]. Assertions are very useful for both debugging and proving correctness of programs [160]. In order to be able to prove that a program, a method, or a segment of code does what is intended, one needs the ability to make assertions. If an assertion does not hold when the execution control reaches it, one knows that something is wrong with either the program (or the assertion). Therefore, stating what one believes to be true about a program as assertions and checking these assertions at runtime is an effective means of increasing the quality of programs [134].

There may be several ways to support assertions in programming languages, but one of the most popular approaches is to use macro statements that are expanded into appropriate program statements by preprocessors. The main examples are the assertion facilities of C [75] and C++ [46] [145] (e.g., the assert macro) and their extensions [36] [104] [134] [158]. Here, assertions are simply boolean statements, embedded into other program statements. If the boolean expressions do not hold at runtime, when the control reaches them, assertion failures are reported. In the Java programming language™ [55], assertion are provided as built-in statements [147]; however, Java’s assertion facility has a similar capability to those of C and C++.

Meyer promoted simple assertions into what is referred to as the design by contract (DBC) [108] [110] in the programming language Eiffel™ [109]. Meyer’s idea was to use assertions to specify contracts between program modules (i.e., classes) and their clients; contracts are written in Hoare-style pre- and postconditions [62] [63]. The contracts force the clients to fulfill certain conditions each time they use methods provided by the classes; the clients have to check that the precondition, stating the requirements of any calls to methods, is satisfied. On the other hand, the implementors have to ensure that each method will have the expected behavior, stated as a postcondition expressing the effect of the method. In addition to method pre- and postconditions, class invariants also become a part of contracts. A class invariant is a property that must be satisfied by all instances of a class in every stable state. Eiffel’s success in DBC contributed to the proliferation of similar notations and tools in many other programming languages, including C [36] [134] [160], C++ [42] [57] [58] [104] [129] [158], Java [5] [44] [47] [71] [81] [82] [116] [117], .NET [3], Python [124] [125] [127], and Smalltalk [20]. These notations and tools vary widely in their techniques and approaches to checking assertions at runtime from simple macro preprocessing and compiling to customized class loaders with the on-the-fly bytecode manipulation.

The notion of DBC rooted in formal methods, but because it uses expressions of the programming language in writing assertions, it is less intimidating (for many programmers) than languages that use lots of special-purpose mathematical notation, like Z [141]. However, standard DBC no-
tations, including that of Eiffel, have several disadvantages. The main disadvantage is the lack of expressiveness, for they syntactically restrict assertions into executable forms, thus many lack quantifiers. Another disadvantage is that they lack support for abstractions, the ability to write assertions without using implementation values. It is not possible to write specifications in terms of abstract values as there are no such things as specification-only fields, methods, and types. All assertions are written in terms of program states. Thus, it is often difficult to write abstract, complete specifications in DBC notations. This is troubling because relatively complete specifications are needed if the specifications are to fulfill all their roles (e.g., as test oracles) [29].

While DBC notations emphasize runtime executability of assertions, formal behavioral interface specification languages (BISL) such as the Larch family of interface languages [26] [27] [59] [86] strive to provide facilities for writing abstract, precise, and complete specifications. Thus, formal BISLs are very expressive with well-defined formal semantics, but unfortunately they lack executability. Formal BISLs are well suited for formally documenting detailed designs of program modules and they are very useful for verifying and reasoning about programs; in fact, complete formal specifications are often a prerequisite for such formal treatment of programs. However, it appears that the lack of executability contributes to the formal BISL’s lack of use in practice. The Java Modeling Language tries to bridge the gap between the DBC notations and formal interface specification languages [90].

1.1.2 The Java Modeling Language

The Java Modeling Language (JML) is a formal BISL for Java [88] [89] [90]. JML follows the lead of Eiffel [109] in using the expressions of a programming language to specify the behaviors of program modules. However, JML assertions are not limited to Java expressions; JML adds a rich set of specification constructs including several forms of quantifiers. JML also incorporates many ideas and concepts from the model-oriented approach to specifications [69] such as VDM [66], Z [141], and Larch [59].

In JML, one specifies the behavior of a method in Hoare-style pre- and postconditions [62] [63]. There are also several forms of in-line assertions that can be used as program statements inside method body. In addition to method specifications, one can also state properties about all objects of a particular class or interface, thus indirectly constraining all methods. Two such examples are invariants and history constraints. An invariant is a property that must hold in all client-visible states of an object, and a history constraint is a relation that should hold between each visible state and all visible states that occur later in the program’s execution [101] [103]; a history constraint is used to describe the way that an object changes its state over time.

The following are some highlights of JML that are particularly interesting from the perspective of runtime assertion checking. (In addition to this summary, Chapter 2 provides an overview of JML with enough background materials necessary to read this dissertation.)

- Specification expressions: In addition to Java expressions, JML provides a rich set of specification constructs that can be used to write specification expressions and assertions. This includes logical connectives (\(\Rightarrow\), \(<==\), \(\iff\), and \(=!\Rightarrow\)), quantifiers (\(\forall\), \(\exists\), \(\min\), \(\max\), \(\sum\), \(\text{product}\), and \(\text{num_of}\)), a set comprehension notation, an old expression (\(\text{old}\)) to refer a pre-state value, an object reachability expression (\(\text{reach}\)), and various other specification constructs. A JML expression must be pure in that it should produce no side-effects [48] [90].

- Abstract specifications: A JML specification can be written in terms of abstract (specification-only) values, which, if desired, may be mapped to concrete (program) values. A model field provides such a mechanism. A model field is a special field that can only be used inside specifications [95] [96] [139]. By using a model field, one can tune the level of abstractions in one’s specifications. There is also a ghost field that has no direct correspondence to the
In addition to model and ghost fields, JML also supports specification-only model methods, classes, and interfaces.

- Inheritance, subtyping, and refinement: In JML, a subclass inherits specifications from its direct and indirect superclasses and the interfaces that it directly and indirectly implements [40]. A subinterface inherits specifications from its direct and indirect superinterfaces. The form of specification inheritance ensures the substitution property of strong behavioral subtyping [101]. In addition to strong behavioral subtyping, a weak form of behavioral subtyping is also supported, where the subtype's additional methods are relieved from the obligation of obeying the constraints inherited from its supertypes [38] [39] [40]. Another source of specification inheritance is refinement, where a refining type (class or interface) inherits the specifications (including private ones) of its refined type [4]. Inheritance, subtyping, and refinement support reuse, modularization, and maintenance of specifications; e.g., specifications may exist separately from source code.

- Visibility of specifications: JML has a separate visibility control mechanism, in addition to Java’s. For example, the same method may have separate method specifications of different visibility, i.e., public, protected, package-visible, and private specifications. The meaning of these visibility levels is the same as in Java. However, a specification of a particular visibility can refer to only those elements that have the same or wider visibility; e.g., a public specification can only refer to public elements, but cannot refer to protected, package-visible, or private elements. Another feature is that the visibility of Java declarations can be widened in JML for specification purposes; e.g., a private field may be declared public for specification purposes.

Other noticeable features of JML include syntactic sugars and specification styles. JML provides various syntactic sugars that ease writing specifications, highlighting various properties for the reader, and making specifications more concise. These include the \texttt{nonnull} annotation stating that a variable must not be null, the \texttt{pure} annotation stating that a method must not have side-effects [15] [96] [97] [115], multiple specification clauses, defaults for omitted specification clauses, specification cases, nested specifications, and redundant specifications [87] [130].

In JML, one can choose different specification styles. A \textit{heavyweight specification} is a “complete” specification with a well-defined meaning for each specification clause; in particular, an omitted specification clause is interpreted as either true or false. By default, a heavyweight method specification is a total correctness specification [41]. In a lightweight specification, an omitted specification clause defaults to \texttt{not specified}, which means no interpretation is given. Thus, a lightweight specification can be used to state just what is desired by writing individual clauses that one is interested in. By default, a lightweight method specification is a partial correctness specification\footnote{It is because an omitted \texttt{diverges} clause defaults to false.} [41]. An informational description is another mechanism to escape from formality [87].

JML’s wealth of features offers many interesting challenges to runtime assertion checking, some of these features will be discussed in Section 1.3.

1.2 Objectives

My ultimate research objective is to help programmers write better programs. I believe that a good way to do this is to bring the benefits of formal interface specifications to programmers in their daily programming work, so that they can leverage the power of formally written interface specifications. My approach for achieving this is to develop practical, effective techniques and tools that programmers can use in their daily programming. The techniques that I envision give an immediate and tangible feedback as soon as one writes formal specifications, without the hassle
often found in heavyweight techniques such as formal verification and reasoning. This will encourage programmers to adopt the techniques widely; programmers are often intimidated by formal methods, perhaps because of lots of special-purpose mathematical notations or the complexity of tools. I envision runtime assertion checking as one such technique that can bring immediate and tangible benefits of formal interface specifications. With respect to tools, I envision a compiler that extends the capability of a programming language compiler to generate runtime assertion checking code. The following summarizes my specific research goals.

- To develop a runtime assertion checker for JML. This includes techniques for checking JML specifications at runtime and implementing such techniques into tools, e.g., a runtime assertion checking compiler for Java, called a JML compiler.

- To develop a framework for specification-based techniques and tools. A runtime assertion checker can be a basis for developing other specification-based techniques and tools. In particular, I am interested in applying runtime assertion checking to unit testing Java programs.

- To clarify the JML language and its semantics. As a research specification language, JML is evolving with new constructs and features being added, and as thus it currently lacks a fully-formalized semantics. I would like to clarify some of the JML language features and semantics in the process of developing a runtime assertion checker. A runtime assertion checker can be viewed as an operational semantics, to the extent of executable specification constructs.

In sum, the main goal of this dissertation is to create techniques to make formal BISLs executable by checking specifications at runtime, but without losing their expressiveness. The intention is to leverage the power of formal interface specifications by providing immediate and tangible payoffs to programmers. This will contribute for formal BISLs to be practically used in programming and help programmers write better programs.

1.3 The Problem

The main problem is to develop a runtime assertion checker for JML and to show its effectiveness and practicality for use in programming. An essential requirement for runtime assertion checking is transparency: unless an assertion is violated and except for performance measures (time and space), the behavior of the original program should be unchanged\(^2\). Another requirement is that runtime assertion checking should reflect the semantics of JML. It should be sound in that it does not produce any false positives [48]. The runtime assertion checker should also strive to detect as many potential errors — inconsistencies between specifications and code — as possible; ideally, it should be complete in that it detects all such errors.

However, runtime assertion checking of JML specifications poses several problems. Two problems that need to be mentioned are the lack of a complete formal semantics for JML and the semantic discrepancy between JML and Java. As mentioned earlier, for a runtime assertion checking to be sound, it should be based on the semantics of JML; a runtime assertion checker defines an operational semantics. However, the semantics of JML is not completely formalized and, when my work started, some parts was not well understood yet (e.g., inheritance of specifications and model declarations). Thus, clarifying and resolving any semantic problems should they exist is a prerequisite to runtime assertion checking. In the following, I summarize some of these semantic discrepancies and JML features.

\(^2\)Findler and Felleisen called this property as coherence of contract checking [48].
1.3.1 Semantic Discrepancies between JML and Java

Despite the fact that JML is an extension to Java, there are several semantic discrepancies between the JML extensions and Java:

- **Stateful interfaces:** In Java, interfaces are just declarations; they are *stateless* in the sense that there are no time-varying fields in interfaces. In JML, however, interfaces become *stateful* as one can declare model fields and ghost fields in the interfaces. In the semantics, this means that locations should be allocated somewhere for storing state information attributed to the interfaces.

- **Multiple inheritance:** Java allows only single inheritance of code while JML supports multiple inheritance of specifications (as specifications are also inherited from interfaces to their implementing classes and extending interfaces). In JML, an interface can have its own fields and (model) methods, and this brings all of the problems associated with multiple inheritance, such as name conflicts [18] [19] [32] [43].

- **Refinement:** In JML, a type can *refine* another type. The notion of refinement [4] is unique in that everything (including private declarations) is inherited from a refined type by its refining types. There is no corresponding feature in Java.

- **Visibility (or accessibility):** JML can widen the visibility of a Java declaration. For example, a private field may be declared to be `spec.public`, which means that it has public visibility for specification purposes; the field now becomes accessible to client specifications, but is still not accessible to client code.

1.3.2 Advanced Features of JML

In addition to these semantic discrepancies, JML is an advanced formal BISL with many new features to allow writing abstract, complete behavioral specifications of Java program modules. It offers many interesting challenges to runtime assertion checking. Some of specific problems and features that are addressed in this dissertation include:

- **Undefinedness in expressions:** The JML expression language is an extension to a side-effect free subset of Java expressions. The use of Java expressions for assertions leads to the problem of potential undefinedness; e.g., a Java expression can throw an exception or an error. Another source of undefinedness is the use of JML-specific specification constructs that are not executable (e.g., informal descriptions). The JML semantics for undefinedness is to substitute an arbitrary expressible value of the correct type for an undefined expression [56] [67] [89, Section 3.1] [93] [94]. The challenge is to make the runtime assertion checker’s handling of undefinedness faithful to the semantics of JML, yet at the same time in such a way as to benefit the programmers (e.g., catching more potential errors).

- **Quantified expressions:** JML has several forms of quantifiers and a set comprehension notation, both of which may not be executable. Often, executability of a quantified expression cannot be determined statically at compile time. Another complication arises if one uses, inside a quantified expression, old expressions (`\old`) to refer to pre-state values, as such a quantification involves values of two different states.

- **Inheritance of specifications:** In JML, there are three sources of specification inheritance: extension relationships (i.e., subclassing and subinterfacing), implementation relationships (from interfaces to implementing classes), and refinement relationships (from refined types to their refining types). A major concern here is to support separate compilation; e.g., a subclass may
be compiled separately from the compilation of its superclasses\(^3\), but the subclass’s bytecode should still work even though its superclasses are not compiled with runtime assertion checking code. A main difficulty here is that the inherited specifications may be interpreted in different semantic contexts (or scope) than those of the inheriting specifications. Thus, it is hard to combine inheriting and inherited specifications by desugaring them into one big specification, contrary to an early work in this direction [130].

- Abstract specifications: JML provides facilities such as model and ghost fields, model methods, and model types to write specifications in terms of abstract values, which are not concrete implementation values. Thus, it is necessary to establish a connection between concrete program states and abstract specification states to evaluate assertions involving abstract values.

1.3.3 Research Scope

In this dissertation, I address most of JML’s features, but concurrency, subclassing, frame properties, and recently-added features like specification of non-functional properties are left as future research topics. However, it should be mentioned that static analysis techniques have been successfully used to check subclassing contracts [135] and frame properties [22]. It is also interesting to study the usability of tools; however, implementing usability feature needs to be motivated through a new finding or an engineering novelty.

1.4 Approach

My research framework is, for each kind of JML specification clauses and statements, to clarify or formulate its semantics, and then to define a translation rule based on the semantics. The translation rules map JML specification constructs into assertion checking code, and provide a foundation for building the runtime assertion checker. Defining translation rules may necessitate desugaring complex JML specifications into simpler forms and defining detailed structures of assertion checking code. The set of translation rules is viewed as an operational semantics of JML. Once translation rules are defined, the next step is to address the problem of engineering them into Java programs by introducing new techniques and approaches.

In this section, I summarize approaches to the problems and challenges that were identified in the previous section.

1.4.1 What, Where, and When to Check?

The behavior of a Java program module is specified with various specification clauses and statements. Of all these specification constructs, what should be checked at runtime? On one hand, one would like to check as many specification constructs as possible, to detect as many assertion violation errors as possible. This view stems from treating runtime assertion checking as a debugging tool. Debugging is made easier by detecting more potential errors. On the other hand, it may not make a sense to check a certain kind of specifications in a certain circumstance. For example, when a public client calls a public method, checking a private specification may not make a sense because the specification is not visible to the client. The client would be surprised to encounter an assertion violation due to some private specifications unknown to him. This is a DBC aspect of runtime assertion checking; the aim of DBC tools is to detect and blame a contract breach correctly [108] [110] [49]. Ideally, I would like to support both viewpoints in JML. But, if there arises a conflict between two viewpoints, I support the first viewpoint, as my goal is to help programmers write

\(^3\)This requirement may be relaxed in refinement, as the semantics of refinement is to combine all specifications and code of refining and refined types into one type [89].
better programs by providing effective debugging and testing tools. However, such a conflict does not arise often due to modular verification requirements (refer to Section 4.8.1).

The next natural question is where and when to check specification clauses and statements? Debugging is greatly facilitated by isolating and localizing errors. Thus, a module boundary provides a natural place to check specifications; for a specification statement like `assert`, the right place is of course the position where it appears in a block of code. In Java, the basic modularization facility is classes and interfaces, and a module boundary is defined by the set of methods (and fields) that a client can access to use the service provided by a class or an interface. This suggests that the tool should check specifications around method calls.

One can classify various JML specification constructs to help answer the question of when to check specifications. One can identify three different states from the viewpoint of a client who calls a method: pre-states, internal states, and post-states. A `pre-state` is the state where the client calls a method. If a specification concerning the pre-state does not hold, it is in general the client’s fault provided that the specification is correct [108]. The client did not call the method in a proper state, and thus the error is in the client code. A `post-state` is a state the method establishes as the result of the call. If a specification concerning the post-state does not hold, it is the implementor’s fault [108]. The implementor did not return a promised result or change the state appropriately, thus the error is in the method. An `internal state` is a state between the pre-state and the post-state, hidden from the client. The body of the called method may establish a sequence of internal states, e.g., one for each statement. If anything goes wrong in the internal states (with respect to specifications), then it is the implementor’s fault. This classification of program states leads to a similar classification of JML specifications.

- **Pre-state specifications**: These are specifications constraining the pre-state, such as preconditions, invariants, and `nonnull` annotations to both fields and method parameters.

- **Post-state specifications**: These are specifications constraining the post-state, such as normal and exceptional postconditions, invariants, history constraints, and `nonnull` annotations to return objects.

- **Internal specifications**: These are specifications constraining the internal states. Examples are in-line assertions such as `assert`, `assume`, `unreachable`, and loop invariants and variant functions.

The pre-state specifications are checked in the pre-state, i.e., right after a method call and argument passing but just before the evaluation of the method body. The post-state specifications are checked in the post-state, i.e., right after the evaluation of the method body but just before the method returns (normally or abnormally by throwing an exception). The internal specifications are checked in the internal states, i.e., when the control reaches them during an execution of the code block that contains them.

### 1.4.2 Assertion Blocks, Methods, and Classes

An important design dimension is to define the structure of runtime assertion checking code and the way it interacts with other assertion checking code and the code being checked. There are several possibilities in organizing assertion checking code:

- **Blocks of Java statements**: A specification may be translated into a sequence of Java statements, called an `assertion checking block` or `assertion block` for short. The assertion block may be injected into the appropriate position in the method body.

- **Separate methods**: An assertion checking block may become a separate method of the class being checked, called an `assertion checking method` or an `assertion method` for short. To check an assertion, the assertion method is called in place of the assertion block.
Separate classes: The assertion methods, instead of being members of the class being checked, may form a separate class, called an assertion checking class or an assertion class for short. To check an assertion, an assertion object is created and an appropriate assertion method is called on the assertion object.

All three techniques are used in JML. An in-line assertion like a loop invariant is translated into an assertion block; as such an assertion is not inherited, its assertion checking code can be directly injected into the method body (see Section 4.7). Specifications such as pre- and postconditions, invariants, and constraints, are translated into separate assertion methods (see Chapter 4 and 5). The main reason is to facilitate specification inheritance and modularity; to inherit specifications, a subtype can call the corresponding assertion methods of its supertypes. Furthermore, the types can be separately compiled. For a class, the assertion methods become members of the class itself. For an interface, they form a new assertion class for the interface, because all interface methods must be abstract in Java (see Section 5.5). Another role of assertion class is to store the (specification) state of the interface; due to model and ghost fields, an interface becomes stateful (see Section 6.5).

A wrapper approach is used to check method specifications. Each method is transformed into a private method, and instead a new wrapper method is generated with the same name and signature (see Section 4.3). As a result, all client calls to the original method now go to the wrapper method. The wrapper method is responsible for transparently checking method specifications. For this, the wrapper method delegates client calls to the original method wrapped with appropriate assertion checking. It calls pre-state assertion methods such as preconditions and pre-state invariants before delegating the method call; it calls post-state assertion methods such as postconditions, post-state invariants, and constraints, after delegating the method call. From the client point of view, this has the effect of checking pre-state assertions in the pre-state and post-state assertions in the post-state.

1.4.3 Local Contextual Interpretation

The JML semantics for undefinedness is to substitute an arbitrary expressible value of the correct type for an undefined expression [56] [89, Section 3.1]. My approach is called a local contextual interpretation, and the motivation is to detect as many assertion violations as possible while preserving the standard rules of logic. The various causes of undefinedness are classified into two groups: demonic undefinedness and angelic undefinedness. Demonic undefinedness is an undefinedness caused by a trouble that should be treated as an assertion violation; examples of the demonic undefinedness are various runtime exceptions and errors. Angelic undefinedness is an undefinedness caused by a reason that should not be treated as an assertion violation; a primary example is a non-executable specification construct, such as an informal description.

My approach is to think of runtime assertion checking as a game and apply an optimal strategy for selecting a value for undefinedness (see Section 3.2.3). A strategy would be optimal if it can detect as many assertion violations as possible without false positives. The approach is local in that an occurrence of undefinedness is interpreted locally — i.e., only by the smallest boolean expression that encloses the expression that causes the undefinedness. It is contextual in that the value of the smallest boolean expression is determined by the expression’s context relative to the top-level assertion, such as pre- or postconditions. For demonic undefinedness, the goal is to falsify the top-level assertions under the rules of logic; for angelic undefinedness, the goal is to make them true. For demonic undefinedness, falsifying the top-level assertion allows the runtime assertion checker to signal an assertion violation to the user, and since the rules of logic are always respected, this assertion violation is a real violation that would otherwise go undetected.

1.4.4 Dynamic Delegation

A subtype inherits specifications from its supertypes. My approach for specification inheritance is to delegate the responsibility of checking inherited specifications to the supertypes. The idea is
for a subtype’s assertion methods, such as precondition methods, to call the corresponding assertion methods of its supertypes (see Chapter 6). The method calls are delegations in that, if the supertypes’ assertions refer to methods declared by the supertypes but overridden by the subtype, what are actually invoked are the subtype’s methods [98] [142]. The delegation approach correctly implements the semantics of JML regarding specification inheritance, as the inherited specifications of supertypes are resolved in the supertypes’ environment; e.g., field names are statically resolved and instance method calls are dispatched dynamically. The semantic interpretation is modular in that the supertypes’ specifications are interpreted in the supertypes themselves, and inherited are interpretations, not specification texts [25]. The delegation approach supports multiple inheritance of specifications; all that are needed is for the subtype’s assertion methods to call assertion methods of all its supertypes and combine the results appropriately, e.g., using disjunction for preconditions (see Chapter 6).

Delegation calls are made dynamically by using Java’s reflection facility [146]. Reflection is the ability of a programming system to make attributes like the invocation, interface, inheritance, and implementation of the objects to be themselves the subject of their own computation [17] [21] [51] [105]. In this dissertation, method calls made by using Java’s reflection facility are referred to as dynamic calls. The main reason for using dynamic calls is to support separate compilation; e.g., a subtype may be compiled separately from the compilation of its supertypes, but the subtype’s bytecode should still work even though its supertypes are not compiled with runtime assertion checks. The delegation approach also supports modular compilation in that compilation of a subtype does not require the source code of its supertypes. In addition, changes in a supertype’s specifications do not necessitate recompilation of its subtypes.

1.4.5 Access Methods
Several kinds of access methods are used to support abstract specifications written in terms of specification-only declarations such as model fields, ghost fields, and model methods. An access method is a helper method used by assertion checking code to access a specification-only field or method. The underlying idea is, for a specification-only declaration, to generate a unique access method and to translate all reference to the declared field or method into calls to the access method. For example, an access method for a model field calculates (or retrieves) the abstract value of the field from the program state; i.e., it is an abstraction function for the model field [63] [100, pp. 70–71] (see Section 7.2). For a ghost field, a pair of getter and setter methods is generated to read and write to the ghost field (see Section 7.4). For a model method or constructor, an access method forwards all client calls to the private method or constructor that is generated for the model method or constructor; for a constructor, the access method becomes a static factory method (see Section 7.5). Access methods may be called dynamically to support separate and modular compilation.

Access methods are also used to support JML’s widening of Java’s visibility declarations, e.g., spec_protected and spec_public (see Section 7.6).

1.5 Implementation
There are several approaches to translating assertions into runtime checking code [126]. The most popular approach is preprocessing [5] [81], where assertions are preprocessed to produce instrumented source code that contains both the original source code and runtime assertion checking code. The instrumented code is compiled with a programming language compiler to produce executable code. Another approach is a compilation-based approach, where assertions are often a built-in programming language feature, and thus they are directly compiled into executable code by a programming language compiler [82] [109] [147]. Yet another approach, for languages based on virtual machines, such as Java, is to manipulate the virtual machine’s bytecode to inject assertion checking code. The manipulation can be done either at compile time or loading time, e.g., using a customized class loader.
In JML, the compilation-based approach is adopted, as it is an intuitive and easy-to-use approach (see Figure 1.1). However, contrary to others [82] [147], JML specification constructs are not built-in programming language features, for they annotate Java source code as special forms of comments or exist in separate files. This has an advantage that Java/JML source files can be compiled with a Java compiler like javac. The JML compiler compiles Java source programs by translating JML annotations, if any, into runtime assertion checking code. It produces as output Java bytecode (.class) files, that can be used in the same way as the output of Java compilers. The bytecode files may run on any Java Virtual Machines (JVMs) except that they may refer to JML-specific runtime classes. In sum, JML compiler is a Java compiler with additional capability of translating JML specifications into automatic runtime checks.

1.5.1 The JML Compiler

My approach for implementing the JML compiler is to reuse the existing source code of JML tools as much as possible, if necessary, by refactoring it. The JML type checker and its underlying Java compiler provide a good code base for the JML compiler. They consist of several compilation passes. My idea is to introduce new compilation passes to generate assertion checking code, and to rewire the whole compilation passes to generate bytecode for both the original and assertion checking code. Ideally, I would like to have a minimal duplication of compilation passes. However, the complexity of assertion checking code and the infrastructure of existing tools make such an optimal solution difficult, and lead to a strategy, called double-round compilation.

Figure 1.2 shows the architecture of the JML compiler, jmlc, designed as an extension to the JML type checker. The common code base of all JML tools is the MultiJava compiler that extends an open-source Java compiler to support open classes and multiple dispatch [30]. The white ovals represent compilation passes for JML and the gray ovals represent those for MultiJava\(^4\). The compilation passes for JML extends those of MultiJava; e.g., the parsing pass parses JML specifications, in addition to MultiJava programs. The JML typechecker stops once it completes the typechecking pass.

To implement the double-round compilation strategy, I added a new compilation pass “RAC code generation” after the JML typechecking pass. This pass generates runtime assertion checking code from the typechecked abstract syntax tree, and may mutate the abstract syntax tree to add nodes for the generated checking code. If the added nodes are in the typechecked form, then compilation may proceed directly to the MultiJava’s code generation pass; this would be ideal in terms of the compilation speed. However, the complexity of runtime assertion checking code makes it difficult

\(^4\)Several MultiJava-specific compilation passes have been omitted, e.g., the resolution of multiple dispatch methods.
to directly build abstract syntax trees in typechecked form. The next optimal solution would be then to proceed to a compilation pass nearer to the code generation pass, e.g., the typechecking pass. But, the existing code base does not allow for an abstract syntax tree to go through the same compilation pass twice, without a major structural surgery to the code. Thus, my approach is to add another new pass “RAC code printing” that writes the new abstract syntax tree to a temporary file, which ends the first round compilation. In the second round, the temporary file is compiled into bytecode by following the MultiJava compilation passes. The reason for the second round following the MultiJava compilation passes is because it is not necessary during the second round to parse JML specifications and they are faster than those of JML passes. The two newly-added compilation passes are about 26K lines of Java code, including program comments.

1.5.2 Reporting Assertion Violations

The JML compiler should translate specifications in such a way that assertion checking code can produce a descriptive message for an assertion violation. There are several ways to report assertion violations, like throwing exceptions, printing error messages, halting the program, and logging. The JML compiler throws exceptions, as this allows a program to automatically cope with assertion violations. The assertion violation exceptions are organized into an exception hierarchy according to the kinds of assertion violations (see Section 4.1.1). This decision also facilitates using the runtime assertion checker as a framework for developing other JML tools; e.g., testing tools may determine test results depending on the kinds of assertion violations encountered during test executions [29].

Another important consideration is the informativeness of assertion violation messages. An assertion violation should be reported in such a way that one can easily identify the source of the error. This is particularly important in JML because an assertion violation can be due to failures of assertions appearing in many different places, sometimes in files that are different from where the code is located. For example, a postcondition violation may be caused by one of several ensures
clauses or one of many inherited specifications (refer to Chapter 6). In addition to the location, information about the assertion itself, like values of variables and subexpressions involved, would be very helpful to determine the cause of the violation.

1.6 Application — Specifications as Test Oracles

As a case study to demonstrate the practicality and effectiveness of the runtime assertion checker, I have developed an approach that partially automates unit testing of Java classes [29]. The approach frees the programmer from writing unit test code. A successful implementation of the approach also becomes a partial proof of the achievement of my second goal — that the runtime assertion checker can be used as a framework for developing other formal specification-based tools.

The essence of my approach is to view formal specifications as test oracles [2] [123], and to use a runtime assertion checker as the decision procedure for test oracles. The conventional way of implementing test oracles is to compare the test output to some pre-calculated, presumably correct, output. However, my approach is to monitor the specified behavior of the method under test to decide test success or failure. That is, instead of pre-calculated output, the expected behavior is specified in a formal BISL such as JML, and the monitoring is done using its runtime assertion checker. By combining JML with JUnit (a popular unit testing tool for Java [8]), the approach was implemented as a unit testing tool (jmlunit), that significantly automates unit testing of Java classes. The tool generates JUnit test classes that rely on the JML runtime assertion checker.

The generated test classes send messages to objects of the Java classes under test. They catch assertion violation errors from test cases to decide if the code failed to meet its specification, and hence that the test failed. If the class under test satisfies its formal specification for some particular test data, no such exceptions will be thrown, and that particular test execution succeeds. Otherwise, an assertion violation will occur, and the test succeeds or fails depending on the type of assertion violation that occurred [29]. If the assertion violation is a precondition violation, then it is further distinguished into two kinds: those that arise from the call to a method and those that arise within the implementation of the method. The first kind of precondition violation, called an entry precondition violation, is used to reject test data as not being applicable to the call, while the second, called an internal precondition violation, indicates a test failure. When an entry precondition violation occurs, it is not considered to be a test failure, because it indicates that a given test data is outside the domain of the method under test, and thus is inappropriate for test execution. All other assertion violations, including internal precondition violations, are treated as test failures, for they means that the code has failed to meet its specification. In sum, the generated test code serves as a test oracle whose behavior is derived from the specified behavior of the target class. The user is still responsible for generating test data; however the generated test classes make it easy for the user to supply such test data.

It becomes possible to perform unit testing with minimal coding effort and to detect many kinds of errors. Ironically, about half of the test failures were caused by specification errors; this shows that the approach also is useful for debugging specifications. However, the approach requires specifications to be fairly complete descriptions of the desired behavior, for the quality of the generated test oracles depends on the quality of the specifications. Thus, the approach trades the effort one might spend in writing test classes including code to construct expected test outputs for effort spent in writing formal specifications. Formal specifications are more concise and abstract than code, and hence more readable and maintainable. Formal specifications also serve as more readable documentation than testing code, and can be used as input to other tools such as extended static checkers [37]. Other benefits of the approach include improved automation of the testing process, which combines the effect of black-box testing and white-box testing (e.g., through inline assertions), and integrating automated tests with user-written tests (as a programmer may extend and add one’s own test methods to the generated test class).
The successful development of the jmlunit tool shows that the runtime assertion checker is capable of being a framework for developing other specification-based tools for JML. In fact, the only amendment needed to the runtime assertion checker was making a distinction between entry and internal precondition violations. This distinction is also the main contribution of this case study.

1.7 Contributions

One of the most important contributions of this dissertation is that it demonstrates the possibility of reasonable runtime assertion checking for formal BISLs such as JML. This brings the benefits of runtime assertion checking from simple assertion facilities and design-by-contract tools to full-fledged formal BISLs. This in turn helps such formal BISLs be effectively used by programmers in practice.

The second contribution is that it opens a new possibility in runtime assertion checking by successfully supporting abstract specifications written in terms of specification-purpose fields. It also introduces several new techniques and approaches to engineering runtime assertion checking, including a contextual interpretation of undefinedness, a delegation approach to multiple inheritance of specifications, surrogate classes for (stateful) interface specifications, access methods for abstract specifications, and a pattern-based static analysis to evaluate quantified expressions.

The third contribution is that this dissertation clarifies and resolves many semantic questions about JML, paving a road to a complete formal semantics. The translation rules not only provide a formal basis for runtime assertion checking but also formulate a transformational semantics for JML, and the runtime assertion checker itself is an operational semantics for JML.

The fourth contribution is that this dissertation shows that runtime assertion checking can be an effective framework for developing other specification-based support tools such as unit testing tools. It also provides a valuable framework for JML developers who are interested in developing other JML tools.

Finally, it provides to the Java/JML community a runtime assertion checker, which is a specification-based debugging tool, a specification-based unit testing tool, and a very powerful design by contract tool for Java. The JML compiler and the JML/JUnit tool are available from the JML home page at http://www.jmlspecs.org. JML is an open-source project, and thus its source code, including that mentioned in this dissertation, is also available from the JML home page or from the development page at http://sourceforge.net/projects/jmlspecs.

1.8 Outline

The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows.

In Chapter 2, I give an overview of the JML language, explaining its important concepts and features. I focus on features that are interesting from the perspective of runtime assertion checking.

In the main body of this dissertation, Chapters 3 through 7, I explain how the JML compiler translates JML specifications into runtime assertion checking code. The general approach is to define rigorous translation rules that map JML specifications into runtime assertion checking code. This involves clarification and formulation of JML semantics, as the translation rules should reflect the semantics of JML. The translation rules show most of important aspects of my approach. Thus, explaining the translation rules constitutes the main body of this dissertation.

In Chapter 3, I discuss the problem of undefinedness and present a unified framework for handling undefinedness in assertions, caused by various reasons such as runtime errors, exceptions, and non-executable constructs. The approach is optimal in that it preserves the semantics of JML with respect to undefinedness, and yet detects as many assertion violations as possible without false positives. In this chapter, I also explain the translation of quantifiers and JML’s set comprehension notation.
In Chapter 4, I explain the translation of method specifications such as pre- and postconditions. A method specification is desugared into a simpler form suitable for automatic translation, and desugared top-level assertions such as pre- and postcondition are translated into separate assertion methods such as pre- and postcondition methods. I also describe how the JML compiler translates in-line assertions such as `assert`, `assume`, and loop invariants and variants into assertion checking blocks that are directly injected into the method body.

In Chapter 5, I explain how the JML compiler translates type specifications such as invariants and constraints into runtime assertion checking code. Assertion methods are hosted by the class being checked. However, for an interface, a separate assertion class, called a surrogate class, is generated as a static inner class of the interface. The surrogate class is responsible for checking specifications of the interface by hosting all its assertion methods and storing the specification state (e.g., ghost fields) of the interface.

In Chapter 6, I examine the inheritance of specifications in JML, including such features as multiple inheritance and behavioral subtyping. A delegation approach is proposed as a solution; the approach supports all the above features, and separate and modular compilation. The various assertion methods, introduced in the previous chapters, are extended under the delegation approach. In addition, several new assertion methods are introduced to support weak behavioral subtyping. Finally, I explain how the statefulness of interface specifications affects the delegation approach.

In Chapter 7, I consider abstract specifications written in terms of specification-purpose JML declarations such as model fields, ghost fields, and model methods. The goal here is again to support separate and modular compilation, and my approach is to introduce access methods and to use dynamic calls. An access method is generated for each specification-purpose declaration, and each reference to the declared field or method is translated into a dynamic call to the corresponding access method.

In Chapter 8, I demonstrate the practicality and effectiveness of my approach by applying it to specification-based unit testing. The underlying idea is to view JML specifications as test oracles and use the runtime assertion checker as the decision procedure of the oracles.

In Chapter 9, I conclude this dissertation with a summary of my findings, which is followed by an outline of future research directions.
Chapter 2

An Overview of JML

This chapter gives an overview of the Java Modeling Language (JML), introducing its major features. It first shows an example specification, and then explains informally the main features of JML, focusing on features that are interesting from the perspective of runtime assertion checking. For a complete description of JML, one should refer to JML documents such as the reference manual and design documents [88] [89] [90].

2.1 Introduction

JML is a formal BISL for Java to specify the behaviors of and the detailed design decisions on Java program modules such as classes and interfaces [89]. JML combines the practicality of design-by-contract language like Eiffel [109] with the expressiveness and formality of model-oriented specification languages such as VDM [66], Z [141], and Larch [59]. As in Eiffel, JML uses Java’s expression syntax in assertions. The advantage of such an approach is that the notation is easier for programmers to learn, and less intimidating than languages that use special-purpose mathematical notations, like Z [141]. However, the approach lacks expressiveness and support for abstractions, because Java’s expressions are quite limited compared with specification notations such as higher-order predicate logic formulae. JML remedies this by extending Java’s expressions with a rich set of specification constructs, e.g., quantifiers. JML also incorporates many ideas and concepts from model oriented specification languages.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of JML specifications. A JML specification is commonly written as annotation comments in a Java source file1. An annotation comment starts with //@ or is enclosed in /*@ and @*/; thus, it is ignored by Java compilers but can be used by JML tools. In JML, the behavior of a method is specified by Hoare-style pre- and postconditions 2 [62]. Preconditions are specified in requires clauses, and postconditions are specified in ensures clauses. In addition to normal postconditions, JML also supports exceptional postconditions, specified in signals clauses. The exceptional postconditions are used to specify what must be true when the method terminates abruptly by throwing an exception. All JML conditions are expressed as boolean expressions in JML’s extension to Java’s expression syntax; example extensions are \result to denote the return value and \old to denote pre-state values. The assignable clause states a frame property [15] [115]; the method is allowed to assign to locations explicitly listed in the clause and all locations that they depend, but nothing else [95] [96]. In addition to method specifications, properties about all objects of a particular class or interface can be stated, thus indirectly constraining all the methods of the

---

1A JML specification may exist in a separate (specification) file.
2It is also possible to describe the behavior of a method by writing abstract code, called a model program, in a notation based on the refinement calculus [4]. However, model programs are not addressed in this dissertation.
public class BankAccount {
    private /*@ spec_public @*/ long balance;
    //@ public invariant balance >= 0;
    //@ requires amt > 0 && amt <= balance;
    @ assignable balance;
    @ ensures balance == \old(balance - amt) && \result == balance;
    @ signals (TransactionException) balance == \old(balance);
    @*/
    public long withdraw(long amt) throws TransactionException { /* ... */ }
    // ...
}

Figure 2.1: Example JML specification.

class or interface. An example is an invariant, specified by the invariant clause, that must hold in all client-visible states.

The following sections summarize the most important features of JML. Section 2.2 explains JML’s extension to Java’s expression syntax, including several forms of quantifiers and the set comprehension notation. Section 2.3 explains JML’s syntax and semantics for specifying methods. Section 2.4 explains type specifications including invariants, constraints, and specification-purpose member declarations. Section 2.5 explains JML’s inheritance of specifications. Section 2.6 gives examples for some of JML features explained, and Section 2.7 concludes this chapter, discussing the semantic discrepancies of JML extensions to Java.

2.2 Assertions and Expressions

In JML, specification expressions and assertions are written in Java’s expression syntax. However, JML assertions and expressions must be pure, meaning that they cannot have any side-effects [90]. Thus, within JML expressions and assertions, one cannot use assignment operators (such as =, +=, etc.) and increment and decrement operators (++ and --) that would necessarily cause side effects. In addition, only pure methods can be used in JML expressions and assertions. A method is pure if it does not have any side-effects to the program state, i.e., does not modify the state. The pureness of expressions, however, does not imply that the expressions always terminate normally. For example, a pure expression x.length > 0 terminates abruptly by throwing an instance of NullPointerException if the variable x is null.

In addition to side-effect free Java expressions, one can also use JML-specific constructs to write JML expressions and assertions. Table 2.1 summarizes such specification constructs including familiar logical connectives, quantifiers, and other JML-specific constructs. Some constructs such as informal descriptions are inherently non-executable and others such as quantifiers may not be executable. JML supports several kinds of quantifiers: a universal quantifier (\forall), an existential quantifier (\exists), generalized quantifiers (\sum, \product, \min, and \max), and a numeric quantifier (\num_of). All quantifiers have the same form, \( Q \; D \; E_1 \; E_2 \), where \( Q \) is a quantifier such as \forall and \exists, \( D \) is a variable declaration, \( E_1 \) is an optional range predicate, and \( E_2 \) is a predicate or an expression. If the range predicate is omitted, it defaults to true. A universally quantified predicate \( \forall D \; E_1 \Rightarrow E_2 \) is equivalent to \( \forall D \; E_1 \Rightarrow E_2 \) and an existentially quantified predicate \( \exists D \; E_1 \land E_2 \) is equivalent to \( \exists D \; E_1 \land E_2 \). The quantifiers \max, \min, \product, and \sum, are generalized quantifiers that return respectively the maximum, min-
Table 2.1: JML’s extension to Java’s expressions. The notation \( E \) stands for an expression, \( T \) for a type, \( S \) for a storage reference expression, \( I \) for an identifier, \( D \) for a variable declaration, and \( Q \) for a quantifier such as \( \forall \) and \( \exists \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( result )</td>
<td>return value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( old(E) )</td>
<td>pre-state value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{not _ modified}(S_1, \ldots, S_n) )</td>
<td>state change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{fresh}(E_1, \ldots, E_n) )</td>
<td>freshness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{reach}(E, T, S) )</td>
<td>reachable objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( * \ldots * )</td>
<td>informal description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{typeof}(E), \text{elemtype}(E), \text{type}(T) )</td>
<td>type expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{nonnull}(E) )</td>
<td>non-nullness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{lockset} )</td>
<td>synchronization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{is _ initialized}(E) )</td>
<td>initialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{invariant _ for}(E) )</td>
<td>invariant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_1 &lt;: T_2 )</td>
<td>subtyping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{new } T { D \mid E_1.\text{has}(I) &amp;&amp; E_2 } )</td>
<td>set comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (Q \ D; E_1; E_2) )</td>
<td>quantified expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_1 ==&gt; E_2, E_1 &lt;=!= E_2 )</td>
<td>logical connectives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mum, product, and sum of the values of the expression \( E_2 \), when the quantified variables satisfy the given range expression \( E_1 \) [31]. For example, an expression \((\sum \text{int } x; 1 <= x && x <= 5; x)\) denotes the sum of values between 1 and 5, inclusive. The numerical quantifier, \( \text{\num \_ of} \), returns the number of values for quantified variables for which the range and the body predicate are true.

A set comprehension notation has a similar flavor, and has the form, \( \text{new } T \{ D \mid E_1.\text{has}(I) \&\& E_2 \} \), where \( T \) is a type, \( D \) is a variable declaration, \( I \) is the declared variable, and \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) are expressions. For example, the following set comprehension expression denotes a \( \text{JMLObjectSet} \) that consists of all \( \text{Student} \) objects found in the set \( \text{students} \) and have the grade "A".

\[
\text{new JMLObjectSet \{Student s \mid students.\text{has}(s) \&\& s.\text{grade}().\text{equals}("A")\}}
\]

### 2.3 Method Specifications

JML provides many extensions and improvements to Hoare-style pre and postconditions, including heavyweight and lightweight specifications, privacy of specifications, normal and exceptional postconditions, frame conditions, and specification redundancy [87] [149] (see Section 2.6 for examples). Various syntactic sugars also facilitate writing method specifications. In addition, JML provides several in-line assertions, that can be used in the method body, e.g., \text{assert}, \text{assume}, \text{unreachable}, and loop invariants and variants. In the following, some of these features are briefly described.

#### 2.3.1 Specification Clauses

JML provides several kinds of specification clauses that can be used to specify the behaviors of methods (see Table 2.2). Of these, the central ingredients are \textbf{requires} clauses specifying \textit{preconditions}, \textbf{ensures} clauses specifying \textit{normal postconditions}, and \textbf{signals} clauses specifying \textit{exceptional postconditions}. Preconditions are predicates that must be satisfied when the specified method is called. Postconditions are predicates that must be satisfied when the method terminates. If the method terminates normally, it must satisfy normal postconditions; otherwise, i.e., if it terminates abruptly
Table 2.2: Method specification clauses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clauses</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>requires</td>
<td>precondition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensures, signals</td>
<td>postconditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assignable</td>
<td>frame condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diverges, measured_by</td>
<td>termination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accessible, callable</td>
<td>subclassing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when</td>
<td>synchronization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duration, working_space</td>
<td>non-functional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by throwing an exception, it must satisfy exceptional postconditions (see Section 2.3.5 for the semantics). If method specifications have multiple specification clauses of the same kind, their predicates are conjoined [130]; e.g., requires \( P \); requires \( Q \); is equivalent to requires \( P \land Q \).

An assignable clause specifies a frame condition [15] [96] [115]. It states that, from the client’s point of view, only the named locations can be assigned during the execution of the method. However, locations that are local to the method (or methods it calls) and locations that are created during the method’s execution are not subject to this restriction.

Each method specification clause shown in Table 2.2 has a corresponding clause for specifying a redundant fact. A redundant specification clause is indicated by the suffix \_redundantly on a keyword, e.g., requires_redundantly, and specifies a checkable redundancy. That is, it defines a property that is to be believed to follow from the other properties of the specification [87] [150].

JML also includes several other features that are quite convenient to completely specify the behaviors of methods, e.g., subclassing contracts [135], example specifications [87], model programs [4], synchronization, non-functional properties, and termination. These features are not discussed here, as they are outside the scope of this dissertation.

2.3.2 Heavyweight versus Lightweight

There are two styles one can use to write method specifications in JML: heavyweight specifications and lightweight specifications. A heavyweight specification, which starts with one of behavior keywords such as behavior, normal_behavior, and exceptional_behavior, is understood as being “complete” (see Section 2.6 for examples). In a heavyweight specification, therefore, each method specification clause has a well-defined meaning. In particular, an omitted clause is interpreted to be either true or false. A lightweight specification is a method specification that does not starts with one of the behavior keywords. In a lightweight specification, the default for an omitted method specification clause is \_not_specified for every clause, which means no formal interpretation is given. A lightweight specification is intended to state just what is desired by writing individual clauses that one is interested in.

2.3.3 Syntactic Sugars

JML provides various syntactic sugars to write method specifications. Often, specifications written with syntactic sugars are more readable and comprehensible. Two such syntactic sugars that need be mentioned are specification cases and nested specifications. A method specification can consist of several specification cases, combined with the keyword also (see Section 2.6 for an example). A specification case is a sequence of method specification clauses such as requires, ensures, and signals; it can be lightweight or heavyweight. A method specification written in the case analysis
requires $P_1$;  
assignable $S_1$;  
ensures $Q_1$;  
signals $(E_1 e_1) R_1$;  
also  
requires $P_2$;  
assignable $S_2$;  
ensures $Q_2$;  
signals $(E_2 e_2) R_2$;

requires $P_1 || P_2$;  
assignable $S_1, S_2$;  
ensures ($\text{old}(P_1) \Rightarrow Q_1$) \& ($\text{old}(P_2) \Rightarrow Q_2$);  
signals $(E_1 e_1) \text{old}(P_1) \Rightarrow Q_1$;  
signals $(E_2 e_2) \text{old}(P_2) \Rightarrow Q_2$;

Figure 2.2: Desugaring specification cases. The left side is desugared to the right side.

requires $P_0$;  
\{
  requires $P_1$;  
  assignable $S_1$;  
  ensures $Q_1$;  
  signals $(E_1 e_1) R_1$;  
  also  
  requires $P_2$;  
  assignable $S_2$;  
  ensures $Q_2$;  
  signals $(E_2 e_2) R_2$;
\}

requires $P_0$;  
requires $P_1$;  
assignable $S_1$;  
ensures $Q_1$;  
signals $(E_1 e_1) R_1$;  
also  
requires $P_0$;  
requires $P_2$;  
assignable $S_2$;  
ensures $Q_2$;  
signals $(E_2 e_2) R_2$;

Figure 2.3: Desugaring nested specifications. The left side is desugared to the right side.

style can be desugared into a flat method specification [130]. In Figure 2.2, for example, the method specification in the left-hand-side is desugared into the one in the right-hand-side.

In a specification case, common pre-state method specification clauses such as requires can be factored out, giving a nested method specification. A nested method specification can also be desugared into a flat method specification [130]. In Figure 2.3, for example, the nested method specification in the left-hand-side is desugared into the one in the right-hand-side. Another specification construct that can be factored out is a declaration of specification variables, which binds a fresh variable for a pre-state expression. Such a specification variable, called an old variable, can be used in other specification clauses. For example, the notation old int s = elems.size(); introduces an old variable s. A reference to the variable s is semantically equivalent to the expression old(elems.size()).

2.3.4 Privacy of Specifications

As in Java, JML supports the notion of privacy (of specifications), which is explicitly specified in a heavyweight specification and defaults to that of the specified method in a lightweight specification. A specification can be public, protected, package-visible, or private. In JML, however, the same method can have separate specifications of different visibility, i.e., public, protected, package-visible, and private specifications. This allows one to write specifications in a modular, layered fashion, e.g., an abstract specification for clients and a detailed one for implementors. A private specification may record valuable implementation decisions and choices that may be irrelevant to the clients, and such a specification can be changed without affecting the clients.
2.3.5 Semantics

The semantics of a method specification is defined in terms of fully desugared specification, which consists of a specification case (for each visibility) containing only one specification clause for each kind \cite{89} \cite{130}. A method must be called in a state where the method’s precondition is satisfied; otherwise, nothing is guaranteed, including even the termination of the call. The state where a method is called is referred to as a pre-state. If a method is called in a proper pre-state, then there are five possible outcomes of the method execution \cite{89}. The method can (1) return normally, (2) throw an exception, (3) loop forever, (4) abort abruptly, or (5) the JVM may signal an error. If the method terminates normally without throwing an exception, then in that termination state, called a normal post-state, the normal postcondition must be satisfied. If the method terminates exceptionally by throwing an exception that does not inherit from the class `java.lang.Error`, then in that termination state, called an exceptional post-state, the exceptional postcondition must be satisfied. The method can loop forever or abort (e.g., by calling the method `System.exit`) if the condition specified by the `diverges` clause is met in the pre-state. In JML, one writes a partial correctness specification \cite{62} by writing an explicit `diverges` clause. By default, a heavyweight method specification is a total correctness specification \cite{41} because an omitted `diverges` clause defaults to false. When the precondition is met, in all cases the method is allowed to assign values only to the locations permitted by the `assignable` clause \cite{15} \cite{96} \cite{115}. The method has no obligation if JVM encounters an error, i.e., terminates by throwing an exception that inherits from the class `java.lang.Error` \cite{128}.

2.4 Type Specifications

In this dissertation, the term type specifications is used to refer to both class specifications and interface specifications. In addition to Java member declarations, type specifications can have JML annotations such as invariants, history constraints, and specification-only member declarations.

2.4.1 Invariants

An invariant is a condition that remains true during the execution of a segment of code. In JML, an invariant can be annotated to a type declaration by using the keyword `invariant`, which is called a type invariant. A type invariant in general must hold in all client-visible states of all objects of the type. In JML, one can separate invariants that are pertinent only to static fields and methods, called static invariants. A static invariant can refer to only static fields and methods; it cannot refer to instance fields and methods. An instance invariant, which constrains both static and non-static states of program execution, can refer to both static and instance members. Another important difference between static and instance invariants is that only instance invariants are inherited by subtypes (refer to Chapter 6 for inheritance of specifications).

A type invariant must be preserved by all method of the type, except for helper methods. However, helper methods are exempted from this obligation. A helper method is indicated by the JML modifier `helper`, and may be used to establish an internal state that is not visible to the client.

2.4.2 Constraints

A history constraint, called a constraint for short, is a relation that should hold between each visible state and all visible states that occur later in the program’s execution \cite{101} \cite{101}. A constraint is typically used to prescribe the way that values change over time. In JML, therefore, a constraint is typically written with old expressions to relate the current state to the earlier, visible state; a constraint clause starts with the keyword `constraint` (see the example below). An old expression,
\texttt{old(e)}, denotes the value of expression \(e\) in the pre-state if it appears in method specifications and the value in the earlier, visible state if it appears in constraints.

As with invariants, JML makes a distinction between \textit{instance constraints} and \textit{static constraints} \cite{89}. An instance constraint should be respected by only instance methods, whereas a static constraint should be respected by both instance and static methods. A method \textit{respects} a history constraint if the post-state of the method invocation is in the relation specified by the constraint. Thus, a constraint can be thought of as being implicitly conjoined to the postcondition of a method. Since there is no well-defined pre-state for constructors, and no post-state for finalizers, an instance constraint does not apply to constructors and finalizers. A helper method is also exempted from respecting history constraints, just like it does not have to preserve invariants.

It is also possible to specify constraints that are applicable only to a specific set of methods. For example, the following constraint, that may appear in the specification of the class \texttt{BankAccount} (see Section 2.1), constrains only the method \texttt{withdraw}; however, if the \texttt{for} clause is omitted, it becomes a universal constraint that constrains all methods.

\begin{verbatim}
//@ public constraint balance <= \old(balance) for withdraw();
\end{verbatim}

### 2.4.3 Abstract Specifications

It is important for specifications to abstract away from implementation details. JML provides \textit{model} and \textit{ghost fields} to form the abstract values of Java data types \cite{89} \cite{95} (see Section 2.6 for an example). They are specification-only fields, and their declarations are the same as those of Java except that they have the JML modifiers \texttt{ghost} and \texttt{model}. They can be used only in specifications and do not have to appear in the implementation. Their values are abstract in the sense that one is not concerned with their time or space efficiency \cite{63}. The difference between model and ghost fields is that a model field’s value is implicitly given as a mapping from the program state whereas a ghost field’s is directly manipulated with specification statements. A \texttt{represents} clause defines this mapping for a model field by stating how the field is related to program fields (see Section 2.6 for an example). That is, the \texttt{represents} clause specifies an \textit{abstraction function} \cite{63} \cite{100}, pp. 70–71 or \textit{relation} \cite{6} \cite{45} \cite{92} \cite{138} \cite{140} for the model field. The \texttt{set} specification statement that is similar to Java’s assignment statements, is used to set the value of a ghost field (refer to Section 4.7.3 for the \texttt{set} statement).

JML also support specification-purpose methods, called \textit{model methods}. It is not necessary for a model method to have a body. A model method is often used to define an abstraction function or relation for a model field.

In JML, there are also model classes or interfaces, which are specification-purpose types.

### 2.5 Inheritance of Specifications

In JML, a subclass inherits specifications from its superclasses and interfaces that it implements. An interface also inherits specifications of the interfaces that it extends. What kinds of specifications are inherited? All specifications of appropriate visibility levels (i.e., public and protected) are inherited, including method specifications, invariants, constraints, specification-only declarations, \texttt{represents} clauses, \texttt{depends} clauses, and so on. However, only instance specifications are inherited; e.g., static invariants are not inherited. The semantics of specification inheritance reflects that of code inheritance in Java. A program variable appearing in assertions is statically resolved, and an instance method call is dynamically dispatched.

An important feature of JML’s specification inheritance is that its semantics supports a behavioral notion of subtyping \cite{40} \cite{101}. The essence of behavioral subtyping is summarized by Liskov and Wing’s \textit{substitution property}, which states that a subtype object can be used in place of a supertype’s object \cite{101} \cite{102} \cite{103}. In JML, specifications are inherited in such a way to ensure the
substitution property [40]. Preconditions are disjoined, and postconditions are conjoined in the form of \( \bigwedge (\text{old}(p_i) \Rightarrow q_i) \), where \( p_i \) is a precondition and \( q_i \) is the corresponding postcondition. Type assertions such as invariants and constraints are conjoined.

JML is distinguished in its support for a weak form of behavioral subtyping. A subtype has to preserve the history constraints specified by its supertypes. In particular, the subtype's additional methods — new methods of the subtype that do not override inherited ones — have to establish in the post-state the instance constraints of its supertypes. This stringent requirement is called a strong behavioral subtyping. If the subtype's additional methods are relieved from obeying the type constraints inherited from its supertypes, it is called weak behavioral subtyping [38] [39] [40]; however, in the weak form, the subtype's overriding methods still have to preserve the inherited type constraints. In JML, weak behavioral subtyping is specified by using a weakly annotation; if the weakly annotation is omitted, it defaults to the strong behavioral subtyping. For example, the following specification says that the class \( S \) is a strong subtype of the class \( T \), but a weak subtype of the interface \( I \).

```java
public class S extends T implements I /*@ weakly @*/ { /* ... */ }
```

A refinement relationship, specified by the refine declaration, is another source of specification inheritance in JML [89]. A refining class or interface inherits all the specifications of the refined class or interface; in particular, private specifications are also inherited. A refinement relationship is defined for the same type, whose code and specifications may exist in separate files. A refined specification may be more abstract or describe a partial behavior, whereas a refining specification may be more detailed or complete. Another possibility is that a refined type contains only specifications while a refining type contains only code. Thus, refinement also help to modularize specifications.

### 2.6 An Example

This section presents a JML specification that shows some of the JML features explained in the previous sections. Figure 2.4 shows a JML specification for the class \( \text{StackAsArray} \). The first line is a JML annotation that imports the class \( \text{JMLObjectSequence} \) from the package \( \text{org.jmlspecs.models} \).

The keyword model highlights that this is a specification-purpose import; thus it does not have to appear in an implementation. The class \( \text{JMLObjectSequence} \) implements a mathematical model for sequences of objects, i.e., immutable sequences [90], and is used to model stacks as sequences.

A stack is represented as an array of objects by the field named \( \text{array} \). The non_null annotation states that the field \( \text{array} \) cannot be null; it is equivalent to writing an invariant clause, `private invariant array != null;`. The field \( \text{index} \) represents the current top of the stack and its value is increased as the stack grows. The invariant clause states that the value of the field \( \text{index} \) is restricted to a certain range that is a proper index to the array \( \text{array} \). The keyword private indicates that this invariant is for the implementor of the class; such a specification is not visible to clients.

A stack is modeled as a sequence of objects by the model field named \( \text{elems} \). The model field \( \text{elems} \) is visible to clients, as it is declared public. The idea is that even if stacks are implemented as arrays, they can be viewed by clients as sequences. The represents clause defines a correspondence between the abstract state, represented by \( \text{elems} \), and the program state, represented by program fields such as \( \text{array} \) and \( \text{index} \). The value of the model field \( \text{elems} \) is equal to an expression \( \text{JMLObjectSequence.convertFrom(array, index + 1)} \). The depends clause states that the program fields \( \text{array} \) and \( \text{index} \) can be modified by methods that are allowed to modify the model field \( \text{elems} \) [95] [96]. As both clauses are private, they are not visible to clients, thus hiding the representation.

The specification of the constructor shows a use of specification cases. It consists of a public specification case and a private specification case, separated by the keyword also. The first specification

```java
public class S extends T implements I /*@ weakly @*/ { /* ... */ }
```
public class StackAsArray {
  private /*@ non_null @*/ Object[] array;

  private int index = -1;
  //@ private invariant -1 <= index & index < array.length;
  //@ private represents elems <- JMLObjectSequence.convertFrom(array, index + 1);
  //@ private depends elems <- array, index; @*/

  public StackAsArray(int size) { /* ... */ }

  public void push(/*@ non_null @*/ Object e) { /* ... */ }

  public /*@ non_null @*/ Object top() { /* ... */ }

  public /*@ pure @*/ boolean isEmpty() { /* ... */ }
}

Figure 2.4: Specification of the class StackAsArray.
case is visible to clients (indicated by the keyword public), while the second is for implementors of the class (indicated by the keyword private). The public specification case is written in terms of the public model field elems, and the private specification is written in terms of the private program fields array and index. (In JML, a specification of a particular visibility can refer to only those elements that have the same or wider visibility; e.g., a public specification can refer to public elements, but not protected, package-visible, or private elements.) The keyword normal_behavior indicates that the method cannot terminate abruptly by throwing an exception, thus an exceptional postcondition, specified by the signals clause, cannot appear in these specification cases. The specification states that clients should instantiate a Stack object with a non-negative size, and the implementors must ensure that such an object establish a state corresponding to an empty stack by indirectly modifying the model field elems, i.e., assigning to the program fields array and index.

The precondition of the method push is omitted, and thus defaults to true. The non_null annotation to the parameter e means that clients cannot call this method with a null object. The non_null annotation in this context is equivalent to conjoining a predicate e != null to each precondition (including the default one, if omitted); thus the effective precondition of the method push becomes e != null. The postcondition states that pushing an item onto a stack is equivalent to adding the item at the end of the sequence represented by the model field elems. The method specification also shows an example of redundant specification clauses, i.e., ensures redundantly.

The specification of the method top is interesting in that the method can terminate either normally or abruptly by throwing an exception IllegalStateException; this fact is highlighted by the keyword behavior (instead of normal_behavior or exceptional_behavior), which also suggests that the user should specify both normal and exceptional postconditions. The assignable clause states that the method top is an observer in that it is not allowed to change any object. This frame axiom is necessary because, if omitted, in such a specification case, it defaults to assignable everything, stating that it can mutate any reachable objects. The normal postcondition says that if the stack is not empty, the return value must be the last element of the sequence elems. The exceptional postcondition states that if the stack is empty, the method can throw an IllegalStateException, but no other kinds of exceptions; technically, the signals clause states that if the specified method terminates abruptly by throwing the declared exception (in this case, Exception), the given predicate must be satisfied in that exceptional post-state. The method declaration has a non_null annotation, which in this case means that, if the method terminates normally, the return value must not be null. Thus, it is equivalent to conjoining a predicate \result != null to the normal postcondition.

Finally, the method isEmpty is specified in the lightweight style, and thus the omitted precondition defaults to \not specified. The visibility keyword is also omitted; the specification becomes publicly visible, as the visibility defaults to that of the specified method in lightweight specifications. The specification also shows another kind of annotations, a pure annotation. A pure annotation states that the specified method has no side-effects; it is desugared into an assignable clause of the form, assignable nothing, which states that the method is not allowed to change any non-local locations.

### 2.7 Discussion

JML is an extension to Java in that it adds a set of specification facilities to Java. However, the extension introduces some semantic discrepancies between Java and its JML extension. The first such discrepancy is due to model declarations. A model or ghost field can be declared in an interface. This allows an interface to be stateful in the sense that the interface can now have state information. This contradicts Java, where an interface is stateless in that it cannot have an instance field. A model method introduces a similar mismatch between JML and Java, for an interface model method can have a body.
To be able to write specifications for interfaces is very important, for interfaces provide a logical boundary between clients and implementors of program modules, and thus are ideal places to attach contracts. However, an interface specification brings an unpleasant consequence that Java avoided by not allowing code in the interface. That is, Java permits only single inheritance of code, from superclasses to subclasses, but JML allows multiple inheritance of specifications; specifications are also inherited from interfaces to implementing classes and subinterfaces. This complicates the semantics of JML, raising the problem of name conflicts due to multiple inheritance. As field names are statically resolved, a textual copy semantics, which textually copies down inherited specifications to the inheriting type, does not provide a suitable semantic framework.

JML’s introduction of refinement is unique in that it has no corresponding feature in Java or other specification languages. A refining type inherits everything from a refined type including even its private specifications and code. The refinement relationship is restricted to single inheritance; a refining type can have at most one direct refined type.

In JML, encapsulation of specifications is another important feature. A specification is declared public, protected, package-visible, or private with the same meaning as in Java. An important aspect of this is that a specification of a particular visibility cannot refer to entities of a narrower visibility; this prevents a specification of a wider visibility (e.g., public) from exposing an entity of a narrower visibility (e.g., private). However, a specification is often written in terms of the internal representation (i.e., private fields). Thus, JML allows one to widen the visibility of a Java declaration. A private or package-visible field, method, or type can become protected or public for specification purposes. This means that such a field, method, or type now can be used in the specifications of subclasses and client programs. However, note that it still cannot be used in the code of subclasses and client programs. In sum, a declaration can have multiple scopes of visibility, one for JML specifications and the other for Java code.
Chapter 3

Expressions and Assertions

This chapter discusses how the JML compiler evaluates JML expressions and assertions. The approach is explained by defining translation rules from JML expressions into runtime assertion checking code. Two particular aspects of the translation are examined in detail, the undefinedness problem and the translation of quantifiers.

3.1 Introduction

JML extends Java’s expression syntax to write expressions and assertions (see Section 2.2). JML’s extension includes quantifiers, a set comprehension notation, and other specification constructs. All Java expressions can be used in writing JML expressions except for expressions like assignments, increment operators, and decrement operators, that may cause side-effects. Another restriction is that only pure methods can be called within JML expressions; the pureness of an expression is statically checked at compile-time. Thus, except for JML-specific constructs and forbidden Java expressions, JML expressions look the same as Java expressions. Indeed, the meaning of JML expressions is for the most part the same as that of Java expressions. However, there are several important semantic differences between JML and Java expressions.

- Abrupt completion: In Java, the evaluation of an expression may complete abruptly by throwing an exception [55, Section 15.6]. No interpretation is given to the value of an abruptly-completed expression, except that the abrupt completion always has an associated reason (i.e., throw). In JML, however, the semantics is to substitute an arbitrary expressible value of the correct type for an expression that throws an exception [90].

- Order of evaluation: In Java, some operators are order-sensitive while they are not in JML. For example, conditional operators such as && and || evaluate the right-hand operand only if the value of the left-hand operands is not conclusive; they are short-circuit evaluated. If the whole expression completes normally, the order does not matter in terms of the result. Otherwise, however, it can make a difference between Java and JML. Consider an expression x.length > 0 || true, where x is an array. In Java, the result can be either true or a throw of NullPointerException (which happens if x is null). In JML, the result is always true. If x is null, the term x.length takes an arbitrary value of type int, and thus the subexpression x.length > 0 becomes either true or false. However, the subexpression does not contribute to the result, because true is a zero-element of disjunction (||). In short, JML expressions obey the standard rules of logic even in the presence of undefinedness.

- Executability: In JML, not all expressions are executable. Some like informal descriptions are inherently non-executable, and others like quantifiers may not be executable.
A formal specification is written abstractly without worrying about computational concerns such as exceptions, runtime errors, and executability. However, the runtime assertion checker has to address these concerns to evaluate assertions. The semantics of JML is to substitute an arbitrary expressible value of the correct type for undefinedness. In this chapter, a unified framework is presented to handle undefinedness in assertions, caused by various reasons. The idea is to categorize undefinedness into demonic and angelic undefinedness, and to apply a (game) strategy to select the optimal value based on the category. A chosen strategy is optimal if it obeys the formal semantics and can detect more errors than any other strategy. For demonic undefinedness (e.g., runtime exceptions), the goal is to falsify the top-level assertion (e.g., pre- or postconditions) under the rules of logic, and for angelic undefinedness (e.g., non-executable constructs), the goal is to make it true. The approach taken is optimal, because it preserves the semantics of JML with respect to undefinedness, and can detect as many assertion violations as possible without false positives.

JML has several forms of quantifiers and a set comprehension notation, both of which may not be executable. An extensible framework is provided to host multiple techniques to evaluate them. However, the primary evaluation strategy is to statically analyze a quantified expression and to determine a set of objects or values that is sufficient to decide the result of the expression. If such a set can be identified, the quantified expression is translated into code that evaluates the expression part of the quantifier iteratively with the quantified variable bound to each element of the set. Otherwise, the quantified expression is translated into (angelic) undefinedness so that the expression’s context determines an optimal value.

The rest of this chapter are organized as follows. Section 3.1.1 introduces notations that are used throughout this chapter. Section 3.2 explains the undefinedness problem, and introduces an approach to the undefinedness problem, called a local, contextual interpretation. The approach is explained in detail by defining a set of translation rules from JML expressions to assertion checking code. Section 3.3 explains how quantified expressions are evaluated by the runtime assertion checker. Section 3.4 describes related work. Section 3.5 discuss an anomaly of the contextual interpretation, and Section 3.6 summarizes this chapter.

3.1.1 Notations

In this chapter, I explain my approaches by defining a set of translation rules. The translation rules map JML expressions into Java program statements. However, to reduce the complexity of presentation, translation rules are defined only for a subset of JML expressions that are enough to show the essentials of the approaches. Figure 3.1 shows the abstract syntax of JML expressions to lead my discussion in this chapter. In addition to the familiar Java expressions, the abstract syntax includes JML-specific logical connectives such as equivalence (\(\equiv\)), inequivalence (\(\nleq\equiv\)), forward implication (\(\Rightarrow\)), and reverse implication (\(\Leftarrow\)). In Section 3.3, I will add quantifiers and the set comprehension notation to the abstract syntax.

Figure 3.1 also shows a sample translation rule. A JML expression is translated into Java code fragment, a sequence of Java statements. The reason for this is that JML expressions (e.g., quantifiers) are often too complex to be translated directly into Java expressions, and need a special handling to cope with undefinedness. The translated code in general becomes the body of assertion checking methods such as pre- and postcondition checking methods (see Chapter 4). The translation function, \(C\): Expression \(\times\) Identifier \(\times\) boolean \(\rightarrow\) Program, maps JML expressions to Java program code. For example, \(C[E_1 > E_2, r, p]\) denotes a piece of Java program code that evaluates the comparison expression \(E_1 > E_2\) and stores the result into the program variable \(r\). The translated code may use the boolean value, \(p\), as the default value to cope with undefinedness such as exceptions and non-executable constructs (see Section 3.2 for details). The variable \(r\) is assumed to be declared in the outer scope, e.g., by code that incorporate the translated code. The translated code may introduce local variables (e.g., \(v_1\), \(v_2\), and \(e\) in this example), and such variables are assumed to be unique in their scopes.
Abstract syntax:
\[ I \in \text{Identifier} \]
\[ E \in \text{Expression} \]
\[ E ::= E_1 \leftrightarrow E_2 \mid E_1 \leftrightarrow! E_2 \]
\[ \mid E_1 \Rightarrow E_2 \mid E_1 \Leftarrow E_2 \]
\[ \mid \top E \]
\[ \mid E_1 \| E_2 \mid E_1 \&\& E_2 \]
\[ \mid E_2 = E_2 \mid E_1 != E_2 \]
\[ \mid E.I \]
\[ \mid E_0.I(E_1, \ldots, E_n) \]
\[ \mid \ldots \]

Translation function:
\[ C: \text{Expression} \times \text{Identifier} \times \text{boolean} \rightarrow \text{Program} \]
\[ C[E_1 > E_2, r, p] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \]
\[ \begin{array}{l}
\text{try} \{
\text{int } v_1 = 0; \\
\text{int } v_2 = 0; \\
C[E_1, v_1, p] \\
C[E_2, v_2, p] \\
r = v_1 > v_2
\} \text{ catch (JMLAngelicException } e \text{) } \{
\text{r} = \neg p; \\
\} \text{ catch (Exception } e \text{) } \{
\text{r} = p; \\
\}
\end{array} \]

Figure 3.1: Abstract syntax of JML expressions and sample translation rule.

### 3.2 The Undefinedness Problem

Assertions in specifications are written abstractly in mathematical terms and formula, and their meanings are well defined in terms of pure mathematical models. The mathematical models are not concerned with computational problems such as exceptions, runtime errors and executability of assertions. However, to evaluate the assertions at runtime, the runtime assertion checker has to handle these concerns in the computation model. The problem becomes more acute for JML, as it uses Java expressions for writing assertions. A specification assertion can throw an exception or raises a runtime error because it is an expression of the underlying programming language. In JML, another source of undefinedness is non-executable specification constructs such as informal descriptions. In both mathematical and computational models, the semantics must be precise about the meanings of assertions upon an occurrence of undefinedness; otherwise, the semantics would be incomplete and leave a possibility of different and potentially conflicting interpretations.

#### 3.2.1 An Example

Figure 3.2 shows the specification of the method `push` of the interface `StackType`. The behavior of the method is specified by using a model field named `contents` (see Section 7.2 for model fields). The method specification has both pre- and postconditions. The runtime assertion checker evaluates the pre- and postconditions to determine a potential assertion violation. But, what if an exception occurs while evaluating the pre- or postcondition? For example, the postcondition has a term
// model import org.jmlspecs.models.JMLObjectSequence;
public interface StackType {
    /*@ model instance non_null JMLObjectSequence contents
       @ initially contents.isEmpty(); @*/

    /*@ assignable contents; 
       @ ensures contents.size() == \old(contents.size() + 1) && 
       @ contents.get(0) == elem && 
       @ (\forall int i; 0 < i && i < contents.size();
       @ contents.get(i) == \old(contents.get(i-1))); @*/
    void push(/*@ non_null @*/ Object elem);
    // ...
}

Figure 3.2: JML specification with potential undefinedness.

contents.size(), that may lead to an abrupt completion of the evaluation. If the field contents
is null, the expression throws a NullPointerException. It is also possible that the method size of
the class JMLObjectSequence may throw some runtime exception. If either of these happens, what
should be the values of the expression contents.size() and enclosing, parent expressions up to the
postcondition? Does the postcondition hold?

A practical approach is needed to evaluate assertions in the presence of undefinedness. The
approach should be faithful to the semantics of JML, e.g., preserving the standard rules of logic, and
also be able to detect as many errors as possible so that the runtime assertion checker can be used as
an effective tool for debugging and testing. Being faithful to JML’s semantics does not necessarily
means catching more errors. Consider, for example, the method push’s postcondition in the interface
StackType (see Figure 3.2). The evaluation of the term contents.size() may lead to an abrupt
completion, e.g., with a reason NullPointerException. Then, the semantics of JML allows the
runtime assertion checker to substitute an arbitrary value for contents.size(). The checker may
choose a value that satisfies all enclosing expressions, including the postcondition itself. Such an
interpretation is legitimate, but by doing so the the checker would lose an important opportunity
of catching a potential error.

Other requirements includes (1) to provide a unified framework to handle various causes of
undefinedness, such as exceptions, runtime errors, and non-executable constructs, (2) to be definite
about top-level assertions such as preconditions, postconditions, and invariants, and (3) to be efficient
in terms of implementation. The reason for the second requirement is to let the runtime assertion
checker determine assertion violations and, if necessary, take appropriate actions. This is particularly
important to tools that rely on the runtime assertion checker, e.g. testing tools to decide test successes
or failures (see Chapter 8 for such an application).

3.2.2 Demonic versus Angelic

Undefinedness can have various causes, such as exceptions, runtime errors, and non-executable con-
structs. I make a distinction among various causes of undefinedness, from the perspective of runtime
assertion checking. The distinction help to provide a unified framework to cope with undefinedness.
A cause is demonic if it should be treated as an error by the runtime assertion checker. Examples
of demonic causes include various kinds of exceptions and runtime errors. A cause is angelic if it
should not be treated as an error by the runtime assertion checker. A primary example of angelic
causes is a non-executable specification construct such as informal descriptions. This is because the
runtime assertion checker cannot prove it is false. The accurate value is not known in the computation model — i.e., it is not computable due to various reasons, but mostly because the expression is not amenable to a practical execution scheme. Therefore, it would be unsound to assume that such an assertion does not hold; it may produce a false positive.

I use the terms demonic and angelic undefinedness to refer to undefinedness due to demonic and angelic causes respectively. In the next section, I explain how this distinction is used to cope with undefinedness in a unified framework.

3.2.3 Contextual Interpretation

I call my approach a local, contextual interpretation. The key idea is to think of runtime assertion checking as a game and apply an optimal strategy for selecting a value for undefinedness. For demonic undefinedness, the goal is to falsify the top-level assertions, such as pre- or postconditions, under the rules of logic; for angelic undefinedness, the goal is to make them true. The interpretation is local in that undefinedness is interpreted by the smallest boolean expression that encloses the undefinedness. It is contextual in that the value for the smallest boolean expression is chosen context-sensitively, depending on the operator involved and the position of the occurrence relative to the top-level assertion.

As an example, consider the following requires clause, where x is an array variable.

//@ requires !(x.length <= 0);

If the variable x is null, the evaluation of the term x.length completes abruptly by throwing a NullPointerException. The smallest, enclosing boolean expression is x.length <= 0, and it appears inside a negation expression. In such a context, the goal for demonic undefinedness like NullPointerException becomes to make it true, so that it has an opportunity to falsify the top-level assertion, i.e., the precondition. Therefore, the expression x.length <= 0 evaluates to true, and thus the precondition becomes false.

The notion of contexts plays a crucial role in the interpretation. Without it, one might choose false for the expression x.length <= 0 in the hope of falsifying the top-level assertion, i.e., the precondition. However, the precondition would become true with such a choice of value. Thus, the main idea here is to use the context of an expression to determine its value upon an occurrence of undefinedness. Each expression has a translation context, which is defined in such a way to ensure the rules of logic. An expression’s context is determined based on the operator involved, and also relative to the context of its parent expression.

I define two kinds of contexts: a negative context and a positive context. In a negative context, an occurrence of an exception is interpreted as false by the smallest boolean expression that covers the exception. A positive context means that an occurrence of an exception in that context is treated as true. In sum, demonic undefinedness evaluates to false in a negative context, and true in a positive context. As a dual of demonic undefinedness, angelic undefinedness evaluates to the opposite value in each kind of contexts. A top-level assertion, such as pre- and postconditions and invariants, takes a negative context, and a subexpression either inherits the context of its parent expression or takes the opposite context. In general, negation-style expressions take the opposite context, and all other expressions inherit the contexts of their parent expressions. The reason that top-level assertions start with negative contexts is that the runtime assertion checker should be able to treat an occurrence of an exception at the top level assertion as an assertion violation.

Table 3.1 shows how the translation contexts are determined. The contexts of expressions are recursively defined by the structures of the expressions and with respect to the contexts of the parent expressions. Let $\epsilon(E)$ denote the context of expression $E$. It is either true or false; true for the positive context, and false for the negative context. The contexts of $E$’s subexpressions are defined in terms of $\epsilon(E)$. As shown, only the negation operator, forward and backward implication operators, and the universal quantifier change contexts of their subexpressions.
Table 3.1: Translation contexts for expressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure of enclosing expression, (E)</th>
<th>Context of subexpression (E_1, \epsilon(E_1))</th>
<th>Context of subexpression (E_2, \epsilon(E_2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(!E_1)</td>
<td>(!\epsilon(E))</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_1</td>
<td></td>
<td>E_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_1 &amp;&amp; E_2)</td>
<td>(\epsilon(E))</td>
<td>(\epsilon(E))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_1 == &gt; E_2)</td>
<td>(!\epsilon(E))</td>
<td>(\epsilon(E))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_1 &lt; == E_2)</td>
<td>(\epsilon(E))</td>
<td>(\epsilon(E))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_1 &lt;= == &gt; E_2)</td>
<td>(\epsilon(E))</td>
<td>(\epsilon(E))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\forall D; E_1; E_2)</td>
<td>(!\epsilon(E))</td>
<td>(\epsilon(E))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\exists D; E_1; E_2)</td>
<td>(\epsilon(E))</td>
<td>(\epsilon(E))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[C[E.I,r,p] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} \text{if } I\text{'s type is boolean} \\
\text{try} \{ \\
T v; \\
C[E,v,p] \\
r = v.I; \\
\} \text{ catch (JMLAngelicException } e) \{ \\
r = !p; \\
\} \text{ catch (Exception } e) \{ \\
r = p; \\
\}
\end{cases} \]

\[C[E.I,r,p] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} \text{otherwise} \\
T v; \\
C[E,v,p] \\
r = v.I;
\end{cases} \]

Figure 3.3: Translating field reference expressions.

3.2.4 Translation Rules

In this section, I formalize the local contextual interpretation, by defining a set of translation rules from the abstract syntax of JML expressions (see Figure 3.1) to Java program code. The translation function, \(C: \text{Expression} \times \text{Identifier} \times \text{boolean} \rightarrow \text{Program}\), takes three arguments, a JML expression, a result variable, and a context value (see Section 3.1.1). The third argument, the context value, specifies the translation context which is either true or false. The context value true means that the translation should be done in a positive context, and false means that the translation should be done in a negative context. The context value is for translating demonic undefinedness; thus, angelic undefinedness should be translated in the opposite context.

Figure 3.3 shows the translation rules for field reference expressions. A special notation, an underlined sentence preceded by “?”, is used to specify side conditions. A rule becomes applicable only when all its side conditions are met. Thus, the first rule is applied when the field is boolean type; otherwise, the second rule is applied.

The first rule is interesting, as it shows the underlying idea of the local contextual interpretation. If the field \(I\) is of type boolean, then the field reference expression \(E.I\) becomes the smallest
boolean expression for any occurrence of undefinedness in the expression, e.g., when $E$ turns out to be null. Thus, the translation rule should handle such an occurrence of undefinedness. For this, the evaluation of the expression $E.I$ is wrapped with contextual interpretation code. It is evaluated inside a `try` block, by using a local variable $v$. (All such local variables are assumed to be initialized with their default values, but these details are suppressed in the translation rules.) The expression $E$ is evaluated and its $I$ field is referenced to set the result variable $r$. If the code inside the `try` block completes abruptly by throwing an exception, then there are two possibilities. If it is caused by demonic undefinedness (e.g., a runtime exception such as `NullPointerException`), the result variable, $r$, is set to the given context value, $p$, by the second `catch` clause. If it is caused by angelic undefinedness (e.g., a non-executable construct), the result variable, $r$, is set to the opposite of the context value, $\neg p$, by the first `catch` clause. This happens, for example, if the referenced field $I$ is a non-executable model field (see Section 7.2); a reference to such a model field throws an instance of `JMLNonExecutableException` which is a subclass of the class `JMLAngelicException`. The exception class `JMLAngelicException` indicates an occurrence of angelic undefinedness.

As this is the first rule for contextual interpretation, it would be instructive to show an example. Consider a `requires` clause, `//@ requires person.isMarried;`, where `person` is of type, say, `Person` which has a boolean field named `isMarried`. Then the precondition `person.isMarried` is translated into the following code.

```java
try {
  Person rac$v1 = null;
  rac$v1 = person;
  rac$r1 = person.isMarried;
} catch (JMLAngelicException rac$e) {
  rac$r1 = true;
} catch (Exception rac$e) {
  rac$r1 = false;
}
```

As the expression `person.isMarried` appears in the top-level assertion (i.e., the precondition), it is translated in the negative context, i.e., with the context value false. With this translation, if the variable `person` becomes null, the result variable `rac$r1` is set to false, i.e., the precondition becomes violated. If the expression appears in a positive context, e.g., $\neg person.isMarried$, then upon an occurrence of undefinedness the result variable is set to the opposite to the values shown in the above code. Thus, a null value for the variable `person` still leads to a precondition violation.

The second rule of Figure 3.3 is applied when the referenced field is not of type boolean. As its type is not boolean, the field reference expression cannot be the smallest boolean expression that covers undefinedness, thus the evaluation is not wrapped with contextual interpretation code. As a result, any undefinedness, if occurring, would be passed up to its parent expression. Such an occurrence of undefinedness would be eventually be interpreted by some ancestor expression, as the top-level assertion (e.g., the precondition) is a boolean expression.

The translation rules for method call expressions, shown in Figure 3.4, has the structure very similar to those for field reference expressions. If the method’s return type is `boolean`, then the expression itself is the smallest boolean expression that covers any occurrences of undefinedness inside the method body. Thus, as in the field reference expressions, the expression is evaluated wrapped with contextual interpretation code. Otherwise, one of parent expressions would be such a smallest boolean expression, and thus the expression itself is evaluated without contextual interpretation. However, its subexpressions such as the receiver and arguments are still evaluated with contextual interpretation. A helper function, $C_M$, is used to factor out the common translation, i.e., the translation of the method call expression itself without contextual interpretation.

Figure 3.5 shows a set of translation rules for logical connectives. The translation rules for equivalence and implication expressions are defined indirectly by desugaring them into those that
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use only negation, conjunction and disjunction\(^1\). The translation rule for negation expressions is interesting. Because the negation operator changes the translation context, the subexpression, \(E\), is translated in the opposite context, i.e., \(\neg p\). The result variable, \(r\), is set to the negation of the expression \(E\). The negation expression is a primary example of expressions that change translation contexts.

Figure 3.6 shows the translation rules for conditional expressions. As in Java, both the conditional-or (\(\text{||}\)) and the conditional-and (\(\&\&\)) expressions are short-circuit evaluated; the left-hand subexpression is evaluated first, and then the right-hand subexpression is evaluated, but only if the left-hand subexpression cannot determine the value of the whole expression. However, there is an important difference here between Java and JML. Even if the evaluation of the left-hand subexpression completes abruptly, e.g., by throwing an exception, the evaluation of the whole expression proceeds normally, i.e., by evaluating the right-hand subexpression, if necessary. Such an abrupt completion is interpreted by the subexpression itself as either true or false (see the translation rules for equality expressions and method call expressions later in this section). In JML, therefore, the order of evaluating subexpressions does not matter.

Figure 3.7 shows translation rules for equality expressions. The first rule is for the operator

\(^1\)In the JML compiler, however, they may be translated directly without desugaring for the performance of the translated code. For this, the context rules shown in Table 3.1 should be used.
not-equal-to (\(!=\))

The second and third rules, for the operator equal-to (\(==\)), is a bit involved. The complication is again due to a possibility of equality expressions being the smallest boolean expression that encloses an occurrence of undefinedness. Such a possibility arises only when the subexpressions are not boolean expressions; if they are boolean, they or their subexpressions will be the smallest such boolean expressions. If there is such a possibility, then the evaluation is wrapped with contextual interpretation code, i.e., try-catch statement. Otherwise, it is evaluated without the contextual interpretation. A new translation function \(C_E\) is a helper function that factors out common translations.

### 3.2.5 Non-executable Constructs

The translation rules in the previous section can handle angelic undefinedness such as non-executable specification constructs. How does such undefinedness occur?

A non-executable construct causes an occurrence of angelic undefinedness. For example, the translation rules for boolean-typed JML specification constructs such as informal descriptions [89,
I ∈ Identifier
T ∈ Type
D ∈ Declaration
E ∈ Expression

E ::= · · ·
  | (∀ D; E; E)
  | (∃ D; E; E)
  | (∑ D; E; E)
  | (∏ D; E; E)
  | (min D; E; E)
  | (max D; E; E)
  | (num_of D; E; E)
  | new T {D | E.contains(I) && E}

D ::= T I

Figure 3.8: Extended abstract syntax of JML expressions

Section 3.1], are defined as follows.

\[ C[(* \ldots *), r, p] \overset{\text{def}}{=} r = !p; \]

Because the context value, \( p \), is for demonic undefinedness such as exceptions, the result variable, \( r \), in the translated code is set to the negation of \( p \), thus implementing an optimistic view on the non-executable constructs. The interpretation means that an informal description always holds.

For specification constructs whose results are of non-boolean types, the translation rules are defined to throw angelic undefinedness. For example, the following rule is for translating \( \reach \) expressions, that denotes the set of all objects “reachable” from the given location [89, Section 3.2].

\[ C[\reach(E), r, p] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} 
\text{if (true) }
\quad \text{throw new JMLNonExecutableException("\reach(E)")}; \\
\text{else return } \{ \}
\end{cases} \]

A \( \reach \) expression is translated into a throw statement that signals a predefined JML runtime exception, JMLNonExecutableException. The class JMLNonExecutableException is a subclass of JMLAngelicException. The exception notifies to the parent expressions that a non-executable expression has been encountered. The parent expressions will interpret the exception contextually (see translation rules in the previous section).

### 3.3 Quantified Expressions

#### 3.3.1 Abstract Syntax Extended

JML provides several forms of quantifiers such as \( \forall \), \( \exists \), \( \max \), \( \min \), \( \product \), \( \sum \), and \( \num \) [31], and the set comprehension notation, \( \text{new } T \{ \} \) [89, Section 3.1]. (see Section 2.2). A quantified expression is either a predicate or a numerical expression, and a set comprehension expression denotes a set of objects, e.g., an instance of the class JMLObjectSet.

Figure 3.8 shows the abstract syntax of JML expressions extended with quantifiers and the set comprehension notation. The abstract syntax is simplified; e.g., the syntax allows only one variable in a quantified variable declaration \( \{ D \} \), whereas one can declare more than one variable in JML.
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3.3.2 Semantic Clarification

There are several subtle questions that need clarification for the correct evaluation of JML quantifiers by the runtime assertion checker. What is the range of a quantified variable if it is not constrained by the range predicate at all? Does the range include only the currently existing objects, all the objects that have existed in the past, or even all the objects that may exist in the future? Is the value null included too? For value types (i.e., Java primitive types) like int, the answer is clear because they are intrinsically immutable and lack identities. When quantifying over such types, we are interested in ranging over values regardless of their memory locations. Indeed, the Java's equality (==) operator tests for value equality, not reference equality, for primitive types. For reference types such as classes, interfaces and array types in Java, there are several possible interpretations.

- All existing objects versus all possible objects.
- Including the value null versus excluding it.

In object-oriented database query languages, a quantifier ranges over all currently existing objects and the value null is an invalid element [23]. Kent and Maung took a similar position for Eiffel [74]. The idea here is to view a type as a collection of its instances, often called a class extent or type extent. Thus, a quantified variable ranges over all existing instances of its (declared) type, and the assertion is evaluated for each element of the type extent. This approach, which is called a type extent-based approach in this dissertation, is practical and effective in a system where type extents are explicitly maintained by the runtime system. However, I doubt its applicability to an object-oriented programming language such as Java. The meaning of “existing” is not clear and precise. Included are all objects regardless of their accessibility or reachability? Some objects may not be visible to a particular client, or others may be lost (e.g., no reference at all). Performing a garbage collection may change the meaning of a predicate. Worse, Java has special reference objects, that are garbage collected at the discretion of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), e.g., when the memory is low [146].

The JML document states that a quantifier ranges over all potential values of the variable declared which satisfy the range predicate [89, Section 3.1]. It further states that when a variable declared is a reference type, it may be null or may reference to an object not constructed by the program. The variable may reference to an object of the subtype of its declared type; however, this is not explicitly stated in the JML document. Thus, JML takes a position that the universe of quantification consists of all possible objects (of correct type) including the value null. This semantics of JML makes the type extent-based approach to be unfaithful to the semantics of JML, though it may provide a good approximation. It is unfaithful in that the approach is not sound; there is a possibility of false positives.

3.3.3 Pattern-based Static Analysis

In the literature, several techniques and methods have been proposed to make quantified assertions executable for different formal specification notations and languages (see Section 3.4). However, there is no single, accepted, and universal approach that caters to all needs, and it is unlikely that there would be one in the future. It would be also true in JML, especially considering various forms of quantifiers. Thus, my approach for the JML compiler is to provide an extensible framework to host multiple evaluation strategies; this will facilitate introducing new evaluation techniques and strategies in the future. The JML compiler tries a chain of evaluation strategies until it comes up with a strategy that can handle a given quantified expression or all strategies are attempted at which point the expression becomes non-executable. However, the current, primary evaluation strategy is based on the static analysis of patterns, which is discussed in this section.

The pattern-based static analysis approach identifies predefined patterns to restrict the range of a quantifier to a finite collection or interval. If such a collection or interval is found, the quantified
variable is bound to each element of the collection or interval, and the expression of the quantifier
is evaluated iteratively. Otherwise, the expression becomes angelic undefinedness, i.e., translated
into code that throws a \texttt{JMLNonExecutableException}, thereby it is contextually interpreted by
parent expressions. For a quantification over an integral type such as \texttt{int}, patterns for intervals are
identified; e.g., the quantified expression \( \sum \text{int } x; x > 1 \land x < 5; x \) defines an interval
between 1 and 5, and thus can be evaluated by the runtime assertion checker. For a quantification
over a reference type, patterns for collections are identified; e.g., the quantified expression \( \forall \text{Student } p; \text{ta.contains}(p) \lor \text{ra.contains}(p); p.credits() \leq 12 \) defines a set consisting
of elements of both \texttt{ta} and \texttt{ra}, and thus becomes executable.

Figure 3.9 shows the translation rules for the universal quantifier. The given rules are applicable
only when the type of the quantified variable, \( v \), is a reference type. The rule first calculates a
conservative, static approximation of a set of objects, \( q \), that is sufficient to decide the truth of
the quantification. If no such a set can be calculated, the quantification is regarded as being non-
executable. For each element of the set \( q \), the desugared expression \( E_1 \Rightarrow E_2 \) is evaluated; note
that the iteration terminates as soon as the first element that does not satisfy the predicate is found.
The evaluation is wrapped with contextual interpretation code because the code calculating the set
\( q \) may throw an exception; for non-boolean-typed quantifiers like \( \sum \), the quantifiers become the
smallest boolean expression that covers undefinedness that may occur in \( E_2 \).

The calculation of a set that is sufficient to determine the truth of a quantification, is defined
by the helper functions \( C_Q \) and \( Q \). The goal here is to obtain a set \( q \) for a quantified expression
\( \forall T \ x; E_1; E_2 \) such that the following equivalence holds.

\[
(\forall T \ x; E_1; E_2) \equiv (\forall T \ x; \ldots .\text{contains}(x); E_1 \Rightarrow E_2)
\]

Ideally, this set would be as small as possible. The idea is to find such a set through a simple,
static analysis on the structure of the range predicate \( E_1 \). If the range predicate is not specified, then
\( E_2 \)'s antecedent is analyzed provided that \( E_2 \) is an implication expression; however, these details are
not shown in the translation rules. The helper function \( Q \) calculates such a set, and it uses a simple
pattern and the structures of expressions. The definition of \( Q \) uses several set notations like \( \cup \) and
\( \cap \) to denote the result of calculation. The notation \( \top \) denotes the universe, i.e., the set of all possible
objects, and thus it satisfies such properties as \( \top \cup s = \top \) and \( \top \cap s = s \). The helper function \( C_Q \)
translates the calculated set into the corresponding Java code; the details are suppressed here, but
it is a direct translation of the set union and intersection operators. One thing to note here is the
treatment of non-executable quantifiers. If the result of \( Q \) is the universe, \( \top \), then it means that
the calculation failed, thus the quantifier becomes non-executable. In such a case, the function \( C_Q \)
produces Java code that throws angelic undefinedness so that it be contextually interpreted by the
parent expressions.

If the quantified variable’s type is an integral type like \texttt{int}, then, instead of a set, an interval is
calculated using the same technique. Interval patterns, e.g., \( x < E \), are identified and appropriately
accumulated based on logical connectives such as \( \lor \) and \( \land \).

If the quantified variable’s type is \texttt{boolean}, the quantifier is evaluated by explicitly enumerating
all possible values, i.e., \texttt{true} and \texttt{false}.

If the quantified variable’s type is a floating-point type such as \texttt{float} and \texttt{double}, the quantifier
becomes non-executable; such a quantification cannot be evaluated by using the the static analysis
approach described in this section.

Translation rules for other kinds of quantifiers and the set comprehension notation, such as
the existential quantifier, general quantifiers, and the numerical quantifier, are defined in a similar
fashion. In particular, they use the same technique and algorithm to compute the finite collections
or intervals. Thus, their translation rules are not presented in this dissertation.
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\( C[\forall T v; E_1 ; E_2], r, p ] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{? } T \text{ is a reference type} \)

```java
try {
    r = true;
    Collection q = null;
    \( C_Q[E_1, v, q] \)
    Iterator i = q.iterator();
    while (r && i.hasNext()) {
        \( T \ v = (T)i.next(); \)
        \( C[E_1 \implies E_2, r, p] \)
    }
} catch (JMLAngelicException e) {
    r = !p;
} catch (Exception e) {
    r = p;
}
```

\( C_Q: \text{Expression} \times \text{Identifier} \times \text{Identifier} \rightarrow \text{Program} \)

\( C_Q[E, x, r] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \)

```java
... 
    r = Q[E, x] or throw new JMLNonExecutableException();
... 
Q: \text{Expression} \times \text{Identifier} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\text{Program}) 
\)

\( Q[E.\text{contains}(x), x] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ E \} \ ? \text{if } E\text{'s type is Collection} \)

\( Q[E_1 \&\& E_2, x] \overset{\text{def}}{=} Q[E_1, x] \cap Q[E_2, x] \)

\( Q[E_1 \lor E_2, x] \overset{\text{def}}{=} Q[E_1, x] \cup Q[E_2, x] \)

\( Q[E, x] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \top \ ? \text{all other patterns} \)

Figure 3.9: Translating the universal quantifier.

### 3.4 Related Work

#### 3.4.1 Undefinedness

The undefinedness problem has been studied by many researchers in the framework of logics (e.g., [67] [121] [137]). The reason is that programming abounds with partial functions, and if partial functions are admitted in logical formulae, a programming logic is needed that handles partial functions and undefined expressions [137]. Two-valued logics with “undefined” handles partial functions by introducing a constant (e.g., \( \perp \)) to represent an undefined value [122]. Three-valued logics with “undefined” allows the logical formulae to have the undefined value [11] [14] [68] [79]. Some logics introduce even more than one special value, thus, leading to many-valued logics [9] [10]. Gries and Schneider modeled partial functions by under-specified total functions to avoid undefinedness and their approach keeps the logic simple and calculational [56]. JML adapts this semantics, and thus substitutes an arbitrary expressible value of correct type for undefined expressions [89, Section 3.1]. The motivating idea is to preserve the standard rules of logic in JML.

The simplest approach to undefinedness in runtime assertion checking would be to propagate to
the user any exceptions thrown during the evaluation of assertions. The philosophy here is to view
assertions as expressions of the underlying programming language, and no more or no less than that.
An example is the assertion facility (assert statements) of the Java programming language [147]
and most design-by-contract tools [5] [81] [109]. A shortcoming of this approach is that one cannot
use the standard rules of logic to reason about assertions. As an example, a predicate x.length >
0 || true is not equivalent to true, where x is an array variable; i.e., true is not a zero element
of disjunction\(^2\). The reason, of course, is that the variable x can be null. This approach would not
be faithful to the semantics of JML, and it would not be definite about the top-level assertions.

A simple extension would be to “strictly” interpret undefinedness. An occurrence of an exception
propagates, without being interpreted, up to the top-level assertions such as pre- and postconditions,
where it is interpreted as false. That is, any exception in subexpressions falsify the top-level assertion.
The runtime assertion checker now would have a definite answer for the top-level assertion, i.e.,
either true or false, and thus can take appropriate actions against assertion violations. However,
a disadvantage of this approach is that, even if a subexpression does not contribute to the value of
the whole assertion, it falsifies the whole assertion should it throw an exception. For example, if the
variable x is null, a predicate x.length > 0 || true evaluates to false.

The problem of the above approach can be fixed by interpreting an exception non-strictly. The
idea is to make the smallest boolean expression that encloses the exception-causing expression false,
and thus not to propagate the exception any further. This non-strict interpretation lets more
assertions be evaluated normally; i.e., all expressions enclosing the smallest boolean expressions now
evaluates normally. The interpretation has a similar flavor as that of modeling partial functions
by under-specified total functions [56]. This approach, however, has an unpleasant consequence.
Consider a requires clause, //@ requires !(x.length <= 0);
If the variable x is null, the smallest, enclosing boolean expression x.length <= 0 evaluates to false. This makes the whole
assertion (i.e., the precondition) evaluate to true. Thus, the runtime assertion checker does not
treat it as a precondition violation, missing an opportunity to detect a potential error.

The general problem in the non-strict approach is that an occurrence of an exception can con-
tribute to make a top-level assertion true. This anomaly is caused by the fact the approach uses false
as the default value for an exception. The problem was fixed by introducing the notion of contexts
in the contextual interpretation presented in this chapter. The contextual approach is unique in that
it implements Gries and Schneider’s approach [56] in the framework of runtime assertion checking.

3.4.2 Quantified Expressions

There are two general schemes to evaluate quantified assertions: a transformational approach and
a generate-and-test approach. In the transformational approach, a quantified assertion is translated
into other languages, typically logic or constraint-based programming languages. The translated
constraints are then solved using built-in constraint solving engines to evaluate the original quan-
tification [153] [154]. The key concern here is to define translation rules that map from quantified
assertions to the logical formula or constraints of the target programming languages so that the re-
sulting formula or constraints be solved efficiently. The second is a direct and brute force approach.
The underlying idea is to restrict quantifications to finite domains. If the domain that a quantified
variable ranges over is known and finite, e.g., by restricting it to the elements of a collection or a
finite interval of integral values, the quantified assertion can be evaluated for each element of the
domain to determine the truth of the quantification [72] [81]. The first approach is popularly used
in the context of specification execution, whose main goal is to execute, simulate, or animate speci-
fications to find errors in specifications. However, it does not mesh well with the runtime assertion
checking, where the target languages are imperative programming languages, such as C++, Eiffel,
and Java. In JML, the approach would mean that assertion checking code rely on an external,

\(^2\)Technically, the conditional-or operator (||) is not disjunction because it is short-circuit evaluated.
non-Java system, and violate one of the JML compiler’s design goal — generating Java bytecode that works on any JVMs.

In the generate-and-test approach, there are at least three possibilities in achieving the finiteness of domains. The first is syntactic restriction. The syntax of quantified assertions may be restricted in such a way that the user must specify the domain of a quantified variable to be finite, typically a collection of objects or an interval of integral values [72] [81]. The second is static analysis. The syntax of quantified assertions is not restricted in anyway, but the assertions are analyzed statically to come up with finite domains that are sufficient to determine the truth of the quantifications [99] [152]. If no such finite domains are found, the assertions become non-executable. The third approach is based on the notion of type extent. The core idea here is to view a type as a collection of its instances [23]. In this view, a quantified variable ranges over all existing instances of its (declared) type, and the assertion is evaluated for each element of the type extent to determine the truth of the quantification [74]. While the last approach is based on a type point of view, the other two approaches are based on a collection point of view in that the domain is restricted to a (user specified) finite collection, and a quantified variable is bound to the element of the given collection rather than to the extent of its type [72].

Several researchers mentioned the idea of extending Eiffel with quantifications. McKim and Mondu’s proposal appears to be one of the earliest [106]. Their main concern was to better document class interface design, and thus they only defined the syntax for universal and existential quantifications with no formal semantics or implementation hints. Walden and Nerson introduced a similar syntactic extension in the BON notation, an Eiffel-based object-oriented analysis and design method [155]. Kent and Maung took the type point of view in their proposal [74]. They distinguished two kinds of quantifications, value quantifications reference quantifications, and they also defined formal semantics for their quantifiers. For a value quantification, a quantification over the so-called value types [143] which intrinsically are immutable and lack identities, the type extent denotes all possible values. For a reference quantification, it denotes all currently existing objects. They also gave hints on implementing both kinds of quantifications. Katrib and Coira suggested a more practical and implementation-oriented approach [72]. According to our classification scheme, the approach took a collection point of view with syntactic restriction [73]. An iterator was introduced as a built-in language construct, and a quantified assertion was defined in terms of an iterator; the domain of a quantified variable must be an iterator.

As mentioned before, the type extent approach is unsound with respect to the semantics of JML, as it can produce false positives. Thus, the JML compiler adopts the static analysis approach, in particular the collection view point. It extends Lin’s earlier work [99] by supporting more patterns and all kinds of quantifiers; Lin’s work supports only simple quantifiers of the form, $(\forall T \ x; \ c.\ contains(x); \ E)$. The JML compiler can also handle pre-state expressions such as old variables and old expressions appearing inside quantifiers. In addition, the evaluation approach is integrated into the contextual interpretation framework for undefinedness.

There are several design-by-contract tools for Java that support quantified assertions [5] [81]. All of them syntactically restrict the domains of quantified variables to finite collections or intervals, e.g., by allowing only java.lang.Enumeration, java.lang.Iterator, or subranges of integral values. The general form of quantified assertions is $(\forall x \ in D \mid P(x))$, where $D$ is a finite domain and $P(x)$ is a predicate over the quantified variable $x$. In JML, no such restrictions are imposed on quantified expressions, thus JML’s quantifiers may not be executable.

The Object Constraint Language (OCL) supports a limited form of quantifications [156] [157]. The OCL is a specification language for describing constraints on object-oriented models or systems with support for describing pre and postconditions and invariants. In OCL, quantifications are defined as operations on collection types with the general form, aCollection->forall(x:T1P(x)) and aCollection->exists(x:T1P(x)), where $P(x)$ is a predicate expression involving the variable $x$. The quantified variable $x$ is bound to each element of the collection aCollection, and the expression $P(x)$ is evaluated to determine the result of the quantified operation.
Some query languages for object-oriented database systems support very powerful quantification mechanism with both the type point of view and the collection point of view [23].

Peters and Parnas define quantified expressions in terms of so-called a inductively defined predicate [123]. Their idea is to restrict a quantification to a finite set by permitting only special forms of predicate expressions, i.e., \((x, P(x) \Rightarrow Q(x))\) and \((x, P(x) \land Q(x))\) for the universal and the existential quantifications, where \(P(x)\) is an inductively defined predicate. The predicate \(P(x)\) is a characteristic predicate of a finite set and must be given an inductive definition by specifying an initial finite set, \(I\), a generation function, \(G\), and a decision predicate, \(D\). For example, the characteristic predicate of the set of integers from \(M\) to \(N\), inclusive, is inductively defined by \(I = \{M\}\), \(G(x) = x + 1\), and \(D(X) = x \leq N\). A set of C++ classes was written to execute inductively defined predicates. Inductively defined predicates are similar to iterators and loop constructs of programming languages, but formulated in predicates. Thus, their approach falls in the category of syntactically restricting quantifiers.

### 3.5 Discussion

#### 3.5.1 Anomaly of Contextual Interpretation

The translation rule for equality expressions (==) has a couple of anomalies (see Figure 3.7 for the translation rules). One anomaly is that an occurrence of demonic undefinedness may not lead to an assertion violation, when expected. As a simple example, consider a precondition specified by //@ requires (x.length > 0) == (y.length > 0);. If both the variables \(x\) and \(y\) are null, then the evaluations of both the terms \(x.length\) and \(y.length\) complete abruptly by throwing NullPointerException. The abrupt completions lead both the left and the right operands of the equality operator evaluate to false, as they are the smallest boolean expressions that cover the exceptions thrown. Therefore, the precondition evaluates to true, as it becomes equivalent to false == false, and thus no assertion violation is reported by the runtime assertion checker. However, since it is a source of a potential error, the runtime assertion checker would better report it as an assertion violation.

To handle this kind of situations, the JML compiler introduces a new context, called a neutral context, that may temporarily disable the contextual interpretation. If undefinedness occurs in a neutral context, it may be propagated to the parent expressions until it encounters a non-neutral context or a neutral context that is decisive. A neutral context is called decisive if it can interpret an occurrence of undefinedness as either true or false, under the standard rules of logic; otherwise, it is called indecisive. For example, a neutral context for an expression like \(x.length > 0 \| \) true is decisive, as an occurrence of undefinedness in \(x.length\) does not contributes the value of the expression, and thus the expression becomes true even if it is evaluated in a neutral context. However, a neutral context for an expression like \(x.length > 0\) does not contributes the value of the expression, and it propagates any occurrences of undefinedness to its parent expression. Consider the previous precondition example again. Both the operand expressions, \(x.length > 0\) and \(y.length > 0\) are now evaluated in (indecisive) neutral contexts. Thus, any occurrence of NullPointerException reach the top-level, negative context; remember that a top-level assertion starts with a negative context. If both operands throw NullPointerException, the top level context can now detect and interpret it as false, and thus signalling a precondition violation.

The second anomaly is that the order of evaluating operand expressions may matter if one operand encounters an occurrence of angelic undefinedness and the other encounters an occurrence of demonic undefinedness. In the current rule, whichever becomes evaluated first gets the precedence. The JML compiler handle this by evaluating both operands and give a precedence to demonic undefinedness; the reason being that the runtime assertion checker can detect more errors in that way. The translation rule for a method call expression has the same problem, and the same technique is applied.
3.5.2 Referring to Pre-state Expressions

In JML, one can refer to pre-state expressions in post-state assertions such as postconditions and history constraints (see Section 4.6). Referring to pre-state expressions is necessary to specify the behaviors of mutation methods, and the properties of mutable objects. JML has two such tools: an old expression and an old variable. An old expression, \texttt{old(e)}, denotes to the value of the expression \( e \) in the pre-state. An old variable declaration, \texttt{old T x = e}, introduces a specification variable whose value is that of the expression \( e \) in the pre-state; an old variable declaration can appear only in a method specification. The basic technique for supporting pre-state expressions is to evaluate them in the pre-state for their potential use in post-state assertions. The results are stored into private fields, and these fields are used for evaluating the post-state assertions.

The question here is how old variables and expressions affect the contextual interpretation. An occurrence of undefinedness in an old expression must be propagated to post-state expressions that refer the old expression. For this, a special wrapper class is introduced to save the pre-state value into a private field. The wrapper class can encode both demonic and angelic undefinedness, in addition to normal objects and values. If the stored value represents undefinedness, a reference to it (actually a method call) by a post-state assertion throws an appropriate exception, e.g., \texttt{JMLAngelicException} or \texttt{RuntimeException}. Thus, a reference to a pre-state is contextually interpreted by the referring post-state assertion (see Section 7.8 and Section 8.4 for details)\(^3\).

3.5.3 Other Approaches to Quantifiers

It is possible for the JML compiler to support the type extent-based approach. The JML compiler may compile classes in such a way that they maintain their own type extents. With self-maintained type extents, quantifiers can be evaluated by iterating over all elements in the type extents. However, the approach has a few shortcomings, some found through a prototype implementation in the JML compiler. As noted earlier, the approach is not sound with respect to the semantics of JML. It is not clear how to handle quantifiers with variables bound to interface types. Such variables may refer to an arbitrary instance of an arbitrary class that implements the interface. The approach is inefficient, as every object has to be registered into the type extent; worse, to support separate compilation, every class has to be compiled with type extent for its potential use in another type.

Another possibility would be to adapt some sort of statistical approaches, e.g., sampling for infinite domains. The sampling may be done randomly or using heuristics or boundary conditions found by static analysis on the quantified expressions. The statistical approach may even offer different levels of accuracy, e.g., a faster but less accurate check versus a slower but more reliable check. By their nature, the approaches are inaccurate, and unsound with respect to the semantics of JML. However, they could provide practical approximations for infinite domains, such as \texttt{float} and \texttt{double}, that the static analysis approach cannot currently handle.

3.6 Summary

The JML compiler handles the undefinedness problem by interpreting an occurrence of undefinedness as either true or false depending on the context. The goal is to preserve the standard rules of logic and to catch as many assertion violations as possible. The contextual approach is unique in that it implements, in runtime assertion checking, Gries and Schneider’s approach [56] of viewing partial functions as under-specified total functions to avoid undefinedness. The approach is sound with

\(^3\)An old variable needs a further treatment as the same variable may be used both in a negative context and a positive context. One solution would be for such a variable declaration to evaluate its pre-state expression in both contexts, and to use the appropriate value depending on the context of its use. Another possibility is to do contextual interpretation dynamically by passing polarity as an argument. This feature is not yet implemented by the JML compiler.
respect to the semantics of JML, and orthogonal to the various reasons of undefinedness, and thus can handle undefinedness caused by non-executable constructs. As the approach is not in any way JML-specific, it can be applied to other formal BISLs and design-by-contract tools.

The JML compiler provides an extensible framework to host multiple evaluation strategies for quantifiers. However, the primary strategy is a pattern-based static analysis approach that statically determines a set or interval of values that are enough to check at runtime to decide the truth of quantification; if no such set or interval is identified, the quantifier becomes non-executable, and thus interpreted contextually. The approach is incomplete in that not all quantified expressions are executable, but it is sound, practical, and efficient. However, it is found, through an empirical study, that quantifiers are most often written in such a way that their domains are restricted to finite collections or intervals.
Chapter 4

Method Specifications

This chapter explains how the JML compiler translates method specifications such as pre- and postconditions into runtime assertion checking code. A method specification is desugared into a simpler form suitable for automatic translation. A desugared top-level assertion such as pre- and postcondition is translated into a separate assertion checking method such as pre- and postcondition methods. A wrapper method is introduced to check method specifications by calling appropriate assertion checking methods; the wrapper method replaces the original method. In-line assertions such as assert, assume, and loop invariants and variants are translated into runtime assertion checking code blocks that are directly injected into the method body. Assertion violations are reported as special kinds of errors reserved by the runtime assertion checker. Assertion violation errors are organized into an exception hierarchy.

4.1 Introduction

In JML, the behavior of a method is specified in the Hoare-style pre and postconditions, but with many extensions and improvements (see Section 2.3). JML extensions and improvements include multiple clauses, defaults for omitted clauses, nested specifications, case analysis, old variables and expressions, redundant specifications, specification visibility, lightweight versus heavyweight specifications, concurrency specifications, termination specifications, example specifications, frame properties, subclassing contracts, and model programs. Of all these features, what should be checked at runtime? Most of these features are considered except for concurrency, termination, examples, frame properties, subclassing contracts, and model programs. Some features not considered such as frame properties and subclassing contracts can be checked at compile-time through static analysis [22] [135].

From a temporal point of view, JML constructs for method specifications are categorized into three groups:

• Pre-state specifications: These are specification that must be checked in the pre-state, i.e., just before the evaluation of the method body. Example constructs are requires clauses, non_null annotations to parameters, old variables, and old expressions. Note that old expressions appear in post-state assertions, but they must be evaluated in the pre-state.

• Post-state specifications: These are specification that must be checked in the post-state, i.e., just after the evaluation of the method body. Two such constructs are ensures clauses, signals clauses.

• Internal specifications: These are specifications that must be checked in the internal states, i.e., during the evaluation of the method body. Examples are in-line assertions such as assert,
assume, hence by, unreachable, set statements, and loop invariants and variants.

JML makes a distinction between lightweight specifications and heavyweight specifications (see Section 2.3.2). Does this distinction matter to the runtime assertion checker? A heavyweight specification is complete, thus its runtime checking should be complete, modulo non-executable specifications. In particular, an omitted clause either trivially holds or trivially fails, as it defaults to either true or false. A lightweight specification may be incomplete, thus its runtime checking may be incomplete. In particular, an omitted clause does not contribute assertion checking, as it default to not specified. For example, if a lightweight specification has no requires clause, the runtime assertion checker performs no precondition checking.

JML has a notion of specification privacy that allows one to write several specifications of different privacy levels for methods (see Section 2.3.4). The idea is to limit the visibility of the specification to a particular kind of clients, thus to give different specifications to different clients. The question is then specifications of what privacy levels should be checked. Should all specifications of the method be checked, or specifications of particular privacy levels be checked, e.g., depending on the caller? As discussed in Section 1.4.1, the answer depends on the role of the runtime assertion checker. In this dissertation, the runtime assertion checker is viewed as a debugging and testing tool, and thus it checks specifications of all privacy levels, regardless of the caller. Interestingly, a modular verification requirement imposes certain restrictions in the way specifications of different privacy levels are written, and if the requirement is satisfied, the runtime assertion checker blames contract bleach correctly; this also means that the runtime assertion checker can be used to check whether specifications satisfy the modular verification requirement (see Section 4.8).

4.1.1 Reporting Assertion Violations

If there is an assertion violation, the runtime assertion checker has to let the user know it. The question is how to report an assertion violation to the user. There are several possibilities, including a drastic approach like aborting the program, printing or logging messages, and throwing an exception indicating an assertion violation. The exception approach suits the runtime assertion checker best, as it provides a programmable solution in that that tools (including the checker itself) can catch an assertion violation exception and perform an appropriate action [29]. For the approach to work, however, the checker has to reserve certain exception classes for reporting assertion violations. Another important question is whether an assertion violation should be an error in the sense of having the type java.lang.Error, or an exception by having the type java.lang.RuntimeException. An assertion violation is viewed as a situation that programs should not attempt to recover from unless they are tools relying on the runtime assertion checker. The Java convention is to use an error class to indicate a serious problem that a reasonable application should not try to catch. Thus, assertion violations are defined as error classes.

Figure 4.1 shows the assertion violation errors of JML organized into an exception hierarchy. The abstract class JMLAssertionError, which is a subclass of class java.lang.Error, is the ultimate superclass of all assertion violation errors. This class has several subclasses that correspond to different kinds of assertion violations, such as precondition violations, postcondition violations, invariant violations, and so on. A precondition violation, JMLPreconditionError, is further distinguished into an entry precondition violation, JMLEntryPreconditionError, and an internal precondition violation.

1Exceptions are specification clauses that are not based on predicates, such as accessible clauses and assignable clauses. However, such clauses are not considered in this dissertation.

2An assertion violation object should be a direct or indirect instance of the class java.lang.Error or java.lang.RuntimeException because in Java an exception thrown by a method should be an instance of one of above two classes or their subclasses.
violation, JMLInternalPreconditionError. The first refers to a violation of a called method’s pre-
condition by a client, and the second refers to a precondition violation occurring while the body of
the called method is being executed. This distinction is necessary for a tool to correctly assign blame
upon assertion violations [29]. That is, the client must be blamed for an entry precondition violation
while the method’s implementation code must be blamed for an internal precondition violation. The
class JMLIntraconditionError is for reporting violations of in-line assertions such as assert and
assume statements (see Section 4.7). The classes JMLInvariantError and JMLConstraintError are
for reporting violations of type invariants and history constraints respectively (refer to Chapter 5).

4.1.2 Translation Scheme

Method specifications are translated into runtime assertion checking code in three conceptual steps. These steps are introduced for the ease of explanation; the JML compiler combines and refines them further.

1. Simplify specifications into translatable forms. This step identifies and extracts executable
assertions from method specifications, and then simplifies the identified assertions into forms
amenable to automatic translation. The main part of simplification is desugaring of specifications
[130] (see Section 4.2).

2. Translate desugared assertions into runtime assertion checking code. Each top-level assertions
such as pre- and postconditions are translated by applying the translation rules defined in
Chapter 3.

3. Attach the assertion checking code to the original code. This step is for injecting the assertion
checking code into the appropriate place of the original code. For example, the pre- and
postcondition checking code must be executed before and after the execution of the method
body.

How is the assertion checking code injected into a method so that, for example, the method’s pre-
and postconditions are checked before and after the execution of the method body? Two possibilities
are an in-line approach and a wrapper approach.
• **In-line approach**: The assertion checking code is inserted directly into the body of the method being checked. For example, the precondition checking code becomes the first statement (or a block of code) of the method body [13].

• **Wrapper approach**: The runtime assertion checking code becomes a separate method — e.g., pre- and postcondition checking methods [28]. A wrapper method, replacing the method under checking, forwards all client calls to the original method. The method forward call is preceded by a call to the precondition checking method, and is followed by a call to the postcondition checking method.

The in-line approach has two shortcomings. First, it is not trivial to inject assertion checking code of the post-state assertions such as normal and exceptional postconditions, invariants, and history constraints. The assertion checking code may not be added at the end, because the method body may have return statements. Second, the approach does not facilitate a modular way of implementing specification inheritance. The assertion checking code cannot be inherited by subclasses, as it is embedded into the method body. For subclasses, assertion checking code must be regenerated or textually copied down from superclasses and implemented interfaces (which may need renaming and other modifications). On the other hand, the approach is simple and efficient; it does not incur extra method calls for assertion checking.

The wrapper approach is better structured and organized in that the instrumented code is modularized with wrapper methods and assertion checking methods. The approach also facilitates specification inheritance; a subclass can call the corresponding assertion checking methods of its superclasses to inherit specifications (refer to Chapter 6). Therefore, the JML compiler takes the wrapper approach, which is explained further in the following subsection.

### 4.1.3 Wrapper Approach

In the wrapper approach, specification assertions such as pre- and postconditions become separate assertion checking methods, also called assertion methods in short. A wrapper method replaces the method to be checked; thus, all client calls to the method now go to the wrapper method. The wrapper method is responsible for forwarding client calls to the original method with appropriate checks for assertions like pre- and postconditions. The assertions are checked by calling appropriate assertion checking methods (refer to Figure 4.2 and a detailed explanation below).

Two kinds of assertion methods are generated from method specifications: precondition checking methods and postcondition checking methods. A precondition checking method, also called a precondition method for short, checks the precondition of a method. If the precondition does not hold, the precondition method throws a precondition violation error. A postcondition checking method, also called a postcondition method for short, checks the postcondition of a method; if the postcondition does not hold, it throws a postcondition violation error. There are two kinds of postcondition methods: a normal postcondition method and an exceptional postcondition method. The normal postcondition method checks the normal postcondition of a method, specified by ensures clauses. The exceptional postcondition method checks the exceptional postcondition of a method, specified by signals clauses. The pre- and postcondition methods are explained in detail in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 respectively.

Each method will have one precondition method, one normal postcondition method, and one exceptional postcondition method. Multiple specification clauses of the same kind are desugared and combined into one specification clause (see Section 4.2 for specification desugaring). A redundant specification such as requires_redundantly clauses may be also desugared and combined for translation\(^3\).

Figure 4.2 shows the control flow in a wrapper method. A client call to the original method goes to the wrapper method. The wrapper method first calls the precondition method to check the

\(^3\)A user can control this behavior of the JML compiler by supplying an appropriate command-line option.
precondition, and then it calls the original method. If the original method terminates normally, the wrapper method calls the normal postcondition method; otherwise, i.e., if the method terminates abruptly by throwing an exception, the wrapper method calls the exceptional postcondition method. Each assertion method throws an assertion violation error if the corresponding assertion does not hold when it is called.

4.1.4 Outline

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 explains how method specifications are desugared into a simpler form to prepare for the automatic translation. Section 4.3 explains the structure of wrapper methods that replace the original methods to transparently check method specifications such as pre- and postconditions. Section 4.4 explains how preconditions are translated into precondition methods. Section 4.5 explains both normal and exceptional postcondition methods. Section 4.6 explains how the JML compiler handles pre-state assertions such as old variables and expressions, which are used in the post-state assertions but must be evaluated in the pre-state. Section 4.7 discusses in-line assertions such as assert and loop invariants and variants. In-line assertions are translated into assertion checking blocks. Section 4.8 discusses modular verification requirements and checking constructors and initializers.

4.2 Desugaring Specifications

JML provides a rich set of constructs for writing method specifications, such as multiple clauses, nested specifications, and case analysis (see Section 2.3). A method specification is desugared into a simpler form, before it is translated into runtime assertion checking code. The main purpose of desugaring here is to facilitate translating method specifications; thus, it differs in several ways from desugaring for semantics [107] [130]. For example, specification clauses that are not translated into runtime checks, such as assignable clauses and measured_by clauses, are ignored. The privacy levels of specifications are also ignored, as the runtime assertion checker checks specifications of all privacy levels (see Section 4.1). Consequently, the meaning of a desugared specification may not be equivalent to the original specification in the standard JML semantics, but it is equivalent from the operational view point of the runtime assertion checker. This section explains aspects that are unique in desugaring for translation into runtime assertion checking code.

A method specification, $M$, is viewed as a sequence of specification cases, $C_{i=1,...,n}$. Each specification case, $C_i$, is a tuple, $(V_i, P_i, Q_i, R_i)$, consisting of a sequence of old variable declarations, $V_i$, a set of requires clauses, $P_i$, a set of ensures clauses, $Q_i$, and a set of signals clauses, $R_i$. Using the desugaring of Raghavan and Leavens [130], specification cases with nested specifications...
A specification case can be either lightweight or heavyweight.

A method specification, \( M = \langle V_i, P_i, Q_i, R_i \rangle_{i=1,...,n} \), is desugared into a pair, \( \langle D, M' \rangle \), consisting of a sequence of variable declarations, \( D = \langle v_i, E_i \rangle_{i=1,...,m} \), and a new, desugared method specification, \( M' = \langle \epsilon, P'_i, Q'_i, R'_i \rangle_{i=1,...,n} \). The variable declarations, \( D \), are for handling references to pre-state expressions (e.g., old variables and old expressions) appearing in post-state assertions (see Section 2.3 for pre-state expressions). The idea is to evaluate each pre-state expression, \( E_i \), in the pre-state, assigning the result to the corresponding fresh variable, \( v_i \), and to substitute in the post-state assertions the variable \( v_i \) for each reference to the corresponding pre-state expression (see Section 4.6). Thus, each variable declaration, \( \langle v_i, E_i \rangle \), introduces a fresh variable, \( v_i \), with an associated pre-state expression, \( E_i \). Each pre-state expression, \( E_i \), is either the expression part of an old variable declaration or an old expression appearing in \textit{ensures} or \textit{signals} clauses of the original method specification, \( M \). The variable declarations, \( D \), are built as follows.

1. For each old variable declaration\(^4\), \( \langle o_j, E_j \rangle \), in \( V_i \), a new variable declaration, \( \langle v_j, E_j \rangle \), is added to \( D \), where \( v_j \) is a fresh variable. Note that a unique variable is introduced for each old variable because different specification cases may declare an old variable of the same name.

2. For each old expression, \( O_j \), appearing in \( Q_i \) and \( R_i \), a new variable declaration, \( \langle v_j, E_j \rangle \), is added to \( D \), where \( v_j \) is a fresh variable.

The desugared method specification, \( M' = \langle \epsilon, P'_i, Q'_i, R'_i \rangle_{i=1,...,n} \), has the following properties.

1. Each specification case, \( \langle \epsilon, P'_i, Q'_i, R'_i \rangle \), is a lightweight specification. A heavyweight specification is transformed into a lightweight specification.

2. No assertions of each specification case, \( \langle \epsilon, P'_i, Q'_i, R'_i \rangle \), refer to the declared old variables. That is, \( P'_i \), \( Q'_i \), and \( R'_i \) have no occurrences of old variables.

3. No post-state assertions of each specification case, \( \langle \epsilon, P'_i, Q'_i, R'_i \rangle \), have old expressions. That is, both \( Q'_i \) and \( R'_i \) have no old expressions.

4. Each occurrence of the reserved word \texttt{\$\$result} in post-state assertions is replaced with the name \texttt{rac\$result}. The name \texttt{rac\$result} is a formal parameter used to pass the result of the original method to the postcondition methods (see Section 4.5).

The first property is for the convenience of translation. With this property, all specification cases can be treated uniformly regardless of their specification style. However, an implication is that a heavyweight specification must be completely desugared, as the runtime assertion checker treats it as a lightweight specification. In a lightweight specification, an omitted clause is interpreted as being not specified; e.g., an omitted \texttt{requires} clause defaults to \texttt{requires \textbackslash not\_specified}; thus, the runtime assertion checker does nothing for an omitted clause; it cannot do anything for clauses that are not specified. However, this behavior would be wrong for a heavyweight specification, because in a heavyweight specification an omitted default to true; e.g., an omitted \texttt{requires} clause defaults to \texttt{requires \textbackslash true}; In addition, short-hand forms of heavyweight specifications such as normal and exceptional specifications (\texttt{normal\_behavior} and \texttt{exceptional\_behavior}) must be desugared into the general behavior form (\texttt{behavior}). This is done by using Raghavan and Leavens’s desugaring [130]. A fully-desugared heavyweight specification case is transformed into a lightweight specification case by simply dropping the behavior keyword \texttt{behavior}.

The second and third properties are for evaluating pre-state expressions appearing in the post-state assertions. This is done by substituting fresh variables for all such old variables and expressions; the fresh variables become the new variable declarations, \( D \) (see Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 below).

\(^4\)In JML, an old variable declaration has the form, \texttt{old \( T \rightarrow \ast \)}; (refer to Section 4.6 for an example).
A desugared method specification, \( M' = (\epsilon, P_i', Q_i', R_i')_{i=1,\ldots,n} \), with a sequence of fresh variable declarations, \( D = (v_i, E_i')_{i=1,\ldots,n} \), is translated into assertion checking methods. The precondition \( P_i \)'s are translated into a precondition method (see Section 4.4), the normal postcondition \( Q_i \)'s into a normal postcondition method (see Section 4.5), and the exceptional postcondition \( R_i \)'s into an exceptional postcondition method (see Section 4.5). The pre-state expressions \( E_i \)'s of the variable declarations, \( D \), are evaluated by the precondition method to set the corresponding fresh variables \( v_i \)'s which become private fields (see Section 4.6).

### 4.2.1 Eliminating Old Variables

Desugaring eliminates all references to old variables from specification cases (see Section 4.6 for an example of old variables). Suppose a specification case, \( C = (V, P, Q, R) \). Let the old variable declarations, \( V \), be a sequence of variable declarations, \( (o_i, E_i)_{i=1,\ldots,n} \), where \( o_i \) is an old variable and \( E_i \) is the JML expression that defines the value of \( o_i \), i.e., \( \text{old } o_i = E_i \). Then, the desugared specification case, \( C' = (\epsilon, P', Q', R') \), with new variable declarations, \( D = (v_i, E_i')_{i=1,\ldots,n} \), where \( v_i \) is a fresh variable, is defined as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
P' & \equiv P[o_i := v_i], \quad i = 1, \ldots, n \\
Q' & \equiv Q[o_i := v_i], \quad i = 1, \ldots, n \\
R' & \equiv R[o_i := v_i], \quad i = 1, \ldots, n \\
E'_i & \equiv E_i[o_j := v_j], \quad i = 1, \ldots, n, \quad j = 1, \ldots, i-1
\end{align*}
\]

(4.1) (4.2) (4.3) (4.4)

The notation \( P[o_i := v_i] \) means replacing every free occurrence of \( o_i \) in \( P \) with \( v_i \). The definition (4.4) is for handling old variables appearing in the declarations of other old variables.

There are two reasons for all old variables being replaced with fresh variables. First, it allows the runtime assertion checker to evaluate the associated expressions in the pre-state and to use their values in post-state assertions, such as normal and exceptional postconditions. Second, by introducing fresh variables, potential name clashes are prevented; more than one specification case may declare old variables of the same name.

### 4.2.2 Eliminating Old Expressions

Desugaring also eliminates all old expressions from specification cases, i.e., from normal and exceptional postconditions. The approach is similar to eliminating old variables. Let \( C = (\epsilon, P, Q, R) \) be a specification case with old expressions \( E_i \)'s in the postconditions \( Q \) and \( R \), where \( i = 1, \ldots, n \). Then, the desugared specification case, \( C' = (\epsilon, P', Q', R') \), with new variable declarations, \( D = (v_i, E_i')_{i=1,\ldots,n} \), where \( v_i \) is a fresh variable, is defined as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
Q' & \equiv Q[E_i := v_i], \quad i = 1, \ldots, n \\
R' & \equiv R[E_i := v_i], \quad i = 1, \ldots, n
\end{align*}
\]

(4.5) (4.6)

Each old expression \( E_i \) in the postconditions \( Q \) and \( R \) is replaced with the corresponding fresh variable \( v_i \).

### 4.3 Wrapper Methods

A wrapper method has the same name and signature as the method that it wraps with assertion checking code. The original method becomes a private method with a new, uniquely generated
name. Figure 4.3 shows the general structure of a wrapper method, say, for a method $m$ declared in a type $S$. Remember that the wrapper method’s responsibility is to check assertions transparently. The wrapper method first checks pre-state assertions such as preconditions and invariants, if any, by calling appropriate assertion methods, e.g., $\text{checkInv$_S$}$ and $\text{checkPre$_m$$_S}$ (see Section 4.4 for precondition methods and Section 5.2 for invariant methods). As mentioned earlier, the called assertion methods throw assertion violations errors (e.g., $\text{JMLInvariantError}$) if the assertions do not hold. Therefore, pre-state assertion violations result in appropriate assertion errors being thrown.

If all pre-state assertions hold, the now-renamed, original method is invoked in a try statement and the result, if exists, is stored into a temporary local variable. The stored result is used later to check postconditions. If the call to the original method does not result in an exception being thrown, it means that the called method terminates normally, establishing a normal post-state. Thus, the wrapper method checks the normal postcondition by calling the normal postcondition method, $\text{checkPost$_m$$_S}$ (see Section 4.5 for postcondition methods).

The first catch clause is for converting entry precondition violations into internal precondition violations. If the call to the original method results in an entry precondition violation, it is converted into an internal precondition violation. From the client’s viewpoint, such a precondition violation is an internal precondition violation, as it happened while executing the body of the original method; the original method might have called another method (including itself) whose preconditions were not met.

The second catch clause prevents assertion violation errors from being caught by the third catch clause that checks the exceptional postcondition. It propagates all assertion violation errors to the client.

The third catch clause identifies an abrupt completion of the original method by catching all exceptions\(^5\). If the control reaches here, it means that the execution of the original method has thrown an exception, thus resulting in an exceptional post-state. Therefore, the exceptional postcondition is checked here by calling the exceptional postcondition method, $\text{checkXPost$_m$$_S}$. To make assertion checking transparent, the exceptional postcondition method re-throws the original exception if the exceptional postcondition is satisfied (see Section 4.5).

Finally, the finally block checks the rest of post-state assertions such as invariants and history constraints (see Section 5). These checks are done only if no precondition and postcondition violations occur earlier; the detailed mechanism is suppressed. As shown, invariants are checked both in the pre-state and post-state, but history constraints are checked only in the post-state.

The third catch clause raises a question. What if the execution of the original method encounters errors other than assertion violation errors? The semantics of JML is to release the implementation from its obligation to fulfill postconditions when the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) encounters an error\(^128\). In particular, JML states the following [89, Section 2.1.3.3].

In general, a method specified with normal behavior has a correct implementation if, whenever it is called in a state that satisfies its precondition, either the method terminates normally in a state that satisfies its postcondition, having assigned to only the locations permitted by its assignable clause, or Java signals an error, by throwing an exception that inherits from $\text{java.lang.Error}$.

The runtime assertion checker deviates from the standard semantics of JML by checking exceptional postconditions explicitly written in terms of $\text{java.lang.Error}$ and its (user-defined) subclasses, e.g., $\text{signals (MyError e) P;}$. The reason for this is that if one writes such an exceptional postcondition, one would expect the runtime assertion checker to check it. For this, the wrapper method catch all such errors and invokes the exceptional postcondition method (see Section 4.5.2 for exceptional postcondition methods).

\(^5\)In Java, the class $\text{Throwable}$ is the superclass of all errors and exceptions. The class $\text{Throwable}$ has two subclasses, $\text{Error}$ and $\text{Exception}$. The first indicates serious problems that a reasonable application should not try to catch, whereas the second indicates conditions that a reasonable application might want to catch.
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Figure 4.3: General structure of wrapper methods.

An assertion can contain calls to methods that have their own specifications. The wrapper method recognizes this situation and does not check a method’s specification if the method is being called while checking assertions of another method (including the method itself). These details are suppressed in the code shown.

4.4 Precondition Methods

The precondition method for a method, say \( m \), checks \( m \)'s precondition. If the precondition does not hold, the precondition method indicates this by throwing a precondition violation error. If the precondition holds, the precondition method produces no client-visible side-effects, provided that the precondition itself has no side-effects\(^6\). However, the precondition method makes certain side-effects for other assertion methods, e.g., postcondition methods. In particular, it stores the results of evaluating each specification case’s postcondition so that the postcondition methods can refer to them when evaluating the corresponding postcondition in the post-state (see also Section 4.4).

Let \( m \) be declared in type \( S \), with signature \( T \ m(T_1 \ x_1, \ldots, T_n \ x_n) \) throws \( E_1, \ldots, E_m \). Let \( m \) have a desugared method specification, \( \langle \epsilon, P_i, Q_i, R_i \rangle \)\(_{i=1,\ldots,k} \), where each \( \langle \epsilon, P_i, Q_i, R_i \rangle \) is a specification case with the precondition \( P_i \), the normal postcondition \( Q_i \), and the exception postcondition \( R_i \) (see Section 4.2 for desugaring). Then, the precondition method for \( m \), \( \text{checkPre}\$m\$S \), has the general structure shown in Figure 4.4\(^7\). The notation \([ P_i, \text{rac}\$pre\$i ]\) is used to denote

---

\(^6\)The JML type checker ensures that JML assertions have no side-effects by performing purity checking.

\(^7\)The JML compiler uses the character \$\ in all generated names such as method names to avoid a potential name
public void checkPre$m$S(T1 x1, ..., Tn xn) {
    boolean rac$v$ = false;
    [P1, rac$pre_1$]
    rac$v$ = rac$v$ || rac$pre_1$;
    ...
    [Pk, rac$pre_k$]
    rac$v$ = rac$v$ || rac$pre_k$;
    if (!rac$v$) {
        throw new JMLEntryPreconditionError(/* ... */);
    }
}

Figure 4.4: General structure of precondition methods.

the result of translating predicate P_i into Java program code; it is a short-hand notation for C[P_i, rac$pre_i$, false] (see Chapter 3 for the translation function C[·]). The translated code evaluates the predicate P_i’s and stores the results into rac$pre_i’s, new private boolean fields introduced by the JML compiler. The fields are used by postcondition methods to check normal and exception postconditions corresponding to the precondition P_i’s, i.e., Q_i’s and R_i’s respectively (refer to Section 4.5 for details). This is because the postconditions Q_i’s and R_i’s need to hold in the post-state only if their corresponding preconditions P_i’s hold in the pre-state. In essence, the precondition method checkPre$m$S evaluates each precondition P_i and disjoin the results. If the disjoined result becomes false, it throws a precondition violation error. As a side effect, the method stores the value of each precondition P_i into a new private field rac$pre_i$.

However, there are some technical details. The precondition method is declared public to support specification inheritance implemented by using Java’s reflection facility (see Chapter 6 for specification inheritance). For the same reason, precondition methods have unique names with their declaring type names as postfix, e.g., checkPre$m$S; this prevents the precondition method of a subclass’ overriding method from overriding the precondition method of its superclass’ overridden method.

4.5 Postcondition Methods

The postcondition methods for a method, say m, m’s postconditions. There are two kinds of postcondition methods: a normal postcondition method and an exceptional postcondition method. The first checks the normal postcondition specified by ensures clauses, and the second checks the exceptional postcondition specified by signals clauses.

As in the previous section, let m be declared in type S, with signature T m(T1 x1, ..., Tn xn) throws E1, ..., Em. Let m have a desugared method specification, ⟨ε, Pi, Qi, Ri⟩i=1,...,k, where each ⟨ε, Pi, Qi, Ri⟩ is a specification case with the precondition Pi, the normal postcondition Qi, and the exception postcondition Ri.

4.5.1 Normal Postconditions

The normal postcondition method for m, checkPost$m$S, the method m, checks the method’s normal postcondition; if the normal postcondition does not hold, the method throws a normal postcondition violation error. Figure 4.5 shows the general structure of normal postcondition methods.

The Java Language Specification suggests to use the $ character only in mechanically generated code [55, Section 3.8].
public void checkPost$\_m$S(T1 x1, ..., Tn xn, T rac$result) {
    boolean rac$v$ = true;
    if (rac$v$ & rac$pre1) {
        [Q1, rac$v$]
    }
    ...
    if (rac$v$ & rac$prek) {
        [Qk, rac$v$]
    }
    if (!rac$v$) {
        throw new JMLNormalPostconditionError(/* ... */);
    }
}

Figure 4.5: General structure of normal postcondition methods.

The normal postcondition method takes an additional argument, rac$result$, through which the wrapper method passes in the return value of the original method $m$ (see Section 4.3). As each occurrence of \result in the postconditions $Q_i$'s is desugared into rac$result$ (see Section 4.2), each \result in the postconditions effectively refers to the return value of the original method $m$.

As before, the notation $[Q_i, rac$v$]$ denotes a sequence of Java statements to evaluate the predicate $Q_i$ and store the result to the variable rac$v$ (refer to Chapter 3 for the translation of expressions). In the body, the normal postcondition of the method $m$ is checked. For this, each normal postcondition, $Q_i$, is evaluated, and the results are conjoined. If the conjoined result becomes false, the method throws a normal postcondition violation error; otherwise, the normal postcondition method has no effects visible to the client. The normal postcondition, $Q_i$, is evaluated only if the corresponding precondition, $P_i$ holds; the semantics of JML is that the postcondition $Q_i$ has to be satisfied only if the precondition $P_i$ holds, i.e., $P_i \Rightarrow Q_i$. Remember that the value of the precondition $P_i$ is stored into the private field $\text{rac$prei}$ by the precondition method (refer to Section 4.4). In sum, the normal postcondition method evaluates the predicate $\land (P_i \Rightarrow Q_i)$.

4.5.2 Exceptional Postconditions

The exceptional postcondition method for $m$, checkXPost$\_m$S, checks $m$’s exceptional postcondition. If the exceptional postcondition does not hold, the method throws an exceptional postcondition violation error. Let the exceptional postcondition, $R_i$, of each specification case, $\langle \epsilon, P_i, Q_i, R_i \rangle$, consist of several signals clauses of the form signals $(X_{ij} e_{ij}) R_{ij}$; where $X_{ij}$ is an exception type. That is, the method $m$’s specification has the form shown in Figure 4.6.

The semantics of JML states that each $R_{ij}$ should hold if the method $m$ terminates exceptionally by throwing an exception and the thrown exception is of type $X_{ij}$. However, the implementation is released from its obligation to fulfill the exceptional postconditions if the method $m$ is called in a state where the precondition $P_i$ does not hold.

Figure 4.7 shows the structure of $m$’s exceptional postcondition method, checkXPost$\_m$S. The code is presented by using a literate programming style notation to show long code structurally [78] [131]. In the code, for example, the text enclosed by a pair of $\langle \rangle$, e.g., $\langle \text{checkCondition} \rangle$, is not a part of the code. It is a place holder marker to be substituted by a chunk of text that follows later and is preceded by $\langle \rangle \equiv$, e.g., $\langle \text{checkCondition} \rangle \equiv$. The exceptional postcondition method has an additional formal parameter, rac$\_thrown$, of type java.lang.Throwable. This is for getting the actual exception thrown by the original method $m$; the wrapper methods supplies an appropriate argument (refer to Section 4.3).
/*@ requires \( P_1 \);  
@ ensures \( Q_1 \);  
@ signals \((X_{11} e_{11}) R_{11}\);  
@ \( \ldots \)  
@ signals \((X_{1l} e_{1l}) R_{1l}\);  
@ also  
@ \( \ldots \)  
@ also  
@ requires \( P_k \);  
@ ensures \( Q_k \);  
@ signals \((X_{k1} e_{k1}) R_{k1}\);  
@ \( \ldots \)  
@ signals \((X_{kl} e_{kl}) R_{kl}\); @*/

\[ T \ m(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \text{ throws } E_1, \ldots, E_m \{ /* \ldots */ \} \]

Figure 4.6: Method specifications with \textit{signals} clauses.

The body consists of two parts, checking exceptional predicates, represented by the code chunk \texttt{⟨⟨checkCondition⟩⟩}, and rethrowing the original exception, represented by the code check \texttt{⟨⟨rethrowException⟩⟩}.

The first part evaluates each exceptional postcondition \( R_i \) when the corresponding precondition \( P_i \) holds, and conjoins the results. If the conjoined result becomes true, the execution proceeds to the second part; otherwise, an exceptional postcondition violation error is thrown. Remember that the value of the precondition \( P_i \) evaluated by the precondition method in the pre-state is found in the private field \texttt{rac$pre}, (see Section 4.4). In the nested if statements, each exceptional predicate \( R_{ij} \) is checked only if the exception thrown, \texttt{rac$thrown}, is of the corresponding exception type, \( X_{ij} \).

As before, the notation \[ [R_{ij}, \texttt{rac$v}] \] denotes a sequence of Java statements to evaluate the predicate \( R_{ij} \) and store the result to the variable \texttt{rac$v} (refer to Chapter 3 for the translation of expressions).

The exceptional predicate \( R_{ij} \) may have an occurrence of a free variable \( e_{ij} \) that refers to the actual exception thrown. For this, the method declares a local variable with the same name and initializes it to the argument \texttt{rac$thrown}.

The second part of the body is for making assertion checking transparent to the client (see Figure 4.8). It is reached only if all exceptional postconditions are met, and rethrows the original exception thrown by the method \texttt{m}. A case analysis is performed to re-throw the original exception. If the exception thrown, \texttt{rac$thrown}, is of type \texttt{java.lang.RuntimeException} or \texttt{java.lang.Error}, it is re-thrown, if necessary, with an appropriate type casting. Otherwise, a similar form of testing and re-throwing is performed for each exception type \( X_i \) declared in the throws list of the method \texttt{m}. (In Java, an exception can be thrown by a method if only if it is of type \texttt{java.lang.RuntimeException}, \texttt{java.lang.Error}, or one of the method’s declared exception types; this is statically checked by Java compilers and also by the JML typechecker.)

In sum, the exceptional postcondition method checks the effective exceptional predicate, \( \bigwedge_i (P_i \Rightarrow \bigwedge_j Q_{ij}) \). If the predicate does not hold, it throws an exceptional postcondition exception error; otherwise, it re-throws the original exception to make assertion checking transparent.

As discussed in Section 4.3, an implementation is released from its obligation to fulfill the exceptional postcondition when JVM signals an error by throwing an exception that inherits from \texttt{java.lang.Error}. Does the exceptional postcondition method satisfy this semantic requirement? It does unless there is a \texttt{signals} clause in the method specification whose exception type is \texttt{java.lang.Error} or its subclass. If there is no such a \texttt{signals} clause in the specification and the exception thrown is of type \texttt{java.lang.Error}, the exceptional postcondition is trivially satisfied. The code that evaluates each exceptional predicate \( R_{ij} \), is never executed; it is executed only if the exception thrown, \texttt{rac$thrown}, is of the declared exception type, \( X_{ij} \). Therefore, no assertion vi-
public void checkXPost$(T_1 x_1, \ldots, T_n x_n, Throwable rac$thrown) throws E_1, \ldots, E_m {
    ⟨⟨checkCondition⟩⟩
    ⟨⟨rethrowException⟩⟩
} 

⟨⟨checkCondition⟩⟩ ≡
    boolean rac$v = true;
    if (rac$v && rac$pre_1) {
        if (rac$v && (rac$thrown instanceof X_1)) {
            X_1 e_1 = (X_1) rac$thrown;
            [R_1, rac$v]
        }
        \ldots
        if (rac$v && (rac$thrown instanceof X_1)) {
            X_1 e_1 = (X_1) rac$thrown;
            [R_1, rac$v]
        }
    }
    \ldots
    if (rac$v && rac$pre_n) {
        if (rac$v && (rac$thrown instanceof X_n)) {
            X_n e_n = (X_n) rac$thrown;
            [R_n, rac$v]
        }
        \ldots
        if (rac$v && (rac$thrown instanceof X_n)) {
            X_n e_n = (X_n) rac$thrown;
            [R_n, rac$v]
        }
    }

Figure 4.7: General structure of exceptional postcondition methods (part 1).

\begin{verbatim}
olation is thrown; instead, the original exception thrown, rac$thrown, is re-thrown by the second if statement of the second part of the body, and this makes assertion checking transparent to the client. If there is a signals clauses in the method specification whose exception type is java.lang.Error or its subclass, then the corresponding exceptional predicate is evaluated and checked. This deviates from the JML semantics, but it seems appropriate for runtime assertion checking. If one explicitly specifies such an exceptional postcondition, then one would be definitely interested in knowing the fact that the implementation does not meet the condition. In addition, the runtime assertion checker can be used to debug specifications and implementations with user-defined errors.

4.6 Pre-state Expressions

In method specifications, one can refer to pre-state values — expressions that should be evaluated in the pre-state — in the post-state assertions, such as normal and exceptional postconditions. In JML, there are two such mechanisms: old expressions and old variables. This section explains how the JML compiler supports such mechanisms for the postcondition methods to correctly refer to
Figure 4.8: General structure of exceptional postcondition methods (part 2).

```java
⟨⟨rethrowException⟩⟩ ≡
  if (rac$thrown instanceof java.lang.RuntimeException) {
    throw (RuntimeException) rac$thrown;
  }
  if (rac$thrown instanceof java.lang.Error) {
    throw rac$thrown;
  }
  if (rac$thrown instanceof E1) {
    throw (E1) rac$thrown;
  }
  ...
  if (rac$thrown instanceof Em) {
    throw (Em) rac$thrown;
  }
```

Figure 4.9: Evaluating old expressions.

```java
try {
  [ [Oi, rac$oldi] ]
} catch (JMLAngelicException rac$e) {
  rac$oldi = JMLRacValue.ofAngelic();
} catch (java.lang.Exception rac$e) {
  rac$oldi = JMLRacValue.ofDemonic();
}
```

pre-state values.

An **old expression**, written as \( \text{old}(E) \), refers to the pre-state value of an expression, \( E \). This is useful when specifying the behavior of a method with side-effects \(^8\) [110]. Let \( O = \{O_1, \ldots, O_n\} \) be the set of old expressions appearing in a method specification, i.e., in normal and exceptional postconditions \( Q \) and \( R \). For each old expression \( O_i \), the JML compiler generates a new private field, \( rac$oldi \), of type \( \text{JMLRacValue} \) (see Section 4.2). The class \( \text{JMLRacValue} \) is a wrapper class to encapsulate values including undefinedness (refer to Section 3.2 for undefinedness). Remember from desugaring that, in the postconditions \( Q \) and \( R \), each old expression \( O_i \) is replaced with the corresponding new field \( rac$oldi \); the normal and exceptional postconditions become \( Q[O_i := rac$oldi] \) and \( R[O_i := rac$oldi] \) respectively. Therefore, postcondition methods refer to the new fields when evaluating the postcondition predicates.

The precondition method is responsible for setting each new field \( rac$oldi \) to the value of the corresponding old expression, \( O_i \), evaluated in the pre-state. For this, the precondition method is extended to include the code shown in Figure 4.9 for each old expression \( O_i \): As before, the notation \( [ [O_i, rac$oldi] ] \) denotes a sequence of Java statements to evaluate the expression \( O_i \) and store the result into the variable \( rac$oldi \). The **catch** clauses are for propagating undefinedness from old expressions to postconditions.

An **old variable** is a specification variable that can be introduced into a method specification to abbreviate a pre-state expression. In the operation term, it means that the expression is evaluated in the pre-state and the result is bound to the variable. An old variable can be used in method specification clauses, such as **requires**, **ensures**, and **signals**. In Figure 4.10, for example, the

---

\(^8\) An old expression can also be used in a history constraint (refer to Chapter 8 for details).
```java
/*@ old int size = contents.size();
@ requires size * 2 <= MAX_SIZE;
@ ensures contents.size() == size * 2;
@ signals (IllegalStateException e) size * 2 > MAX_SIZE;
*/
private void doubleSize() {
    /* ... */
}
```

Figure 4.10: Example of old variables.

variable `size` is an old variable that denotes the value of expression `contents.size()` in the pre-state.

The JML compiler handles old variables in the same way as old expressions. That is, for each old variable, it introduces a new private field. Each occurrence of an old variable is replaced with the new field whose value is initialized by the precondition method with the value of the associated expression evaluated in the pre-state.

With old variables and expressions taken into account, the precondition method has two responsibilities: to evaluate old variables and expressions to initialize the corresponding fields, and to check the precondition. The evaluation of old variables and expressions precedes the precondition checking, as the precondition itself may refer to old variables.

### 4.7 In-line Assertions

An in-line assertion, also called an intracondition, is an assertion that can be specified in the method body. In JML, an in-line assertion is treated as a statement, and thus can appear where a Java statement is allowed. JML provides several kinds of in-line assertions, such as `assert` statements, `assume` statements, `hence` by statements, `unreachable` statements, `set` statements, and loop invariant and variant statements. This section explains how these in-line assertions are translated into runtime assertion checking code that is directly injected into the method body where the assertions are specified.

#### 4.7.1 Assertions, Assumptions, and Reasons

Assertions — as formal facts or statements about the state of a program — are very useful for both debugging and proving the correctness of programs [160]. One knows that something is wrong with one's programs (or assertions) if assertions do not hold at runtime. In order to prove that a segment of code does what is intended, one needs to make assertions that are true at certain points in the code. JML's assertion statements are similar to Java's assertion statements [147] and assertion macros of C and C++ [36] [104] [134] [158] in that assertions are statements containing boolean expressions that the programmer believes to be true at the time the statements are executed. However, JML assertions are not limited to Java's expressions; assertions can be written by using quantifiers, model fields and methods, and other specification constructs. JML also makes a distinction between assertions and assumptions.

An `assert` statement is a specification statement containing a boolean expression that must hold when the control reaches the statement. An `assume` statement is a specification statement that specifies an assumption that the programmer makes on the program state when the control reaches the statement. An assertion is a condition that the implementation has to establish at that point of execution, while an assumption is not an obligation to the implementation. This distinction is useful in refinement calculus when specifications are viewed as contracts and implementations are viewed as refinements of contracts [4].
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How does this distinction affect runtime assertion checking? Apparently, one would like to know assertion violations, as assertions are the implementor’s responsibility. What about assumptions? One would also like to know assumption violations, as subsequent assertions (and other specification statements) might rely on the violated assumptions. However, as assumptions are not the implementor’s obligation, the JML compiler lets the programmer to tune the behavior of checking assumptions; assumption violation checking can be turned on and off by using runtime options.

Figure 4.11 shows how assert and assume statements are translated into runtime assertion checking code. The translated code evaluates the assertion or assumption predicate $P$ and throws an appropriate intracondition violation error if the predicate does not hold. For assumptions, however, the predicate $P$ is checked only if the method JMLChecker.checkAssume() returns true; the method tells if the programmer is interested in knowing assumption violations or not.

In addition to assertion and assumption, JML also provides hence by statements that can specify the reasons or hints why one believes an assertion or an assumption holds. The hence by statement has the form, ‘//@ hence by $P$;’, where $P$ is a predicate. The translation of hence by statements is similar to that of assertion statements. The predicate, $P$, is evaluated and an intracondition violation error is thrown if it does not hold.

### 4.7.2 Unreachable Statements

An unreachable statement asserts that the statement should never be reached. This means that if the execution control ever reaches the unreachable statement, it is an assertion violation. Thus, the unreachable statement ‘//@ unreachable;’, is translated into Java code that simply throws an intracondition violation error.

```java
do {
    throw new JMLUnreachableError(/* ... */);
} while (false);
```

The throw statement is wrapped with a do while statement not to interfere with the control flow analysis of Java compilers; without it, the statements following the generated throw statement become unreachable, thereby, causing a compilation error.

### 4.7.3 Set Statements

A set statement is a specification statement that assigns a value to a ghost field. Value of a ghost field. A ghost field is a field that can appear only in specifications (see Section 7.4 for ghost fields). The ghost field can be used in assertions as the same way as a Java program field is used in expressions. Figure 4.12 shows an example use of ghost fields and set statements. A static ghost
class GhostFieldAndSetStatementExample {
    // @ static ghost int counter = 0;
    GhostFieldAndSetStatementExample() {
        // @ set counter = counter + 1;
    }
}

Figure 4.12: Ghost fields and set statements.

//@ set
g = E;
try {
    T rac$v;
    [[E, rac$v]]
    ghost$g$S(rac$v);
}
catch (JMLAngelicException rac$e) {}
catch (java.lang.Exception rac$e) {}

Figure 4.13: Translating set statements.

field, counter, is used to keep track of the number of instances created, and its value is incremented in the constructor by using the set statement.

Figure 4.13 shows a sample translation of set statements. The ghost field g is assumed to be declared in type S and have type T. The translated code evaluates the expression E and assigns the result to the ghost field. For the assignment, it uses the ghost field’s setter method, ghost$g$S. (If the ghost field is declared in another type, then the setter method is called dynamically by using Java’s reflection facility [146] to support separate compilation; these details are suppressed.) For each ghost field, the JML compiler generates a pair of getter and setter methods (see Section 7.4).

What happens if the evaluation of the expression, E, encounters undefinedness, e.g., exceptions or non-executable constructs? The current translation treats such cases as no operation provided that the expression E has no side-effects. Other alternatives are to assign the initial value, to report it as an error, or to handle contextually by assigning either demonic or angelic undefinedness. (see Section 3.2.3

4.7.4 Loop Invariants and Variants

An invariant is a condition that remains true during the execution of a segment of code. A loop invariant, a particular kind of invariants, is an assertion about a loop and remains true each time a loop condition is tested. This means that a valid loop invariant will be true the first time the loop begins execution, it will be true each time the loop starts execution just after the loop condition has been checked, and it will be true just after the loop is exited (after the condition has been checked). Thus, a loop invariant is a technique for proving some properties about a loop by expressing a condition that must be satisfied at the beginning of the loop, after every iteration and when the loop has terminated. Therefore, from the perspective of runtime assertion checking, a loop invariant must be checked (1) just before the loop body executes for the first time, (2) just after the loop body has executed for the last time, and (3) after every loop iteration in between.

In general, proving the termination of a loop is difficult, and a loop variant is one technique for proving the termination of a loop. A loop variant is an integer expression whose value is decreased upon each iteration of a loop but never below zero. Thus, a valid loop variant guarantees the termination of a loop. Therefore, the runtime assertion checker has to evaluate a loop variant
// original code
//@ maintaining I;
//@ decreasing V;
[L:] while (B)  
  S

// translated code
{
  \{  
    \{varDecl\}\[L:]\while (true) \{  
      \{checkInv\}\{checkVar\\}  
      if (!\((B)\)) \{  
        break;
      \}
      \}
    S  
  \}  
  \{checkInv\}\}

//@ translating loop invariants and variants for while statements.

expression upon each iteration of the loop and make sure that the current value is greater than or
equal to zero and less than the value of the previous iteration.

In Java, there are three kinds of iteration statements: while statements, do statements, and for
statements. The remainder of this section explains how the JML compiler translates loop invariants
and variants, annotated to each kind of Java iteration statements, into runtime assertion checking
code.

In JML, a loop invariant statement starts with the keyword maintaining and a loop variant
statement starts with the keyword decreasing. Both statements, if exist, have to proceed the loop
statement that they annotate. For example, Figure 4.14 shows a skeleton while statement with the
condition, B, and the body, S. The while statement is annotated with a loop invariant, I, which is
a predicate, and a loop variant, V, which is an expression of type int. The notation [L:] denotes
an optional label statement of the while statement.

The figure also shows the while statement translated by the JML compiler. The code chunk
\{varDecl\} declares a couple of local variables to be used by the variant checking code, \{checkVar\},
which is the translation of the variant, V. The code chunk \{checkInv\} checks the invariant, I. From
the original while statement perspective, both the invariant and the variant are checked prior to
the first and at the start of each iteration of the loop. After that, the loop condition, B, is tested.
If the condition holds, the original loop body, S, is executed and then the next iteration begins;
otherwise, the loop terminates by the break statement. When the loop terminates, the invariant
is checked again. This last check ensures that the loop invariant holds even if the loop terminates
abruptly or the condition, B, has side-effects (see below for a discussion on this).

The code that checks the loop invariant, I, is shown by the chunk \{checkInv\} ≡. It evaluates
the invariant predicate, I, and throws a loop invariant violation error if the predicate does not hold.

The code for checking the loop variant, V, is shown by the chunk \{checkVar\} ≡, preceded by
by a couple of local variable declarations. A loop variant should decrease upon each iteration of
the loop. To check this, a local variable, rac$o$, is introduced to stores the value of the loop variant in
the previous iteration. A boolean variable, rac$f$, is also used to to skip the loop variant check upon the

Figure 4.14: Translating loop invariants and variants for while statements.
first iteration of the loop, as there is no earlier value. The loop variant check code, $\langle\langle$checkVar$\rangle\equiv$, evaluates the loop variant, $V$, and tests if the current value is greater than or equal to zero and also is less than the previous value; the second comparison is done only if it is not the first iteration. If the condition is not met, a loop variant violation error is thrown. Otherwise, local variables are updated to prepare for the next iteration.

It is possible that the evaluation of the loop variant, $V$, may encounter an exception or a non-executable construct. To cope with this, the whole expression that tests for the loop variant violation is evaluated contextually. That is, an exception is interpreted demonically while a non-executable construct is interpreted angelically (see Chapter 3). In addition, the variable $\texttt{rac$\texttt{o}}$ is declared to be a special wrapper class, $\texttt{JMLRacValue}$, that wraps a Java value and undefinedness (see Section 4.6). These details are suppressed in the code shown.

The presented translation has several interesting properties. It can handle several forms of abrupt completions occurring during the execution of the loop body, $S$. If the statement, $S$, completes abruptly because of a $\texttt{continue}$ statement with no label, then a new iteration begins in the instrumented code. As the loop invariant and the loop variant are checked at the beginning of each iteration, both will be checked as expected. However, an abrupt completion of $S$ due to a labeled $\texttt{continue}$ statement, in general, is not handled correctly. If the continue target is not the $\texttt{while}$ statement, the loop terminates abruptly and thus the loop invariant is not checked. Similarly, the translation can correctly handle an abrupt completion caused by a $\texttt{break}$ statement without a label, as the invariant is checked again upon the completion of $\texttt{while}$ statement. For the same reason, a loop condition with side-effects is correctly handled by the translation. However, an abrupt completion of $S$ due to a labeled $\texttt{break}$ statement is handled incorrectly if the break target is not the $\texttt{while}$ statement. The consequence is that one has to satisfy loop invariants and variants even if (1) the loop condition may have side-effects or (2) the loop statement terminates abruptly due to $\texttt{continue}$ or $\texttt{break}$ statements.

A $\texttt{do}$ statement annotated with loop invariants and variants are translated in a similar fashion. Figure 4.15 shows a sample $\texttt{do}$ statement and its translated code. The translated code has the exactly the same structure as that of the $\texttt{while}$ statement except that the loop body, $S$, precedes the if statement that tests the loop condition, $B$.

The translation of $\texttt{for}$ statements is slightly complicated because of loop initializer and update expressions, but the translated code has a similar structure to those of $\texttt{while}$ and $\texttt{do}$ statements. As shown in Figure 4.16, suppose a $\texttt{for}$ statement with initializer expressions, $I_1$, ..., $I_n$, the loop condition, $B$, update expressions, $U_1$, ..., $U_m$, and the body, $S$. The statement is annotated with a loop invariant, $I$, and a loop variant, $V$. In the translated code, the initializers, $I_1$, ..., $I_n$, are first executed outside the $\texttt{while}$ statement. Thus, if the initializers declare any local variables, they will
// translated code
{
    boolean rac$ = true;
    I_1, ..., I_n;
    [L:] while (true) {
        if (rac$) {
            rac$ = false;
        } else {
            U_1, ..., U_m;
        }
        ⟨⟨ checkInv ⟩⟩
        ⟨⟨ checkVar ⟩⟩
        if (!B) { break; }
        S
    }
    ⟨⟨ checkInv ⟩⟩
}

Figure 4.16: Translating loop invariants and variants for for statements. Refer to Figure 4.16 for the definitions of code chunk ⟨⟨ checkInv ⟩⟩ and ⟨⟨ checkVar ⟩⟩.

be visible to the original loop body, S. For each iteration of the while loop except for the first, the update expressions, U_1, ..., U_m is executed prior to the loop invariant, I, and variant, V, are checked and the body, S, is executed. The reason for making the update expressions to be the first, not the last statement of the while loop body is that the original loop body, S, may contains continue statements that transfer control to the beginning of the loop. In such an abrupt completion of S, however, the update expressions still have to be executed to prepare for the next iteration.

In this section, the translation of loop invariants and variants are explained by using a single loop invariant statement and a single loop variant statement. In JML, however, it is possible for a loop statement have more than one loop invariant and variant. The approach for multiple loop invariants is to combining them into a single invariant statement by conjoining the invariant predicates. For multiple loop variant statements, the approach is to have separate ⟨⟨ checkInv ⟩⟩ and ⟨⟨ checkVar ⟩⟩ for each loop variant statement.

4.8 Discussion

4.8.1 Privacy of Method Specifications

As discussed in Section 4.1, JML has a notion of specification privacy, and this raises an interesting question. Should specifications of different privacy levels of the same method be related in some way? For example, should the public specification imply the protected specification, the other way around, or in both direction? If one views method specifications as contracts, then for the precondition P, one has the following constraints, where P_pub, P_pro, P_pkg, and P_pri are public, protected, package-visible, and private preconditions.

\[
P_{\text{pub}} \Rightarrow P_{\text{pro}} \quad (4.7)
\]
\[
P_{\text{pro}} \Rightarrow P_{\text{pkg}} \quad (4.8)
\]
\[
P_{\text{pkg}} \Rightarrow P_{\text{pri}} \quad (4.9)
\]
Preconditions of wider visibility should be stronger than preconditions of narrower visibility. The reason for this is that a client would be surprised if encountered with assertion violation errors due to assertions not visible to the client, e.g., if $P_{\text{pro}}$ is violated when the client calls the method in a state where $P_{\text{pub}}$ holds.

For postconditions, one has the following constraint, where $Q_{\text{pub}}$, $Q_{\text{pro}}$, $Q_{\text{pkg}}$, and $Q_{\text{pri}}$ are public, protected, package-visible, and private postconditions.

$$Q_{\text{pub}} \land Q_{\text{pro}} \Rightarrow Q_{\text{pkg}} \land Q_{\text{pri}} \quad (4.10)$$

The constraint is to support modular reasoning in the presence of specification inheritance. Consider a public method, $m$, declared in a class, $T$. When the method $m$ is used in the class $T$, it would be okay to reason about the method call using all specifications of $m$, in particular, $Q_{\text{pri}}$, because all specifications of $m$ are visible to such a method call. Now, consider a subclass, say $S$, of the class $T$. In the subclass $S$, however, only the public and protected specifications of $m$ are visible. Therefore, if the class $S$ wants to override the method $m$ inherited from the class $T$, it can satisfy only $m$’s public and protected specifications. Other specifications of $m$ are not visible to $S$. Thus, the overriding method of the subclass $S$ can establish only the postcondition $Q_{\text{pub}} \land Q_{\text{pro}}$. However, for the reasoning in the superclass $T$ to be still valid when the overriding method of the class $S$ is added to the system, one must have $Q_{\text{pub}} \land Q_{\text{pro}} \Rightarrow Q_{\text{pub}} \land Q_{\text{pro}} \land Q_{\text{pkg}} \land Q_{\text{pri}}$, which is simplified as $Q_{\text{pub}} \land Q_{\text{pro}} \Rightarrow Q_{\text{pkg}} \land Q_{\text{pri}}$. The implication of these constraints on the use of specification privacy needs to be further studied in the future.

### 4.8.2 Constructors and Finalizers

In Java, an explicit constructor invocation statement, if exists, should be the first statement of a constructor body [55, Section 8.8.5.1]. An explicit constructor invocation statement is a statement that calls another constructor of the same class (this call) or of the direct superclass (super call). This restriction poses a serious problem to correctly checking pre-states assertions (e.g., preconditions and class invariants) of constructors. If a constructor has an explicit constructor invocation statement, then the statement must precede the calls to pre-state assertion methods in the constructor’s wrapper constructor. Therefore, the pre-state assertions are not evaluated in the exact pre-state. A possible approach would be to generate Java bytecode directly without using intermediate source code. As Java bytecode does not enforce the above restriction, calls to pre-state assertion methods can be inserted into the correction position of a constructor body [82]. However, the consequence of such an approach needs to be studied further.

In Java, if a class contains no constructor declarations, a default constructor that takes no parameters is generated by the compiler [55, Section 8.8.7]. The default constructor invokes the superclass constructor with no arguments. The default constructor should also obey type assertions such as invariants and constraints (refer to Chapter 5 for type assertions). For this, the JML compiler generates a default constructor with appropriate assertion checking code if a class contains no constructor declarations.

A finalizer is treated like normal methods regarding runtime assertion checking of method specifications. That is, its pre- and postconditions are checked in the same way as in normal methods.

### 4.8.3 Initializers

An initializer is a block of code that is executed when an instance of a class is created (for an instance initializer) or the class is initialized (for a static initializer) [55, Section 8.6 and 8.7]. In JML, one can write method specifications for an initializer. The JML compiler does not support initializer specifications yet. However, the approach of checking method specifications may be adapted to check initializer specifications.
Chapter 5

Type Specifications

In this chapter, I explain how the JML compiler translates type specifications such as invariants and constraints into runtime assertion checking code. An invariant is a property on a single state, whereas a constraint is a property that may relate a state to an earlier state. Both assertions are desugared and then translated into assertion checking methods, called invariant methods and constraint methods respectively. The wrapper methods presented in the previous chapter are extended to call these assertion methods; thus, each method has to preserve invariants and constraints. I also explain how the specifications written in Java interfaces are translated.

5.1 Introduction

I use the term type to refer to both Java classes and interfaces. In JML, type specifications can have such JML annotations and declarations as invariants, history constraints, represents clauses, depends clauses, and specification-only declarations like ghost fields, model fields, model methods, and model types. An invariant is a property that should hold in all reachable states of an object, and a history constraint is a relation that should hold between each reachable state and all states that occur later in the program’s execution [101] [103]. The term type assertions is used to refer to both invariants and constraints. The translation of type assertions into runtime assertion checking code is explained in this chapter, and specification-only declarations and related clauses such as represents clauses are discussed Chapter 7. This section discusses problems and a general approach to checking type assertions.

The following are problems and issues that need be addressed for checking type assertions.

- Instance versus static assertions: A type assertions may be either instance or static. An instance type assertion (e.g., an instance invariant) constrains only instance methods whereas a static type assertion (e.g., a static constraint) constrains both instance and static methods.

- Privacy of specifications: As in method specifications, type assertions have different visibility levels such as public, protected, package-visible, and private. Clients can see only assertions of appropriate visibility levels.

- Helper methods: A helper method (or constructor) is a private method that is exempted from the obligation of preserving type assertions. Helper methods are used to establish intermediate states that are not visible to clients.

- Old expressions and recursion: A history constraint may contain old expressions to refer to values in the earlier state. The old expressions in history constraints complicate runtime assertion checking if methods calls other methods (including themselves) of the same type. In
every such call, the history constraints must be checked, the appropriate pre-states should be
used to evaluate old expressions.

• Universal and method-specific constraints: In JML, a history constraint can be applicable to
all methods or a set of named methods. I call the first a universal constraint and the second
a method-specific constraint.

• Specifications for Java interfaces: Assertion methods cannot be added directly to Java inter-
faces; in Java, all methods in an interface must be abstract without method body.

As in the translation of method specifications, type assertions are translated into runtime as-
sertion checking code in three conceptual steps. First, multiple type assertions of the same kind
are conjoined and simplified to a single type predicate. Second, the conjoined predicate is trans-
lated into runtime assertion checking code by applying the translation rules for JML expressions
(see Chapter 3). The resulting code becomes separate assertion methods such as invariant methods
and constraint methods which are to be called by the wrapper methods (see Section 4.3 and 5.4 for
wrapper methods). Third, the new assertion methods are added to the type.

Figure 5.1 shows the general control flow to check type assertions. Type assertions are checked
whenever methods are called by clients. For this, the wrapper methods call both invariant and
constraint methods. Invariants are checked both in the pre- and post-states while constraints are
checked only in the post-state.

As mentioned earlier, JML distinguishes static and instance type assertions. A static type asser-
tion specifies properties concerning the static fields of a type, whereas an instance type assertion
specifies the instance fields; the former can be thought of constraining the type itself, while the
latter can be though of constraining all objects of the type. To support this distinction, the JML
compiler generates two kinds of assertion methods for type assertions: instance assertion methods
and static assertion methods. The instance assertion method checks instance type assertions, and
the static assertion method checks static type assertions. The wrapper methods call appropriate as-
sertion methods depending on the static-ness of the methods. A static wrapper method calls only
static assertion methods while an instance wrapper method calls both static and instance assertion
methods.

As in method specifications, the runtime assertion checker checks type assertions of all privacy
levels, the reason being that runtime assertion checking is viewed as a debugging tool. If type
assertions of any privacy levels are violated by some method, then something is wrong with the
method’s implementation (or the type assertions themselves); one would be interested in knowing
such cases to debug the implementation (or the specifications). This decision is also faithful to the
public void checkInv$instance$T() {
    boolean rac$rv = false;
    [P, rac$rv]
    if (!rac$rv) { throw new JMLInvariantError(); }
}

public static void checkInv$static$T() {
    boolean rac$rv = false;
    [Q, rac$rv]
    if (!rac$rv) { throw new JMLInvariantError(); }
}

Figure 5.2: Instance and static invariant methods.

semantics of JML, as all methods, regardless of their privacy levels, have to satisfy type assertions of all privacy levels.

Special treatment is needed for constructors and finalizers, as there may be no well-defined states to check type assertions for them. A constructor has to preserve all static type assertions, but in some cases instance type assertions become irrelevant to a constructor. For example, it is impossible to check instance constraints for constructors because there is no well-defined pre-state that can be related to the post-state. For the same reason, instance invariants are uncheckable in the pre-state of constructors. However, constructors have to establish instance invariants in the post-state. One exception is when they complete abruptly by throwing exceptions [82]. The reason for this exception is that exceptions are often used by constructors to indicate that they cannot perform their obligations, i.e., initializing new instances that satisfy the invariants. As a finalizer is a dual of a constructor, it needs not preserve instance type assertions in the post-state; however, it still has to preserve static type assertions in pre- and post-states.

As helper methods and constructors are exempted from the obligation of preserving type assertions, their wrapper methods do not call type assertion methods.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 explain how invariants and constraints are translated into runtime assertion checking code. Section 5.3, in particular, examines problems and provides solutions for old expressions, recursions, and universal and method-specific constraints. Section 5.5 discusses an approach specific to specifications for Java interfaces, i.e., organizing assertion methods as separate assertion classes. Section 5.4 extends wrapper methods with respect to type assertions. Section 5.6 discuss limitations, establishment of static invariants, and implications of specification privacy to modular verification.

5.2 Invariants

In JML, one can separate invariants that are pertinent only to static fields and methods. Such invariants are called static invariants. A static invariant can refer to only static fields and methods; it cannot refer to instance fields or methods. However, an instance invariant can refer to both static and instance fields and methods. Thus, it constrains both static and instance states of program execution. Another difference is that instance invariants are inherited by subtypes, but static invariants are not (refer to Chapter 6 for inheritance of specifications).

For each kind of invariants, the JML compiler generates a separate invariant method, called a static invariant method and an instance invariant method respectively. Let $T$ be a type with a set of instance invariants, $P_1, \ldots, P_n$, and a set of static invariants, $Q_1, \ldots, Q_m$. The invariants are first conjoined to form a single invariant predicate, i.e., $P \equiv P_1 \wedge \ldots \wedge P_n$ and $Q \equiv Q_1 \wedge \ldots \wedge Q_m$. The conjoined invariant predicates are then translated into instance and static invariant methods, whose
```java
public void checkHC$instance$T() {
    restoreFrom$rac$stack();
    boolean rac$v = false;
    \[P, rac$v\]
    if (!rac$v) { throw new JMLConstraintError(); }
}

public static void checkHC$static$T() {
    restoreFrom$rac$stack();
    boolean rac$v = false;
    \[Q, rac$v\]
    if (!rac$v) { throw new JMLConstraintError(); }
}
```

Figure 5.3: Instance and static constraint methods.

The general structures are shown in Figure 5.2. As before, the notation \[P, rac$v\] denotes translated code that evaluates the predicate \(P\) and stores the result into the variable \(rac$v\) (refer to Chapter 3 for the translation of expressions). The invariant methods evaluate the conjoined invariant predicates and throw invariant violation errors if the predicates do not hold.

Invariant methods are called by wrapper methods (see Section 5.4).

### 5.3 Constraints

A (history) constraint is used to specify the way that objects can change their values over time \[101, 103\]. A method preserves a history constraint if the pre- and post-states are in the relation specified by the constraint. In JML, therefore, a constraint is typically written with old expressions (\(\text{old}(e)\)) to relate the current state to the earlier state. JML distinguishes static constraints and instance constraints \[89\]. An instance method has to preserve both static and instance invariants, whereas a static method has to preserve only static invariants.

How does the runtime assertion checker check whether an object preserves its constraints? It views a constraint as a relation between the pre- and post-state of methods. The idea is to map the constraint’s old expressions to the pre-state and other expressions to the post-state. Thus, constraints can be thought of as being implicitly conjoined to the postcondition.

As in invariants, the JML compiler generates separate constraint methods for static and instance constraints. Consider a type, \(T\), with a set of instance constraints, \(P_1, \ldots, P_n\), and a set of static constraints, \(Q_1, \ldots, Q_m\). Multiple constraints are conjoined into a single constraint predicate, producing \(P \equiv P_1 \land \ldots \land P_n\) and \(Q \equiv Q_1 \land \ldots \land Q_m\). The conjoined predicates are then translated into constraint methods (see Figure 5.3). The constraint methods evaluate the conjoined constraint predicates and throw constraint violation errors if the predicates do not hold. The need for the first statement, `restoreFrom$rac$stack()`, is explained in Section 5.3.2.

Constraint methods are called by wrapper methods (see Section 5.4). An instance wrapper method calls both static and instance constraint methods, and a static wrapper method calls only the static constraint method.

#### 5.3.1 Old Expressions

A constraint predicate may contain old expressions that must be evaluated in the pre-state of method calls. How does the runtime assertion checker handle such old expressions? The approach is similar to handling old variables and expressions appearing in method specifications. The old expressions...
public void evalOldExprInHC$instance$() {
    try {
        T1 rac$v$;
        [E1, rac$v$]
        rac$old_1$ = JMLRacValue.ofObject(rac$v$);
    }
    catch (JMLAngelicException rac$e$) {
        rac$old_1$ = JMLRacValue.ofAngelic();
    }
    catch (java.lang.Exception rac$e$) {
        rac$old_1$ = JMLRacValue.ofDemonic();
    }
    ...
    try {
        Tk rac$v$;
        [Ek, rac$v$]
        rac$old_k$ = JMLRacValue.ofObject(rac$v$);
    }
    catch (JMLAngelicException rac$e$) {
        rac$old_k$ = JMLRacValue.ofAngelic();
    }
    catch (java.lang.Exception rac$e$) {
        rac$old_k$ = JMLRacValue.ofDemonic();
    }
    saveTo$rac$stack();
}

are evaluated in the pre-state, and their values are stored into fresh private fields. The constraint method refers to the private fields when evaluating the constraint predicate in the post-state.

Let $E = \{E_1, ..., E_k\}$ be the set of old expressions appearing in the instance constraint, $P$. For each $E_i$, the JML compiler generates a new private field, $rac$old_i$, of type JMLRacValue. The class JMLRacValue is a wrapper class to encapsulate undefinedness (refer to Section 3.2 for undefinedness). The JML compiler also replace each $E_i$ in $P$ with the corresponding new field $rac$old_i$, i.e., $P' \equiv P[E_i := rac$old_i$]$, and translates the predicate, $P'$, into a constraint method. Therefore, when evaluating the constraint predicate, the constraint method uses the new private fields in place of old expressions.

The new private fields, $rac$old_i$'s, must be initialized to the values of the corresponding old expressions, $E_i$'s, evaluated in the pre-state. For this, the JML compiler generates a separate method, called an old expression method (see Figure 5.4), to be called by the wrapper method in the pre-state (see Section 5.4). The old expression method evaluates each old expression, $E_i$, and stores the result to the corresponding private field, $rac$old_i$. If the evaluation of $E_i$ results in undefinedness, one of two special values for undefinedness is stored to indicate this (see Section 3.2 for undefinedness). Thus, undefinedness is propagated from old expressions to the constraint predicate, and interpreted contextually. The meaning and need for the last statement, saveTo$rac$stack()$, is explained in Section 5.3.2.

Why does the JML compiler generate separate old expression methods, instead of evaluating old expressions in precondition methods, e.g., as done for old expressions appearing in postconditions? The main reason is to support a modular way of inheriting specifications; this will be explained in detail in Section 6.4, but the essence is that a subtype's additional methods need a modular way to
public class Counter {
    private int cnt;
    //@ private constraint cnt >= ´old´(cnt);

    public void incr() { incr(1); }
    //@ requires x > 0;
    private void incr(int x) { cnt = cnt + x; }
}

Figure 5.5: Constraints and nested method calls.

Figure 5.6: Referring to correct pre-state values in nested assertion checking.

evaluate the old expressions appearing in the inherited constraints.

The JML compiler handles old expressions appearing in static constraints in a similar way, except that the old expression method in this case becomes static.

5.3.2 Nested Method Calls

The old expressions appearing in constraints are evaluated in the pre-state by old expression methods, and their values are stored into new private fields (see Section 5.3.1). The constraint methods, called in the post-state, use these fields to refer to the pre-state values of the old expressions. However, there is a complication in this approach if methods call other methods (including themselves) of the same type. The constraint methods need to refer old values evaluated in proper pre-states, as there are multiple pre-states during the course of method calls. Figure 5.5 shows a simple specification illustrating this complication, due to old expressions and nested assertion checking. The public method incr() calls the private method incr(int). Thus, assertion checking becomes nested (see Figure 5.6). The old expression ´old´(cnt) appearing in the constraint is evaluated first in the pre-state of the method incr(), denoted by the method call 1, and then again in the pre-state of the method incr(int), denoted by the method call 4. The constraint method is also called twice, first in the post-state of the method incr(int), denoted by the method call 6, and second in the post-state of the method incr(), denoted by the method call 7. As illustrated by the dotted arrow, the complication is that the constraint method has to use proper pre-state values for the old expression ´old´(cnt).

How does the runtime assertion checker correctly refer to pre-state values during nested assertion checking? It uses a private stack to save and restore pre-state values during nested assertion checking. The old expression methods store old values into the stack at the end, and the constraint methods restore them from the stack before evaluating constraints. The first is done by calling the method saveTo$race$stack (see Figure 5.4) and the second by calling the method restoreFrom$race$stack.
private transient java.util.Stack rac$stack = new java.util.Stack();

private void saveTo$rac$stack() {
    java.lang.Object[] values = new java.lang.Object[1];
    values[0] = rac$old1;
    rac$stack.push(values);
}

private void restoreFrom$rac$stack() {
    java.lang.Object[] values = (java.lang.Object[]) rac$stack.pop();
    rac$old1 = (JMLRacValue) values[0];
}

Figure 5.7: Old value stacks generated by the JML compiler.

(see Figure 5.3). The JML compiler, if necessary, automatically generates private stacks and their methods. Figure 5.7 shows an example of such stacks generated by the JML compiler for the class Counter in Figure 5.5. The method saveTo$rac$stack pushes all old values to the stack, i.e., just rac$old1 in this example, and the method restoreFrom$rac$stack pops the stack to restore the old values for all private fields, i.e., just rac$old1 in this example. Arrays are needed to handle the case where there is more than one old value.

A similar complication exists for method specifications if methods call themselves directly or indirectly. For each method, if necessary, the JML compiler generates a separate stack for storing and restoring pre-state values for the method, such as the precondition itself and old variables and expressions appearing in the postconditions. The pre- and postcondition methods call appropriate stack methods.

5.3.3 Method-specific Constraints

So far, this section considered only universal constraints, constraints that are applicable to all methods. In JML, it is possible to write a constraint that is applicable only to a certain set of methods; the names and signatures of applicable methods can be explicitly listed, or simple patterns can be specified. In this dissertation, this kind of constraints are called method-specific constraints. For example, the following is a method-specific constraint applicable only to two methods, add(Object) and addAll(Collection); if the for clause is omitted, it becomes a universal constraint.

/*@ constraint contents.size() >= \old(contents.size())
@ for add(Object), addAll(Collection); @*/

How does the runtime assertion checker support method-specific constraints? The JML compiler generates a separate constraint method for each method-specific constraint; a method-specific constraint method takes method names and signatures as arguments. Let \( C_0, C_1, \ldots, C_n \) be instance constraints of a type, say \( T \), where \( C_0 \) is a universal constraint, and \( C_1, \ldots, C_n \) are method-specific constraints. If there are more than one universal constraint, they are assumed to be conjoined into \( C_0 \). Let \( M_i = \{ M_{i1}, \ldots, M_{im} \} \) be the constraining patterns (i.e., the for clause) for the constraint \( C_i \), where \( i = 1, \ldots, n \). Then, Figure 5.8 shows the extended instance constraint method, checkHC$instance$T$, and newly-introduced, universal and method-specific constraint methods, checkHC$instance$,T$.

The instance constraint method is extended to take the name and signature of the method under runtime assertion checking. It first calls the universal constraint method, and then calls each
public void checkHC$instance$T(String forName, Class[] forSig) {
    restoreFrom$rac$stack();
    checkHC$instance0$T();
    checkHC$instance1$T(forName,forSig);
    ...
    checkHC$instancen$T(forName,forSig);
}

private void checkHC$instance0$T() {
    ⟨⟨checkC0⟩⟩
}

private void checkHC$instancei$T(String forName, Class[] forSig) {
    ⟨⟨testMi⟩⟩
    ⟨⟨checkCi⟩⟩
}

⟨⟨testMi⟩⟩≡ boolean rac$T = false;
    if (!rac$T && (Mi1.contains(forName,forSig)) { rac$T = true; }
    ...
    if (!rac$T && (Minn.contains(forName,forSig)) { rac$T = true; }
    if (!rac$T) { return; }

⟨⟨checkCi⟩⟩≡ boolean rac$T;
    [Ci, rac$T]
    if (!rac$T) { throw new JMLConstraintError(); }

Figure 5.8: Extended and new constraint methods for method-specific constraints.

method-specific constraint method. For the call to method-specific constraint methods, it passes as arguments the name and signature of the method being checked.

Each method-specific constraint method, checkHC$instancei$T, i = 1,..., n, first tests if the given method name and signature matches one of the method patterns, Mi, specified in the for clause of the constraint, Ci. It then performs actual checking for the constraint Ci only if a match is found.

Wrapper methods are also extended to supply appropriate arguments (i.e., method names and signatures) to constraint method calls.

Static constraints methods are similarly extended to support static method-specific constraints Of course, static universal and and method-specific constraint methods, checkHC$static$T, become static.

5.4 Wrapper Methods Revisited

The assertion checking methods for type assertions, such as invariant and constraint methods, are expected to be called by wrapper methods. Figure 5.9 shows a revised structure of wrapper methods that takes into account of type assertions. The method m is assumed to be declared in a type named S. The wrapper method first checks invariants by calling invariant methods. The instance
```
T m(T_1 x_1, ..., T_n x_n) {
    checkInv$static$();
    [checkInv$instance$();]
    checkPre$m$S(x_1, ..., x_n);
    evalOldExprInHC$static$();
    [evalOldExprInHC$instance$();]
    T rac$result;
    try {
        rac$result = orig$m$(x_1, ..., x_n);
        checkPost$m$S(x_1, ..., x_n, rac$result);
        return rac$result;
    } catch (JMLEntryPreconditionError rac$e) {
        throw new JMLInternalPreconditionError(rac$e);
    } catch (JMLAssertionError rac$e) {
        throw rac$e;
    } catch (Throwable rac$e) {
        checkXPost$m$S(x_1, ..., x_n, rac$e);
    }
    finally {
        if (/* no postcondition violation? */) {
            checkInv$static$();
            [checkInv$instance$();]
            checkHC$static$S("m", /* T_1, ..., T_n */);
            [checkHC$instance$S("m", /* T_1, ..., T_n */);]
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 5.9: Revised structure of wrapper methods

Invariant method, `checkInv$instance$S`, is called only if the method `m` is an instance method; this is indicated by enclosing the statement inside a pair of square brackets ([ ]). The wrapper method then checks the method’s precondition. As the precondition may rely on invariants, the precondition is checked after the invariant is checked. The wrapper method next calls old expression methods to evaluate old expressions appearing constraints. The old expressions are evaluated last in the pre-state; there is no need to evaluate them if either the invariant or the precondition is violated. In the post-state, both invariants and constraints are checked after the method’s postcondition is checked. If the postcondition is violated, type assertions are not checked in the post-state.

Wrappers for constructors are similarly extended to take into account of type assertions. In wrapper constructors, however, instance invariants are not checked in the pre-state, and instance constraints are not checked in the post-state. If a constructor throws an exception, instance invariants are not checked in the post-state either.

Wrappers for helper methods (or constructors) remains the same, as helper methods are exempted from the obligation of preserving type assertions.

### 5.5 Specifications for Interfaces

Assertion methods such as pre- and postcondition methods, invariant methods, and constraint methods are all added to *host classes*. For a class, the class itself is the host class. For an interface, however, the interface itself cannot be the host class because in Java an interface method must be abstract [55, Section 9.4]. For an interface, therefore, the JML compiler generates a separate
assertion class, called a surrogate, that hosts all assertion methods for the interface. That is, for
an assertion specified in an interface, its host class is the surrogate class of the interface. Thus,
the surrogate class is responsible for checking all the assertions specified in the interface. Another
role of the surrogate class is to capture the specification state of the interface; an interface becomes
stateful in JML, as it can have specification-purpose fields (see Section 6.5).

Let $I$ be an interface with an implementing class $S$. The surrogate class of the interface $I$, named
Surrogate, is declared as a static inner class of the interface $I$ (see Figure 5.10). The surrogate
class becomes a subclass of the class JMLSurrogate, a runtime class that defines properties common
to all surrogate classes. The class JMLSurrogate also provides a facility for inheriting specifications
through interfaces (see Section 6.5 for details). Each object of the class $S$ is associated with a
unique surrogate object of the interface $I$. The surrogate object is also responsible for representing
the specification state, inherited from the interface $I$, of the implementing object.

The surrogate class $I$.Surrogate also implements the interface $I$. This is to facilitate evaluating
assertions specified in the interface $I$. An assertion in the interface $I$ may refer to methods that
is declared in $I$ but implemented in the implementing class $S$. This means that assertion methods
for $I$ must invoke methods defined in the class $S$. For this, the JML compiler uses the delegation
design pattern [52]. Each surrogate object of $I$ is associated with a unique instance of the class
$S$. A method call to the surrogate object is delegated to the associated object of the class $S$. The
surrogate object becomes the delegate and the associated object becomes the delegated.

Figure 5.11 shows an example delegation method to be defined in the surrogate class $I$.Surrogate.
The delegation method, $m$, calls the corresponding method of the delegated, self; the field self is
inherited from the superclass JMLSurrogate. It becomes interesting if such a method call encounters
an exception. A distinction is made between instances of the class java.lang.Error and other ex-
ceptions. The first kind of exceptions are angelic in that they are contextually interpreted in such a
way as to make the whole assertion true. This is because an implementation is freed from its obliga-
tion if it encounter a JVM error [89, Section 2.1.3.3] [128]. All other kinds of exceptions are demonic
in that they are contextually interpreted in such a way as to falsify the whole assertion. Thus, the
first kind of exceptions are translated into an angelic exception, and the rest are translated into a
runtime exception, a standard demonic exception. In sum, exceptions encountered during delegation
make the value of the method call undefined, and thus the method call is contextually interpreted
by the parent expression (refer to Section 3.2.3 for details of contextual interpretation).

The surrogate class, if necessary, also defines delegation methods for the interface’s implicitly
declared abstract methods, such as equals, hashCode, getClass, clone, and toString. If an
interface has no direct superinterfaces, the interface implicitly declares a public abstract method
corresponding to each public instance method declared in the class Object, unless a method with
the same signature is explicitly declared by the interface [55, Section 6.4.3].
public T0 m(T1 x1, ..., xn) {
    try {
        return ((I) self).m(x1, ..., xn);
    }
    catch (java.lang.Error rac$) {
        throw new JMLAngelicException();
    }
    catch (java.lang.Throwable rac$) {
        throw new java.lang.RuntimeException();
    }
}

Figure 5.11: Example of delegation methods to be defined in surrogate classes.

5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Limitations

There is at least two limitations to the current approach of checking type invariants and constraints. One limitation is concerned with direction modification of public fields. Type assertions are checked only upon method calls, i.e., before and after method calls. They are not checked against state changes caused through other than method calls; e.g., clients may directly modify public fields. The JML semantics states that every client-visible state should preserve the properties specified by type assertions. One solution would be to inject assertion checking code directly into the client code for each reference of public fields [53] [133]; e.g., an assignment may be replaced with a call to the setter method of the field that also checks type assertions at the end. However, the approach would not be modular as it requires whole program analysis; i.e., the client code need be instrumented.

Another limitation of the current approach is checking type assertions for constructors. A static invariant should be preserved by a non-helper constructor of a class, and an instance invariants should be established by a non-helper constructor. Thus, the instance invariant is not checked in the pre-state of a constructor. An instance invariant is irrelevant to the pre-state of a constructor because there is no well-defined pre-state for checking the instance invariant. However, a static invariant should be checked in the pre-state of a non-helper constructor. This poses a problem because, as discussed in the previous chapter, an explicit constructor invocation statement, if such a call exists, should be the first statement of a constructor body [55, Section 8.8.5.1]. In the current approach, the static invariant is checked after the explicit constructor call if exists. A possible fix would be to generate Java bytecode directly without using intermediate instrumented source code as done by Luckner et al [82]. As Java bytecode does not enforce the above restriction, a call to an assertion check method can be inserted into the correction position of a constructor body.

5.6.2 Establishing Static Invariants

JML states that static invariants should be established by the initialization of a class, and they should be preserved by all non-helper constructors and methods. The question is how the runtime assertion checker checks whether static invariants are established by the initialization process. According to the Java Language Specification [55, Section 12.4], the initialization of a class consists of executing its static initializers and the initializers for static fields declared in the class. (For an interface, the initialization consists of executing the initializers for fields declared in the interface.) In addition, the static initializers and class variable initializers are executed in the textual order. The approach that the JML compiler takes is to add a special static initializer, called a static invariant initializer,
at the end of a class declaration. The static invariant initializer calls the static invariant method of
the class, and has the following form.

\[
\text{static \{ checkInv$static$T(); \}}
\]

As the static initializers and class variable initializers are executed in the order of declarations,
the added static invariant initializer is executed after all static fields complete their initializations,
and thus static invariants are checked in the correct state.

5.6.3 Privacy of Specifications

It is possible to write type assertions of different visibility levels. An interesting question is then what
the relationship should be among type assertions of different visibility levels. For example, should the
public invariant imply the protected invariant? If one views the invariants as being conjoined to the
method’s pre- and postconditions and the constraints being conjoined to the method’s postcondition,
one comes up with the following properties, which are called modular reasoning requirements.

\[
\begin{align*}
I_i^\text{pub} & \Rightarrow I_i^\text{pro} \Rightarrow I_i^\text{pkg} \Rightarrow I_i^\text{pri} & (5.1) \\
I_i^\text{pub} & \Rightarrow I_i^\text{pro} \Rightarrow I_i^\text{pkg} \Rightarrow I_i^s & (5.2) \\
I_i^\text{pub} \land I_i^\text{pro} & \Rightarrow I_i^\text{pkg} \land I_i^\text{pri} & (5.3) \\
C_i^\text{pub} \land C_i^\text{pro} & \Rightarrow C_i^\text{pkg} \land C_i^\text{pri} & (5.4)
\end{align*}
\]

The notation \(I_v^i\) denotes the instance invariant of the privacy level \(v\), \(I_v^s\) denotes the static
invariant of the privacy level \(v\), and \(C_v^i\) denotes the instance constraint of the privacy level \(v\). If
there are more than one type assertion at the same privacy level, they are assumed to be conjoined
by desugaring. The first two properties are consequences of treating invariants as being conjoined
to the method’s preconditions. A public client may call a public method in a state where the
public invariant is satisfied. The client would be surprised should he encounter a pre-state invariant
violation caused by the invariants of other privacy levels; the only invariant visible to him is the
public invariant. Therefore, the public invariant should imply the invariants of other privacy levels.

For the similar reason, we have \(I_j \Rightarrow I_k\), where \(I_j\) is more widely visible than \(I_k\).

The properties (5.3) and (5.4) are consequences of both method overriding and treating invariants
and constraints as being conjoined to the method’s postconditions. Thus, they are not pertinent to
\textbf{final} classes. A subclass may override a method inherited from its superclass. Since the subclass
can only see the public and protected type assertions of the superclass, the subclass’s overriding
method will be able to establish only the supertype’s public and protected type assertions. This
causes a problem in reasoning about the supertype’s code. When reasoning about the supertype’s
code, one can use type assertions of all privacy levels available, in particular, package-visible and
private assertions. If the overriding method does not establish the supertype’s type assertions, in
particular, package-visible and private assertions, then reasoning about the supertype’s code would
be broken. Under the properties (5.3) and (5.4), however, the reasoning would still hold even when
the subtype is added to the program. As static assertions are not inherited by subtypes, they are
not constrained by the modular verification requirements. In sum, the properties support modular
reasoning of code in the presence of subtyping [84] [91].
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Chapter 6

Inheritance of Specifications

In JML, specification inheritance ensures that the behavior of a supertype is imposed on its subtypes, thereby supporting behavioral subtyping [40]. Furthermore, a subtype may inherit specifications from more than one supertype, thus allowing multiple inheritance.

In this chapter, I explain how the JML compiler supports inheritance of specifications. The motivating goal is to support separate compilation, the ability to compile source files separately. I introduce a delegation approach as a solution. In the delegation approach, a subtype’s assertion methods call the corresponding assertion methods of its supertypes. The calls are made dynamically using Java’s reflection facility. The various assertion methods, introduced in the previous chapters, are extended to inherit such specifications as pre- and postconditions, invariants, and constraints. In addition, several new assertion methods are introduced to support weak behavioral subtyping. Finally, I discuss how the statefulness of interface specifications affects the delegation approach.

6.1 Introduction

In JML, a subtype inherits specifications from its supertypes. A class inherits specifications from its superclasses and the interfaces that it implements. An interface inherits specifications from its superinterfaces. As in Java, only public and protected specifications are inherited; package-visible and private specifications are not inherited.

What kinds of specifications are inherited? All kinds of specifications are inherited, including method specifications, invariants, constraints, specification-only declarations, represents clauses, depends clauses, and annotations such as non-null and pure. As in Java, however, only instance specifications are inherited; static specifications are not inherited.

What is the semantics of inheritance? JML imposes the specifications of supertypes on subtypes in order to achieve behavioral subtyping [40]. Inherited type assertions such as invariants and constraints can be thought of being conjoined to inheriting assertions in that a subtype has to satisfy both the inheriting and inherited type assertions. Method specifications are also inherited in such a way to guarantee behavioral subtyping. They are conjoined; preconditions are disjoined and postconditions are conjoined in the form of $\bigwedge \{ \text{old}(P_i) \Rightarrow Q_i \}$, where $P_i$ is a precondition and $Q_i$ is the corresponding postcondition [130]. JML also supports weak behavioral subtyping in which a subtype’s additional methods are relieved from satisfying history constraints inherited from its supertypes [38] [39] [40]. An additional method is a subtype’s method that does not override any methods of its supertypes. Names appearing in (inherited) assertions are resolved in the same way as in Java; field names are statically resolved, and static method are statically dispatched whereas instance method are dynamically dispatched.

\footnote{In refinement, however, specifications of all privacy levels are inherited [89].}
6.1.1 Challenges

Two main challenges in supporting specification inheritance are separate compilation and multiple inheritance. The JML compiler should be able to compiler source files separately. However, separate compilation means that, when compiling a subtype, the compiler does not know whether the supertypes of the type being compiled will be compiled with runtime assertion check or not. The compiled bytecode of the subtype should work regardless of the compilation choice of its supertypes.

JML supports multiple inheritance of specifications, as specifications are inherited from both superclasses and (super)interfaces [89]. As Java supports only single inheritance of code, the JML compiler cannot completely rely on Java’s inheritance mechanism to implement inheritance of specifications in JML.

Needless to say, the JML compiler should be faithful to the semantics of JML for specification inheritance, e.g., resolving names, static versus dynamic dispatch, and composition of various assertions.

6.1.2 Approach

There are at least two approaches to supporting specification inheritance.

- **Textual copy approach**: A supertype’s specifications are textually copied down to a subtype, and are translated into runtime assertion checking code as parts of the subtype’s specifications [13] [25] [85]. Often, desugaring (and renaming) is needed to combine inheriting and inherited specifications [130].

- **Delegation approach**: A subtype delegates to its supertypes the responsibility of checking inherited specifications, e.g., by calling appropriate assertion checking methods of the supertypes [28]. To support separate compilation, delegation should be done dynamically, as the supertypes may not contain assertion checking code; the supertypes may not be compiled for runtime assertion checking.

The textual copy approach is more efficient than the delegation approach, because it incurs no runtime overhead for delegation. However, the approach is not modular in that it needs supertypes’ specifications to compile subtypes. Another problem is that some names appearing in the inherited specifications must be resolved statically in the scope of the supertypes. Examples of such names are fields, types, and static methods. Resolving such names is not easy, especially, in the presence of name hiding and super calls [55, Chapter 6].

The delegation approach is modular; supertypes’ specifications are not needed to compile subtypes. A shortcoming of the approach is the runtime performance due to (dynamic) delegation. However, dynamic nature is not inherent in the delegation approach and static form of delegation is also possible (see Section 9.1). The JML compiler uses the delegation approach.

6.1.3 Delegation Approach

In the delegation approach, dynamic calls are used to inherit specifications from supertypes. The term *dynamic call* refers to a method call made by using Java’s reflection facility [146]. The underlying idea of the delegation approach is for a subtype’s assertion methods such as pre- and postcondition methods, invariant methods, and constraint methods to make dynamic calls to the corresponding assertion methods of its supertypes. The reason for using dynamic calls is that, due to separate compilation, a subtype does not know whether its supertypes will have the corresponding assertion methods. Even though assertion methods are dynamically called, their names and types are statically determined at compile-time, since the call site contains this information.

In general, each assertion method performs the followings.
1. Check assertions specified in the current type.

2. Check the inherited assertions. For each statically-determined pair of type and method names, perform the following steps.
   (a) Look up the corresponding assertion method in the supertype.
   (b) Invoke the assertion check method, if found, on the calling object (this). This implements a dynamic form of delegation, as it supports down calls, calls from the supertype to the subtype's overriding methods.
   (c) Invoke the assertion method found in the supertype.
   (d) Combine the results, e.g., disjunction for preconditions and conjunction for invariants.

3. Report an assertion violation if the combined result does not hold.

Several optimization techniques are used to minimize the performance overhead caused by the dynamic approach. For example, the pre- and postcondition methods of a subtype’s additional methods do not attempt to make dynamic calls to its supertypes; a subtype’s additional methods do not inherit method specifications form its supertypes. It was observed that dynamic invocation itself is only marginally worse than static invocation, but introspection, i.e., looking up types and methods, is costly. Thus, local caches are used to reduce the number of dynamic lookups.

The rest of this chapter discusses how the delegation approach affects and extends different kinds of assertion methods, such as pre- and postcondition methods, invariant methods, and constraint methods, to support specification inheritance. The extension described in this chapter applies only to instance assertion methods; because static specifications are not inherited by subtypes, no such extension is needed for static assertion methods.

### 6.2 Method Specifications

In this section, assertion methods for method specifications defined in Chapter 4 are extended to support inheritance of specifications. In addition to multiple inheritance, several things complicate inheritance of method specifications.

- **Pre-state expressions**: In addition to locally specified pre-state expressions such as old variables, old expressions, and preconditions themselves (see Section 4.4), all inherited pre-state expressions must be evaluated in the pre-state, and their values must be available to the corresponding, inherited postconditions.

- **Classes versus interfaces**: Method specifications can be inherited both from superclasses and (super)interfaces. As assertion methods for interfaces are hosted by surrogate classes (see Section 5.5), dynamic call mechanism needs to be adjusted to inherit specifications from interfaces.

- **Dynamic Semantics**: Java does dynamic dispatch for dynamic calls. If the assertion methods of a subclass and its superclass have the same name, a dynamic call to the assertion method of the superclass upon an instance of the subclass ends up calling the assertion method of the subclass. To prevent this, type names are appended to the names of assertion methods, e.g., `checkPre$m$T`, where T is the type name.

In the following, I first introduce the notion of immediate supertypes for specification inheritance and then explain each assertion method such as pre- and postcondition methods extended for specification inheritance.
6.2.1 Immediate Supertypes for Specification Inheritance

Instead of attempting dynamic calls to all direct and indirect supertypes for specification inheritance, the runtime assertion checker makes dynamic calls only to a set of statically-determined supertypes. Such a set of supertypes is determined at compile-time based on method overriding and interface implementation. If a method does not override a superclass’ method, the method cannot inherit any method specifications from the superclass. Similarly, a method cannot inherit any method specifications from an interface unless it provides an implementation to an abstract method declared in the interface. Further, it is sufficient to call the corresponding assertion method of the nearest superclass (or superinterface) whose method is overridden (or implemented) by the method under assertion checking; such an assertion method will call its nearest assertion method, and so on. For this, I formulate the notion of immediate supertypes for specification inheritance. Let \( m \) be an instance method declared in a type \( S \). A type \( T \) is an immediate supertype of the type \( S \) for the specification inheritance with respect to the method \( m \) if either of the following conditions is satisfied.

1. If \( T \) is a class, then
   (a) \( T \) is a direct or indirect superclass of the class \( S \),
   (b) \( T \) declares a method \( m \) that is overridden by the method \( m \) of \( S \) (refer to [55, Section 8.4.6] for Java’s method overriding rules), and
   (c) there is no intermediate class between the class \( S \) and the class \( T \) that overrides the method \( m \) of \( T \). An intermediate class is a class that is a proper superclass of the class \( S \) and a proper subclass of the class \( T \).

2. If \( T \) is an interface, then
   (a) \( S \) implements (or extends) \( T \) directly or indirectly,
   (b) \( T \) declares a method \( m \) that is overridden by the method \( m \) of \( S \) (refer to [55, Section 8.4.6 and 9.4.1] for Java’s method overriding rules), and
   (c) there is no intermediate interface between \( S \) and \( T \) that overrides the method \( m \) of \( T \). An intermediate interface is a proper subinterface of \( T \) that is implemented (or extended) by \( S \), and
   (d) \( T \) is not an immediate supertype of any classes determined by the condition 1 above, if such classes exist.

For each inheritance chain, an immediate supertype for that chain is the nearest supertype that also declares the method under consideration. The condition 2c prevents some inheritance chains from being considered for the immediate superclass for specification inheritance. For example, a direct superinterface of a class \( S \) is not \( S \)'s immediate supertype for specification inheritance if the interface is an immediate supertype for \( S \)'s superclasses. However, the above definition does not eliminate such duplications between two interface inheritance chains. I also use the terms an immediate superclass for specification inheritance and an immediate superinterface for specification inheritance when the supertype is a class and an interface respectively. If \( S \) is a class, it can have at most one immediate superclass but more than one immediate superinterface for specification inheritance, because Java permits only a single superclass, but multiple interfaces. If \( S \) is an interface, it can have no immediate superclass, but can have multiple immediate superinterfaces for specification inheritance.

Let \( \Sigma \) be the set of immediate supertypes for specification inheritance with respect to a method \( m \), declared in a type \( S \). An assertion method for the method \( m \) in the type \( S \) calls dynamically the corresponding assertion method of each type in the set \( \Sigma \) (see Section 6.2.2, 6.2.3, and 6.2.4). It is clear that the method \( m \) inherits all method specifications applicable to it, both from class specifications and interface specifications.
6.2.2 Preconditions

A method should be called in a state where its precondition — explicitly specified or inherited from its supertypes — holds. In JML, the semantics is to disjoin the inherited preconditions with the local, explicitly specified one [130]. Let \( P_0 \) be a method’s explicitly specified precondition, and let \( P_1, \ldots, P_n \) be inherited preconditions. Then, the method’s effective precondition, \( P \), is \( P_0 \lor P_1 \lor \ldots \lor P_n \). Remember that each precondition \( P_i \) is checked by the precondition method added to the owner class of \( P_i \) (see Section 4.4).

Let \( m \) be an instance method declared in this type, \( S \), with the following header, where the access modifier \( V \) is either \texttt{public} or \texttt{protected}. (Except for refinement, only \texttt{public} or \texttt{protected} methods inherit method specifications from supertypes.)

\[
V T \ m(T_1 x_1, \ldots, T_n x_n) \text{ throws } E_1, \ldots, E_m
\]

Suppose that the method \( m \) has a precondition \( P_0 \) specified in the type \( S \). Let \( I_1, \ldots, I_k \) be immediate supertypes of \( S \) for specification inheritance with respect to the method \( m \). If \( S \) is a class, then at most one of \( I_i \)'s is a class and the rest are interfaces; otherwise, all \( I_i \)'s are interfaces. Figure 6.1 shows the precondition method of \( m \) in the type \( S \) extended for specification inheritance (refer to Section 4.4 for the original definition). The extended method first evaluates the local precondition \( P_0 \) to set \( P_0 \)'s precondition field, \( \text{rac$pre}_0 \). A precondition field is a private field added by the JML compiler (see Section 4.6), and lets the postcondition method refer to the value of the corresponding precondition (see Section 6.2.3 and 6.2.4). The precondition field \( \text{rac$pre}_0 \) becomes the initial value of the local variable \( \text{rac$b$} \), denoting the effective precondition of the method. Each code chunk \( \langle \langle \text{checkPre}_i \rangle \rangle \) calls dynamically the corresponding precondition method of type \( I_i \) to set the precondition field \( \text{rac$pre}_i \) and disjoin it to the effective precondition \( \text{rac$b$} \) (see below). Finally, if the effective precondition \( \text{rac$b$} \) does not hold, the method throws a precondition violation error.

Each code chunk \( \langle \langle \text{checkPre}_i \rangle \rangle \equiv \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, k \), inherits the corresponding precondition from the immediate supertype \( I_i \). It calls dynamically the precondition method \( \text{checkPre$m$}m$s$I_i \) of type \( I_i \) on the receiver \texttt{this}. The utility method \( \text{rac$check} \) makes such a dynamic call by using Java’s reflection facility, and masks all exceptions except for assertion violation errors. For example, it finds in the type \( I_i \) a method named \( \text{checkPre$m$}m$s$I_i \) of signature \( T_1, \ldots, T_n \) and, if found, invokes the method on the receiver \texttt{this} with the arguments \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \); the details of argument passing for dynamic calls are suppressed. Depending on the result of dynamic call, the precondition field \( \text{rac$pre}_i \) is set to either true or false; it becomes true only if the method \( \text{checkPre$m$}m$s$I_i \) exists in \( I_i \) and the method call does not results in an assertion violation error (i.e., a precondition violation). The precondition field \( \text{rac$pre}_i \) is also disjoined to the effective precondition \( \text{rac$b$} \). One thing to note is that if type \( I_i \) has no corresponding precondition method, it does not contribute to the effective precondition, \( \text{rac$b$} \). Thus, one consequence of the delegation approach (and separate compilation) is that the effective precondition of the method under assertion checking becomes the disjunction of all inherited preconditions that are compiled with runtime assertion checking.

It can be proved by induction that the extended precondition method checks the predicate, \( \lor P_i \), where \( P_0 \) be the local precondition and other \( P_i \)'s are inherited ones. The precondition method also evaluates all pre-state expressions for use in the evaluation of postconditions; this aspect is suppressed in the code above (refer to Section 4.6 for details).

6.2.3 Normal Postconditions

The postcondition methods are extended in a similar fashion to support inheritance of postconditions. However, there are two important differences: (1) inherited postconditions are conjoined, and (2) postconditions need hold only when the corresponding preconditions hold. As before, let \( m \) be an
public void checkPre$m$(T1 x1, ..., Tn xn) {
    [P0, rac$pre0]
    boolean rac$b = rac$pre0;

    ⟨⟨checkPre1⟩⟩
    ...
    ⟨⟨checkPre$k⟩⟩
    if (!rac$b) {
        throw new JMLEntryPreconditionError();
    }
}

⟨⟨checkPrei⟩⟩ ≡
    rac$prei = false;
    try {
        rac$check("Ii", this, "checkPre$m$Ii" /* T1 x1, ..., Tn xn */);
        if ("checkPre$m$Ii" exists in Ii?) {
            rac$prei = true;
            rac$b = true; // i.e., rac$b = rac$b || rac$prei;
        }
    }
    catch (JMLAssertionError rac$c) {
    }

Figure 6.1: Extended precondition methods.

instance method declared in a type, S, with the following header:

    V T m(T1 x1, ..., Tn xn) throws E1, ..., Em

Let Q0 be the normal postcondition specified in the type S, and I1, ..., Ik be immediate supertypes of S for specification inheritance with respect to the method m. Then, the normal postcondition method for m in the type S is extended as shown in Figure 6.2 (refer to Section 4.5.1 for the original definition). The extended method first checks the local postcondition, Q0, if the corresponding precondition, say P0, holds. Remember that the precondition, P0, is evaluated in the pre-state and is stored into the precondition field, rac$pre0, by the precondition method (see Section 6.2.2). The method then checks each inherited postcondition in the code chunk ⟨⟨checkPost$i⟩⟩, where i = 1, ..., k.

The inherited postconditions are checked only if both the corresponding preconditions rac$prei’s and the conjunctively-accumulated, effective postcondition rac$b hold. The catch clause identifies the violation of inherited postconditions, as the method checkPost$m$Ii would throw a postcondition violation error if the postcondition of m inherited from Ii gets violated. Finally, the method throws a postcondition violation error if the effective postcondition does not hold.

In sum, the behavior of the extended normal postcondition method is to check in a short-circuit form the predicate, \( \bigwedge \forall \phi(P_i) \Rightarrow Q_i \) where P0 and Q0 are local pre- and normal postconditions and other P_i’s and Q_i’s are inherited pre- and normal postconditions.

### 6.2.4 Exceptional Postconditions

The treatment of exceptional postcondition methods is similar to that of normal postcondition methods. An exceptional postcondition method, however, has to make assertion checking transparent by rethrowing the original exception thrown by the method under assertion checking. Let m be an
public void checkPost\$m\$S(T1 x1, ..., Tn xn, T rac\$result) {
    boolean rac\$b = true;
    if (rac\$pre0) {
        [Q0, rac\$b]
    }
    ⟨⟨checkPost1⟩⟩
    ...
    ⟨⟨checkPostk⟩⟩
    if (!rac\$b) {
        throw new JMLNormalPostconditionError();
    }
}
⟨⟨checkPosti⟩⟩≡
    if (rac\$b && rac\$prei) {
        try {
            rac\$check("Ii", this, "checkPost\$m\$Ii", /* T1 x1, ..., Tn xn, T rac\$result */);
        }
        catch (JMLAssertionError rac\$e) {
            rac\$b = false; // postconditions inherited from Ii violated
        }
    }

Figure 6.2: Extended normal postcondition methods.

instance method declared in a type, S, with the following header:

\[ V T m(T1 x1, ..., Tn xn) \text{ throws } E1, \ldots, E_m \]

Let \( R_0 \) be the exceptional postcondition specified in the type S, and \( I_1, \ldots, I_k \) be immediate supertypes of S for specification inheritance with respect to the method \( m \). Then, the exceptional postcondition method for \( m \) in the type \( S \) is extended as shown in Figure 6.3 (refer to Section 4.5.2 for the original definition). As in the normal postcondition method, the local exceptional postcondition, \( R_0 \), is first checked, but only if the corresponding precondition holds. Checking \( R_0 \) consists of case analysis on the thrown exception, \( \text{rac}\$throw \); the details are suppressed (see Section 4.5.2 for details). Then, each inherited exceptional postcondition is checked. The mechanism is the same as that of the normal postcondition method. If the effective exceptional postcondition does not hold, the method throws an exceptional postcondition violation error. Finally, the method rethrows the original exception by performing a case analysis (see Section 4.5.2 for details).

In sum, the extended exceptional postcondition method checks a short-circuit form the predicate, \( \bigwedge (\forall i (P_i \Rightarrow R_i)) \), where \( P_i \) and \( R_i \) are the local pre- and exceptional postconditions, and the rest of \( P_i \)'s and \( R_i \)'s are inherited pre- and exceptional postconditions.

### 6.3 Invariants

For the inheritance of instance invariants, the instance invariant method is extended to call the instance invariant methods of its direct supertypes. Let \( S \) be a type with the desugared instance invariant, \( I_0 \), and direct supertypes, \( T_1, \ldots, T_n \). If \( S \) is a class, then it can have at most one direct superclass, and the rest are direct interfaces that it implements; otherwise, each \( T_i \) is a superinterface that the interface \( S \) directly extends. Then, the instance invariant method of type \( S \) is extended as
public void checkXPost$(S(T_1 x_1, ..., T_n x_n, Throwable rac$thrown) {
    boolean rac$b = true;
    if (rac$pre$) {
        [Q_0, rac$b]
    }
    ⟨⟨checkXPost_1⟩⟩
    ...
    ⟨⟨checkXPost_k⟩⟩
    if (!rac$b) {
        throw new JMLExceptionalPostconditionError();
    }
    ⟨⟨rethrowException⟩⟩
}

⟨⟨checkXPost_i⟩⟩≡
if (rac$b && rac$pre$) {
    try {
        rac$check("I_i", this, "checkXPost$m$S_i");
        /* T_1 x_1, ..., T_n x_n, Throwable rac$thrown */);
    }
    catch (JMLAssertionError rac$e) {
        rac$b = false;
    }
}

Figure 6.3: Extended exceptional postcondition methods. The code chunk ⟨⟨rethrowException⟩⟩ is defined in Section 4.5.2.

shown in Figure 6.4. The extended method first checks the instance invariant, $I_0$, explicitly specified in the type $S$, and then it dynamically calls the invariant method of each supertype, $T_i$, with the result being conjoined (see the code chunk ⟨⟨checkInv_{T_i}⟩⟩). If the conjoined, effective invariant does not hold, the method throws an invariant violation error. The code chunk ⟨⟨checkInv_{T_i}⟩⟩≡ dynamically calls to the instance invariant method of the type $T_i$. If the dynamic call encounters an assertion violation error, the effective invariant, $rac$b, becomes false; such an assertion violation error indicates that the inherited invariant is violated. The inherited invariants are short-circuit evaluated, as the dynamic call is made only if the value of $rac$b is true; the motivation is to stop as soon as the runtime assertion checker finds an assertion violation error.

In sum, the extended instance invariant method checks the invariants of a type, explicitly specified or inherited. The explicitly specified invariants are directly evaluated by the invariant method while the inherited ones are checked indirectly by dynamically calling the invariant methods of direct supertypes.

6.4 Constraints

For the inheritance of instance constraints, the instance constraint method is extended in a similar way as in the instance invariant method (see Section 6.3). Let $S$ be a type with a local instance constraint, $C_0$, and direct supertypes, $T_1, ..., T_n$. Then, the instance constraint method of type $S$ is extended as shown in Figure 6.5. The extended method first evaluates the local instance constraint $C_0$. Then, it checks the inherited constraints by dynamically calling the instance constraint methods of direct supertypes $T_1, ..., T_n$. The results are conjoined, and if the conjoined, effective constraint does not hold, the method throws an constraint violation error.
public void checkInv$instance$S() {
    boolean rac$b = true;
    [I0, rac$b]
}  
⟨⟨checkInv$T1⟩⟩
...  
⟨⟨checkInv$Tn⟩⟩
if (!rac$b) {
    throw new JMLInvariantError();
}
}
⟨⟨checkInv$Ti⟩⟩≡
if (rac$b) {
    try {
        rac$bcheck("$T_i", this, "checkInv$instance$T_i", /* ... */);
    }
    catch (JMLAssertionError rac$e) {
        rac$b = false;
    }
}

Figure 6.4: Extended invariant methods.

public void checkHC$instance$T(String forName, Class[] forSig) {
    restoreFrom$rac$stack();
    boolean rac$b = true;
    [C0, rac$b]
}  
⟨⟨checkHC$T1⟩⟩
...  
⟨⟨checkHC$Tn⟩⟩
if (!rac$b) {
    throw new JMLConstraintError();
}
}
⟨⟨checkHC$Ti⟩⟩≡
if (rac$b) {
    try {
        rac$bcheck("$T_i", this, "checkHC$instance$T_i", /* forName, forSig */);
    }
    catch (JMLAssertionError rac$e) {
        rac$b = false;
    }
}

Figure 6.5: Extended constraint methods.
public void evalOldExprInHC$instance$S() {
    [E_1, rac$old_1]
    ...
    [E_m, rac$old_m]
    saveTo$rac$stack();
    rac$check("T_1", this, "evalOldExprInHC$instance$T_i", /* ... */);
    ...
    rac$check("T_n", this, "evalOldExprInHC$instance$T_i", /* ... */);
}

Figure 6.6: Extended old expression methods.

A history constraint may contain old expressions to relate the current state to the earlier states. In runtime assertion checking, this means that all such old expressions including the inherited ones must be evaluated in the pre-state so that their values become available to the constraint methods. For this, extended is the old expression method introduced in Section 5.3.1.

Let $E_1, ..., E_m$ be old expressions appearing in $C_0$. Then, the extended old expression method has the structure shown in Figure 6.6. The extended method first evaluates old expressions appearing in $C_0$, $E_1, ..., E_m$, storing the results into old expressions fields, $rac$old_1, ..., rac$old_m$ respectively. If the evaluations encounter exceptions, special undefinedness values are stored into the old expression fields (see Section 5.3.1 for details). As before, the old expression fields are saved into a stack to allow nested or recursive method methods. (see Section 5.3.2). The method then dynamically calls the instance old expression methods of each direct supertype, $T_i$, thus evaluating old expressions of $T_i$.

6.4.1 Weak Behavioral Subtyping

A subtype object has to preserve the instance constraints specified by its supertypes. In particular, the subtype’s additional methods — new methods of the subtype that do not override inherited ones — have to establish in the post-state its supertypes’s instance constraints. This stringent requirement is called strong behavioral subtyping [101]. If the subtype’s additional methods are relieved from obeying the type constraints inherited from its supertypes, it is called weak behavioral subtyping [38] [39] [40]. In weak behavioral subtyping, however, the subtype’s overriding methods still have to preserve the inherited constraints. In sum, a method $m$ of type $S$ has to satisfy all the following instance constraints.

1. from $S$, both universal constraints and method-specific constraints applicable to $m$,
2. from each supertype, $T$, of $S$,
   (a) if $S$ is a strong subtype of $T$, both universal constraints and method-specific constraints applicable to $m$,
   (b) if $S$ is a weak subtype of $T$,
      i. if $m$ is an overriding method, both universal constraints and method-specific constraints applicable to $m$,
      ii. otherwise, nothing.

In JML, the weakly annotation specifies weak behavioral subtyping. If omitted, it defaults to strong behavioral subtyping. Figure 6.7 shows an example specification of weak behavioral subtyping. The class $S$ is a strong behavioral subtype of the class $T$, but a weak behavioral subtype of the interface $I$. 87
public interface I { /* ... */ }

public class T { /* ... */ }

public class S extends T implements I /* weakly */ { /* ... */ }

Figure 6.7: Example specification of weak behavioral subtyping.

The notion of weak behavioral subtyping, in conjunction with method-specific constraints, poses a challenge to the runtime assertion checker. Given a method, the runtime assertion checker has to determine whether the method overrides any inherited methods or not. The decision should be made relative to the type whose constraints are being inherited; this should be done at runtime to support separate compilation.

The JML compiler’s approach to addressing this challenge is, in addition to existing constraint methods such as local constraint methods and mother constraint methods (see Section 5.3.3), to introduce two new constraint methods corresponding to two forms of behavioral subtyping: a weak constraint method and a strong constraint method. They are for checking constraints on behalf of the subtype’s methods, and thus called subtyping constraint methods, and The weak constraint method will be called by weak subtypes, and the strong one by strong subtypes. A subtyping constraint method checks constraints applicable to the method whose name and signature are given as arguments; i.e., method names and signatures are passed as arguments to the subtyping constraint method. As before, a universal constraint is applicable to every method and a method-specific constraint is applicable to a particular set of methods (see Section 5.3.3). However, the weak constraint method checks applicable constraints only if the given method is also declared in the current (owner) type or its supertypes, while the strong constraint method checks them regardless of method overriding. That is, the weak constraint method enforces constraints provided that the argument method is an overriding one. The decision about method overriding is made dynamically by using Java’s reflection facility. Since only instance constraints are inherited by subtypes, the subtyping constraint methods are generated only for instance constraints.

In addition to subtyping constraint methods, the JML compiler still generate the usual constraint methods such as local constraint methods and mother constraint methods (see Section 5.3.3). As before, the mother constraint method checks locally-specified constraints by calling local constraint methods, and then it inherits supertypes’ constraints, by calling their subtype constraint methods, either the strong ones or the weak ones. If the current (owner) type is a strong subtype, it calls the strong subtype constraint method of the supertype; otherwise, it calls the weak one.

Figure 6.8 shows a new set of constraint methods to support both strong and weak behavioral subtyping. The difference from the constraint methods of Section 5.3.3 is the introduction of subtyping constraint methods such as checkHC$instanceS$S$ for strong subtypes and checkHC$instanceW$S$ for weak subtypes, and rewiring to appropriate subtyping constraint methods to inherit constraints from supertypes. In the mother constraint method, checkHC$instanceS$, the argument method’s name (forName) is set to null if the method is private (including package-visibility) prior to calling constraint methods of supertypes. This special treatment is to prevent the subtype’s private methods from inheriting the supertypes’ method-specific constraints applicable to the supertype’s private methods (which may have the same names and signatures as those of the subtype). In the code chunk ⟨⟨ checkInheritedHC ⟩⟩ ≡, calls to subtyping constraint methods are made dynamically using Java’s reflection facility; however, this detail is suppressed. The static method JMLChecker.isInheritedFrom, called by the weak subtype constraint method, tests if the given method is inherited from the given type or its supertypes; this is decided at runtime by using Java’s reflection facility.
/** Mother constraint method for type S. */
public void checkHC$instance$S(boolean isPri, String forName, 
   Class[] forSig) {
   restoreFrom$rac$stack();
   ⟨⟨checkLocalHC⟩⟩
   forName = isPri ? null : forName;
   ⟨⟨checkInheritedHC⟩⟩
}

⟨⟨checkLocalHC⟩⟩≡ /* universal and method-specific methods */
   checkHC$instance$S(forName,forSig);
   checkHC$instance;S(forName,forSig);
   ...
   checkHC$instance;m$S(forName,forSig);

⟨⟨checkInheritedHC⟩⟩≡ /* weak and strong subtyping methods */
   checkHC$instanceW|S$T1(forName,forSig);
   ...
   checkHC$instanceW|S$Tn(forName,forSig);

/** Strong constraint method for type S */
public void checkHC$instanceS$S(String forName, Class[] forSig) {
   restoreFrom$rac$stack();
   ⟨⟨checkLocalHC⟩⟩
   ⟨⟨checkInheritedHC⟩⟩
}

/** Weak constraint method for type S */
public void checkHC$instanceW$S(String forName, Class[] forSig) {
   restoreFrom$rac$stack();
   if (JMLChecker.inheritedFrom(S.class,forName,forSig)) {
      ⟨⟨checkLocalHC⟩⟩
   } else {
      forName = null;
   }
   ⟨⟨checkInheritedHC⟩⟩
}

Figure 6.8: Constraint methods to support both strong and weak behavioral subtyping.

6.5 Specifications for Interfaces

A surrogate for an interface may have state of its own, due to model and ghost fields declared in the interface. This means that the runtime assertion checker cannot create a new surrogate object for an interface each time it needs to inherit specifications from the interface. A surrogate class is a separate assertion class hosting all the assertion methods of an interface (see Section 5.5). As a static inner class of the interface, it is responsible for checking assertions specified in the interface. A subtype of an interface inherits the interface’s specifications by dynamically calling the assertion methods defined in the interface’s surrogate class. For example, when a subtype’s precondition method dynamically calls the corresponding precondition methods of its immediate supertypes, the
public interface Countable {
    //@ instance ghost int count initially count == 0;

    //@ assignable count;
    @ ensures count == \old(count + 1); */
    void increment();

    //@ ensures \result == count;
    int value();
}

public class Counter implements Countable {
    private int cnt = 0;
    public Counter() { /*@ set count = 0; @*/ }
    public void increment() { cnt++; /*@ set count = cnt; @*/ }
    public int value() { return cnt; }
}

Figure 6.9: Example of stateful interfaces.

call is directed to the surrogate class if the immediate supertype is an interface. This kind of assertion
method calls is termed as a dynamic assertion call. When an interface assertion refers to a method
declared in the interface, called is the corresponding method of the implementing class. This kind
of method calls is termed as a static delegation call. The object that receives such delegation calls
from a surrogate object, is referred to as the delegee of the surrogate object.

The statefulness of surrogates complicates the inheritance of specifications from interfaces. Figure
6.9 shows an example of an interface with its own state. The interface Countable declares a
ghost field count, whose abstract value may be changed. As an example, consider the following
piece of code.

    Counter ctr = new Counter();
    ctr.increment();
    ctr.increment();

When the first call to the method increment has finished, the abstract value of the ghost field
count becomes 1. After the second call, its value becomes 2. This means that the surrogate object
of the interface Countable for the object pointed to by the variable ctr changes its state. The
consequence of this is that the runtime assertion checker cannot create a fresh surrogate object each
time it makes a dynamic call to an assertion method (e.g., the postcondition method of the method
increment) of a surrogate class to inherit specifications from an interface unless the surrogate class
is stateless. A unique surrogate object must be attached to each instance, and it has to be used
for dynamic assertion calls for the lifetime of the instance. For example, a surrogate object for the
interface Countable is created for the object ctr, and it should be used for all dynamic assertion calls
for ctr, e.g., checking postconditions of the method increment specified in the interface Countable.

The JML compiler’s approach to stateful interfaces is:

1. To associate an instance of an implementing class, as a delegee object, to each surrogate when
   the surrogate object is first created for dynamic assertion calls (see Section 5.5 for surrogate
classes), and

2. To maintain a per-object mapping from interfaces to surrogates for subsequent dynamic assertion
calls.
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The first is for a surrogate to make static delegation calls correctly back to the objects being assertion checked (see Section 5.5 for details). The second, of course, is for the benefit of objects themselves being assertion checked.

Figure 6.10 shows code for managing the per-object mapping from interfaces to their surrogate objects. The code is added to each class that is compiled with runtime assertion checking. The focal method is the static method rac$receiver, which is called by the dynamic call method such as rac$check to determine the receivers of dynamic assertion calls. Given the name of a target class or interface, name, and the object being checked, forObj2, the method determines the receiver for a dynamic call. If a dynamic call is made to an interface, the method looks for a surrogate object for the interface in the surrogate map, rac$surrogates. If one is found, it is returned; otherwise, the method creates a new surrogate object for the interface with the object being checked, forObj, as the delegee. For this, the method uses Java’s reflection facility. The method then adds the created surrogate into the surrogate map and returns the surrogate as the result.

6.5.1 Propagating Assertion Calls to Superinterfaces

An interesting situation arises when an interface inherits specifications from its superinterfaces. The interface has to call the assertion methods of its superinterfaces’ surrogate classes. If the assertion methods are instance methods, e.g., for inheriting the preconditions of instance methods, the interface has to make dynamic calls to surrogate objects of its superinterfaces. Thus, the runtime assertion checker has to create a new surrogate object on the fly or retrieve an existing one. It may not create a new surrogate object for the superinterface due to the statefulness of surrogate objects. Then, where should it look for the surrogate object for the superinterface? The assertion checking originates from an instance of a class implementing the interface that tries to inherit specifications from its superinterfaces. That instance, which is the delegee of the surrogate of the interface, is where the surrogate object for the superinterface has to be looked for; the instance is supposed to store a unique surrogate object for each interface it implements either directly or indirectly. If a surrogate object for the superinterface is not found, then the runtime assertion checker has to create a new surrogate with the instance as the delegee, and register the new surrogate to the instance’s store for later use. This happens when it is the first time that the instance inherits instance specifications from the superinterface. As an example, suppose that S is a class that directly implements an interface, I1, which directly extends an interface, I2, which directly extends an interface, I3, and so on up to an interface In. Then, each instance of the class S, say, ori, has a map \{Ij ↦ sj\}, where j = 1, ..., n and sj is a surrogate for the interface Ij. Each surrogate object, sj, has the object, ori, as its delegee object.

The above scheme is materialized by the method getReceiver defined in the class JMLSurrogate (see Figure 6.11). The class JMLSurrogate is the common superclass of all surrogate classes. The method getReceiver determines the receiver for a dynamic assertion call, given the target type, clazz, and the requesting object, forObj. As explained before, the method first looks up a surrogate object in the delegee’s surrogate map. If no surrogate is found, the method dynamically creates a new one with this surrogate’s delegee as the delegee by using Java’s reflection facility. The method then adds the created surrogate to the delegee’s surrogate map.

6.5.2 Lazy Initialization of Surrogate Maps

In Figure 6.10, the declaration of a surrogate map, rac$surrogates, has no initializer. Instead, it is initialized lazily by the access methods rac$surrogate and rac$setSurrogate. This lazy initialization is critical for the correct operation of the runtime assertion checker. The reason being that often a surrogate object needs to be created before the initialization of fields (e.g., rac$surrogates) are completed. In Java, for example, an explicit or implicit invocation of a superclass constructor

\footnote{If the argument forObj is null, it means that the dynamic call is made to a static method.}
public java.util.Map rac$surrogates;

public Object rac$getSurrogate(String name) {
    if (rac$surrogates == null) {
        rac$surrogates = new java.util.HashMap();
        return null;
    }
    return rac$surrogates.get(name);
}

public void rac$setSurrogate(String name, JMLSurrogate obj) {
    if (rac$surrogates == null) {
        rac$surrogates = new java.util.HashMap();
    }
    rac$surrogates.put(name, obj);
}

public static Object rac$receiver(String name, Object forObj) {
    if (forObj == null || !name.endsWith("$Surrogate")) {
        return forObj;
    }
    //@ assume forObj instanceof JMLCheckable;
    JMLCheckable cobj = (JMLCheckable) forObj;
    try {
        Object surObj = cobj.rac$getSurrogate(name);
        if (surObj == null) {
            java.lang.Class[] types = new java.lang.Class[] { JMLCheckable.class };  
            java.lang.Class clazz = java.lang.Class.forName(name);
            java.lang.reflect.Constructor constr = clazz.getConstructor(types);
            Object[] args = new Object[] { cobj };  
            surObj = constr.newInstance(args);
            cobj.rac$setSurrogate(name, (JMLSurrogate)surObj);
        }
        return surObj;
    }
    catch (Exception e) {
        //@ unreachable;
    }
    return null;
}

Figure 6.10: Maintaining per-object surrogate maps for classes.
protected static Object getReceiver(Class clazz, Object forObj)
  throws ClassNotFoundException {
    if (forObj == null) { // dynamic call to static methods?
      return null;
    }
    Object delegee = null;
    if (forObj instanceof JMLSurrogate) {
      delegee = ((JMLSurrogate) forObj).delegee();
    } else {
      if (JMLSurrogate.class.isAssignableFrom(clazz)) {
        delegee = forObj;
      } else {
        return forObj;
      }
    }
    JMLCheckable cobj = (JMLCheckable) delegee;
    try {
      Object surObj = cobj.rac$getSurrogate(clazz.getName());
      if (surObj == null) {
        Class[] types = new Class[] { JMLCheckable.class };
        Constructor constr = clazz.getConstructor(types);
        Object[] args = new Object[] { cobj };
        surObj = constr.newInstance(args);
        cobj.rac$setSurrogate(clazz.getName(), (JMLSurrogate)surObj);
      }
      return surObj;
    } catch (Exception e) {
      //@ unreachable;
    }
    return null;
  }

Figure 6.11: Determining surrogate objects for dynamic calls. Defined in the class JMLSurrogate, the common superclass of all surrogate classes, the method getReceiver determines the receiver object (a surrogate object) for a dynamic assertion call. The argument clazz is the target class for dynamic call and the argument forObj is the requesting object.

(super()) in a constructor precedes the execution of the instance initializers a class [55, Section 12.5].

Figure 6.12 shows an example that illustrates the need for such a lazy initialization. If one creates an instance of the class S by the statement new S(), the super statement of the constructor is executed before the surrogate map field, rac$surrogates, added by the JML compiler, of the class S is initialized. Now, the constructor of the class T, the direct superclass of S, has a set statement in the body. The set statement refers to the ghost field val defined in the interface I. To access the ghost field, the runtime assertion checker has to look up a surrogate object for the interface I. Without the lazy initialization, this lookup will encounter a runtime exception as the surrogate map is not initialized yet.
public class S extends T {
    public S(int x) {
        super(x);
        // @ assert val == x;
    }
}

class T implements I {
    public T(int x) {
        // @ set val = x;
        // ...
    }
}

interface I {
    // @ instance ghost int val;
}

Figure 6.12: Example illustrating the need for lazy initialization of surrogate maps.

Figure 6.13: Example of specification inheritance.

6.6 An Example

Figure 6.13 shows a simple class hierarchy involving three classes and two interfaces. The class S0 overrides an instance method, m, inherited from the superclass S2, and it also implements both interface I1 and I2. The interface I1 declares the method m. It is assumed that each declaration and definition of m has a method specification, which is not shown in the diagram. Figure 6.14 shows a sequence of assertion method calls to be performed when the method m is called upon an instance of class S0, e.g., new S0().m(). The method m inherits such method specifications as preconditions, normal postconditions, and exceptional postconditions only from the class S2 and the interface I1. For instance invariants and constraints, however, it inherits from all superclasses and interfaces, in particular including the class S1 and the interface I2.

6.7 Discussion

The delegation approach to specification inheritance supports multiple inheritance and separate compilation. For separate compilation, the only requirement is to be able to determine at compile-time the set of immediate supertypes for specification inheritance. For a given method, the set of
immediate supertypes can be determined without source files, and in that sense the approach is modular; the decision can be based solely on the information about method signatures and type hierarchy, which is available from from Java bytecode files.

In the following, I discuss some aspects of specification inheritance, including an anomaly of specification inheritance, checking behavioral subtyping, and inheritance through refinement.

### 6.7.1 Anomaly of Specification Inheritance

In JML, a class inherits specifications from the interfaces that it implements; only specifications are inherited, as there is no code to inherit from interfaces. This can introduce an interesting situation, depicted in Figure 6.15. The essence of the problem is that the method $m$ defined in the superclass $T$ has to implement the specification of the interface $I$ that the subclass $S$ implements. For the method $m$, the subclass $S$ inherits both specifications and code from the superclass $T$, but only specifications from the interface $I$. As the subclass $S$ implements the interface $I$, the inherited code of the method $m$ has to implement the declaration given in the interface $I$. In particular, it has to satisfy the method specification written in the interface $I$. However, assertion methods for $m$ such
as pre- and postcondition methods are all defined in the superclass T, and their code do not make dynamic assertion calls to the interface I because the class T does not implement the interface I. Thus, method m’s specification inherited from the interface I is not checked even if the receiver is an instance of the subclass S, e.g., new S().m().

One approach would be to add the following method in the subclass S. That is, such a method is overridden in the subclass so that it can be compiled by the JML compiler in the subclass with appropriate dynamic assertion calls for inheriting specifications from the interfaces that the subclass implements.

```java
public void m() { super.m(); }
```

A similar sort of problems exists for type assertions such as invariants and constraints. A method, say m, inherited from the superclass T but not overridden in the subclass S still have to satisfy type assertions of the subclass S and the interface I that the subclass S implements. A complication in terms of runtime assertion checking is that the type assertions of S and I should be checked only if the object under checking is an instance of S (or its subclasses), e.g., new S().m(); they should not be checked if the object is an instance of T, e.g., new T().m().

As before, one approach would be to add a simple delegation method in the subclass; however, this would result in adding a lot of such methods in the subclass, as one should be added for each inherited method. A better approach would be to provide down calls for type assertion methods by judiciously naming them. The idea is for the supertype’s wrapper methods to call the subtype’s type assertion methods through down calls. For example, the JML compiler may add assertion methods for down calls, e.g., checkInv$instance, in addition to the type-specific assertion method, e.g., checkInv$instance$S, as follows.

```java
public void checkInv$instance() { checkInv$instance$S(); }
public void checkInv$instance$S() { /* ... checkInv$instance$T() ... */ }
```

As the first (down call) method has the same name for all types, the subtype’s overrides the supertype’s, thus allowing down calls from the supertype to the subtype. The second method, as before, is for a subtype to inherit specifications from its supertypes. With this setting, method calls like new S().m() now checks invariants correctly, including those specified in the subclasses. The wrapper method for m added to the superclass T calls the (down call) invariant method declared in T. However, what is invoked is the subtype S’s (down call) invariant method, because it is overridden in S. Thus, all relevant invariants are checked. The same technique works for constraint methods.

The anomaly of specification inheritance affects modular verification of object-oriented programs [84] [91] [92] [95] [114] [113] [151], as the supertype’s methods, if not overridden, have to be verified again with respect to the subtype’s specifications. This may mean that the supertype’s implementation should be available for such re-verification. However, the implications of the anomaly on verification and reasoning need to be thoroughly investigated in the future.
6.7.2 Checking Behavioral Subtyping

JML supports the concept of behavioral subtyping [1] [84] [91] [92] [101], by imposing the specifications of supertypes on their subtypes [40]. In particular, the inherited preconditions are disjoined to the explicitly specified ones, and the inherited postconditions are conjoined to the explicitly specified ones. The postconditions need to hold in the post-state only when the corresponding preconditions hold in the pre-state; i.e., the effective postcondition has the form, $\text{old}(P_i) \Rightarrow Q_i$, where each $P_i$ is a precondition and $Q_i$ is the corresponding postcondition (see Section 6.2.3). A pleasant consequence of this decision is that checking violations of behavior subtyping [49] turns into checking violations of inherited specifications, as behavioral subtyping is guaranteed to hold by the semantics of JML specification inheritance. That is, the runtime assertion checker checks behavioral subtyping by being faithful to the JML semantics of specification inheritance imposing the specifications of supertypes on the subtypes. As explained in this chapter, JML also supports weak behavioral subtyping where a subtype’s additional methods are relieved from satisfying its supertype’s constraints [38] [39] [40]. Weak behavioral subtyping is also checked by the runtime assertion checker.

6.7.3 Refinement

In JML, specifications are also inherited through refinement chains [89]. For example, the following refine declaration states that the class T in the current compilation unit (e.g., file T.java) “refines” the same class in the file T.jml. The class T in the current compilation unit is called a refining type and the one in T.jml is called a refined type. These terms are relative, as a refined type may refine another type, thus becoming a refining type itself.

```java
//@ refine "T.jml";
public class T { /* ... */ }
```

The meaning of refinement is that a refining type inherits all specifications and code of the refined type, including even private and package-visible ones. The JML’s notion of refinement allows one to write both code and specifications incrementally, e.g., partial code and specifications in the refined type and detailed, complete code and specifications in the refining type. It also provides a good structuring tool for specifications; specifications can reside in separate files from code files, and can be attached to existing source code and even to bytecode.

However, refinement poses a challenge to the runtime assertion checker. Each type in a refinement chain is not a complete program type that have a separate identity in the final implementation code. Rather, it consists of pieces of code and specifications that need be merged to other types (i.e., refining types) to become a complete type. The refining and refined types have the same name. A consequence of this is that there is no Java program class or interface that can host assertion methods of the refined and refining types separately.

There are at least two approaches to solving this problem: a textual copy approach and a surrogate approach. In the textual copy approach, all the specifications of the refined type are copied down to the refining type, and compiled as if they were written in the refined type. That is, all code and specifications of types in a refinement chain are combined into a one type before being compiled. However, the approach is unpalatable in that it does not support modular compilation and may require complex renaming due to potential name clashes between refined and refining types. In addition, it is not clear whether the refined and refining types can be successfully combined, at the source code and specification level, into one type in all possible circumstances; different compilation units may have different contexts such as import declarations.

In the surrogate approach, a separate surrogate class is generated for each refined type, just like a surrogate class for an interface. The surrogate class is responsible for checking assertions specified in the refined type. A refining type uses dynamic assertion calls, similar to those for inheriting specifications from interfaces, to inherit specifications from the refined type. In this case,
however, specifications of all privacy levels are inherited by the refining type; thus, implementing the surrogate approach may not be straightforward. The surrogate approach can support modular compilation provided that some pertinent specification information is encoded into bytecode, and it does not require complex renaming. Furthermore, it has a merit of treating specification refinement in the same way as in inheriting from interface specification, thereby providing a seamless, universal framework for specification inheritance.

The JML compiler does not support refinement yet, and it is not decided yet which of the above two approaches would be supported by the JML compiler.
Chapter 7

Abstract Specifications

The use of abstract, specification-purpose fields and methods in JML can be seen as an evolutionary advance over the design-by-contract approaches. The main advantage is that one knows exactly what parts of the code are only for specification purposes. The role of each declaration becomes clearer both to the reader and the tools. In this chapter, I explain how the JML compiler supports specification-purpose declarations in JML such as model fields, ghost fields, and model methods.

The JML compiler’s approach is to use access methods in combination with dynamic calls. The key idea is to generate an access method for a specification-purpose declaration and to translate each reference to the declared member into a dynamic call to the corresponding access method. For example, an access method for a model field is generated from the abstraction function for the field, specified by the `represents` clause; the access method calculates (or retrieves) an abstract value from the program state. For a ghost field, a pair of getter and setter access methods is generated so that the field can be directly manipulated by using specification statements. For an executable model method, the access method has the body of the model method; for a model constructor, the access method becomes a `static` factory method. The JML compiler also generates a default form of access methods that throw angelic undefinedness, e.g., for model methods with no abstraction functions. If dynamic calls to access methods fail, they become angelic undefinedness. The JML compiler’s approach supports separate compilation and is faithful to the semantics of JML.

7.1 Introduction

7.1.1 Abstraction in JML

JML provides several specification-purpose declarations such as model fields, ghost fields, model methods, and model classes and interfaces [89]. They have the same syntax as in Java except for the additional JML modifiers `model` and `ghost`. The specification-only members can be used only in specifications; they cannot be used in program code. They do not have to appear in an implementation, and thus are important tools for improving the abstraction level of specifications.

The values of specification-purpose fields are abstract in the sense that one is not concerned with their time or space efficiency, but more with clarity [62] [63] [100]. A model field’s value is given as a mapping from the program state, whereas a ghost field’s value is directly manipulated with specification statements. A `represents` clause defines this mapping for a model field by stating how its value is related to the program state [50] [89] [95] [96]. The `set` specification statement, similar to Java’s assignment statement, is used to set the value of a ghost field.

A model method is a method declared solely for the purpose of writing specifications, and is not required to have a body. A model method is often used to abbreviate some specification expression
public class Timer {
    private long sec = 0;
    //@ public model long min;
    //@ private represents min <- sec / 60;

    //@ ensures \result == min;
    public long getMin() { return sec / 60; }
    //@ ...
}

Figure 7.1: Example of Model fields with abstraction functions.

or to define an abstraction function for a model field. Similarly, a model class or interface is declared solely for the purpose of writing specifications.

7.1.2 General Approach

The JML compiler supports both specification-purpose fields and methods. However, it does not support model classes and interfaces yet. The main requirement is to support separate compilation, as a specification-purpose field or method declared in one source file may be used in another source file. The essence of the JML compiler’s approach is to use dynamic calls and access methods. Each reference to a specification-only member is replaced with a dynamic call to the access method of the member. The access method knows how to interpret an access to the member, and is automatically generated by the JML compiler.

For example, the JML compiler views a model field as a function from the program state to the abstract values. Consider the model field min shown in Figure 7.1. The model field min denotes the current time of a timer in minutes. A model field may be accompanied by a represents clause that states how the field is related to program fields. The represents clause for the model field min states that the value of min is that of the expression sec / 60. Thus, it specifies an abstraction function for the field min. The JML compiler materializes this abstraction function into the access method for the field min, as follows. (The code is simplified, as the contextual interpretation code is suppressed.)

public long model$min() { return sec / 60; }

With this in place, each reference to the model field min is translated into a call to the access method model$min. Thus, the runtime assertion checker can evaluate assertions written in terms of min, e.g., the postcondition of the method getMin. As both model fields and represents clauses can be inherited by subtypes, the access methods are often called dynamically by using a mechanism similar to that described in Chapter 6. However, as a represents clause may be specified in subtypes, the approach is more complicated (see Section 7.2.3).

In the following sections, I explain how the JML compiler translates model fields, ghost fields, and model methods. Section 7.2 explains translation of model fields declared in classes. Section 7.2 discusses model fields declared in interfaces; inheritance is examined in depth. Section 7.4 and Section 7.5 explains translation of ghost fields and model methods respectively. Section 7.6 discusses some limitations and widening of Java visibility (e.g., spec_public and spec_protected).

7.2 Model Fields

The approach to implementing model fields is to generate a unique model field access method for each model field and to replace each occurrence of a model field in assertions with the corresponding
access method. The model field access method retrieves, for the model field, an abstract value from the current program state. Thus, the translation of model fields consists of: (1) generating model field access methods, and (2) substituting the model field access method for each occurrence of a model field in assertions.

7.2.1 Model Field Access Methods

An access method for a model field is generated either from the field’s declaration or from the field’s abstraction function. If no abstraction function is specified for the field in the type where it is declared, then its access method is generated from its declaration. For such a model field, declared as “model T m;” in the type S, the JML compiler generates the following access method1.

```java
public T model$mS() { throw new JMLAngelicException(); }
```

This form of access methods is called a default model field access method. As it throws an angelic exception, any reference to the field are interpreted angelically by its parent expressions (see Section 3.2.3 for the contextual interpretation). That is, the model field becomes non-executable. The access method is added to the host class of the model field, the class S or its surrogate class (if S is an interface).

There are two ways of relating program states to abstract values of model fields: abstraction functions [63] [100, pp. 70–71] and abstraction relations [6] [45] [92] [138] [140]. In JML, both are specified by using represents clauses. The JML compiler translates abstraction relations into the default form of model field access methods. This means that all references to model fields with abstraction relations (e.g., represents m \such that P;) are treated as angelic undefinedness, i.e., they are non-executable.

The JML compiler translates abstraction functions into model field access methods. For example, consider a represents clause of the form, “represents m <- E;”, where the model field m is declared in the type S and has the type T. Then, the JML compiler generates the following model field access method.

```java
public T model$mS() { rac$v; [ E, rac$v] return rac$v; }
```

The access method computes an abstract value for the model field m by evaluating the abstraction function specified by the represents clause. The notation [ E, rac$v] denotes the result of translating the expression E into Java program code that evaluates E and stores the result into rac$v; it is a short-hand notation for C[E, rac$v, false] (see Chapter 3 for the translation function C[·]). The access method is added to the host class of the represents clause. The host class of the represents clause may not be the same as the type where the model field itself is declared. Therefore, it is possible for a model field to have more than one access method, and the one in the subtype overrides the one in the supertypes.

7.2.2 Assertions with Model Fields

The next step of the translation is to substitute an appropriate access method call for each occurrence of a model field in assertions. Suppose a JML expression of the form, E.m, where E is an expression of type, say, T and m is a model field declared in a type S2. Then, the expression E.m is translated into the following piece of code.

```java
T rac$v; [ E, rac$v] rac$v.model$mS();
```

First, the expression E is evaluated and the result is saved into a fresh local variable, rac$v. Then, instead of referencing the model field m of rac$v, m’s access method model$mS is called

---

1 If the model field is static, its access method becomes static.

2 T should be either S or one of its subtypes.
upon rac$v. Though not shown in detail in the above code, the access method may be invoked dynamically using Java’s reflection facility [146]. If the model field is declared in the same source file, the access method is invoked statically; otherwise, it is invoked dynamically to support separate compilation. Figure 7.2 shows the translation rules for field reference expressions, originally defined in Section 3.2.4 (see Figure 3.3), extended for model fields.

There is an interesting aspect in translating model field references into access method calls. Because it is possible for a subtype’s model field to hide an inherited model field, the runtime assertion checker has to be precise about which declaration each field reference refers to. Suppose that both a class, S, and its superclass, T, declare a public model field, m. Then, the one in the subclass hides the one in the superclass [55, Section 8.3]. In the subclass S, a model field reference of the form, m, this.m, or E.m, where E’s static type is S, is translated into a call to the access method added to the subclass, i.e., model$m$S. On the other hand, a reference of the form, super.m and E.m, where E’s static type is T, is translated into a call to the access method added to the superclass T, i.e., model$m$T. However, note that the subclass S may also provide an access method for the hidden model field declaration of the superclass T (i.e., model$m$T) by specifying an abstraction function for it (e.g., represents super.m <- E;). In that case, all calls to the access method model$m$T invoke the one added to the subclass S because the subclass’ overrides the one inherited from the superclass T (refer to Section 7.2.3 for the inheritance of model fields).

In sum, the translation of model field references reflects Java’s semantics of statically resolving field names, and yet supports JML’s semantics of abstraction functions that may be specified separately from the model field declarations.
7.2.3 Inheritance

Model fields obey the same rules as Java’s program fields do [89]. In particular, subclasses inherit model instance fields from superclasses, and may hide them. In addition to model fields, subclasses also inherit instance represents clauses from superclasses. The translation rules presented in the previous sections support inheritance of both model fields and represents clauses. The correctness of the translation rules regarding inheritance relies on dynamic calls and the semantics of Java’s dynamic invocation. The main reason for using dynamic calls, with the help of Java’s reflection facility [146], is to support separate compilation.

Figure 7.3 shows an example inheritance of model fields, involving three classes $S_1$, $S_2$, and $S_3$. The class $S_1$ is a superclass of $S_2$, and $S_2$ is a superclass of $S_3$. The class $S_1$ declares a model field, $v$, whose abstraction function is specified in the subclass $S_2$. The model field $v$ is used in assertions of the class $S_1$ and $S_3$. As the class $S_1$ does not specify an abstraction function for the model field $v$, a default access method, model$v$:$S_1$, is added to $S_1$. The represents clause in the subclass $S_2$ also triggers the generation of an access method, model$v$:$S_1$, for $v$ in $S_2$. As the result, there are two access methods for the model field $v$, a default one in the class $S_1$ and an abstraction function in the subclass $S_2$. As both have the same name and signature, the one in the subclass overrides the one in the superclass.

Now, let us consider occurrences of the model field $v$ in various assertions. First, consider the use of $v$ in the subclass $S_3$, e.g., the precondition of the method $m_2$. Remember that the class $S_3$ inherits the model field $v$ from the class $S_1$ and $v$’s abstraction function from the class $S_2$. Therefore, an occurrence of $v$ in the class $S_3$ must be interpreted using the abstraction function inherited from the class $S_2$. Does the runtime assertion checker live up to this expectation? According to the translation rules, the precondition method of $m_2$, checkPre$m_2$:$S_2$, dynamically calls the model field $v$’s access method, model$v$:$S_1$. For this, it first looks up an access method of $v$, using Java’s reflection facility [146], in the class $S_1$, where the field $v$ is declared. As the class $S_1$ has a default access method for $v$, the precondition method certainly finds one provided that $S_1$ is compiled with the JML compiler. Then, the precondition method calls the access method using Java’s reflection facility. The semantics of Java’s dynamic invocation is that if the called method is overridden by a subclass, then invoked is the overriding method of the subclass [146]. That is, reflective method calls also have the dynamic dispatch semantics [55, Section 8.4.6 and 15.12]. Thus, if the receiver is an instance of the class $S_3$, then invoked is the access method added to the class $S_2$. Therefore, the
translation is faithful to the semantics of JML regarding inheritance of model fields and `represents` clauses.

A more interesting situation arises for an occurrence of the model field \( v \) in the method \( m_1 \)'s precondition in the class \( S_1 \) (see Figure 7.3). Here, the abstraction function specified in the class \( S_2 \) may not be used for the interpretation of the model field \( v \). If the runtime (or dynamic) type of the object being checked is \( S_1 \), then the abstraction function specified in \( S_2 \) cannot be used for the interpretation of \( v \). Instead, such an occurrence of \( v \) must become non-executable. On the other hand, if the runtime type is \( S_2 \) or one of its subclasses, the abstraction function specified in the class \( S_2 \) must be used for the interpretation. How does the runtime assertion checker achieve this? As before, the precondition method of \( m_1 \), `checkPre$\langle m_1 \rangle S_1` dynamically calls the access method of \( v \), `model$\langle v \rangle S_1`. If the receiver object’s runtime type is \( S_1 \), the call goes to the default access method added to the class \( S_1 \). If the runtime type is \( S_2 \) or one of its subclasses, the call goes to the access method added to the class \( S_2 \); this again is due to the dynamic dispatch semantics of Java’s reflective method calls. This is an example of the so-called a down call, a superclass’ call to a subclass’ overriding method. As illustrated by the example, it is crucial for access methods for the same model field to have the same name and signature, and for the runtime assertion checker to look up access methods in the class where the corresponding model fields are declared.

### 7.3 Interface Model Fields

An interface model field is a model field declared in an interface. An interface model field is an elegant way of specifying the behavior of an interface. The behaviors of interface methods can be described in a model-oriented style by referring to the abstract model provided by interface model fields. Figure 7.4 shows an example of interface model fields. A stack is modeled as a sequence of objects by the model instance field \( \text{elems} \), and the behavior of the method \( \text{push} \) is described in terms of that model field. In the declaration of \( \text{elems} \), the modifier `instance` indicates that the declared model field is non-static. As in Java, an interface model field by default becomes a static field. The `initially` clause at the end of the model field declaration permits the field to have an abstract initialization \([112]\) \([118]\). The abstract initialization allows one to reason about the field by using data type induction \([63]\).

An interface model field can also be accompanied with a `represents` clause. However, an interface `represents` clause is often written in terms of other model fields, as no program fields except for final static fields can be declared in an interface. This means that an interface assertion written with model fields becomes executable only if all the model fields are eventually mapped to the program states by the implementing class. It is often the case that an interface does not provide abstraction functions for its model fields. Instead, an implementing class of the interface provides...
abstraction functions for the interface model fields. The executability of interface model fields can also be achieved by a layer of abstraction functions; e.g., an interface model field is represented by another interface model field whose abstraction function is defined by the implementing class.

### 7.3.1 Inheritance

An interface's model instance field is inherited by an implementing class and an extending interface. An instance `represents` clause appearing in an interface is also inherited by an implementing class and an extending interface. What is the meaning of inheriting a `represents` clause? If an implementing class or an extending interface refers to an inherited interface model field, the model field must be interpreted by using the abstraction function specified by the inherited `represents` clause. Figure 7.5 shows an example specification where interface model fields and `represents` clauses are inherited through interfaces and subclassing. The interface `I1` declares a model instance field `val1`, which is inherited by all implementing classes and subinterfaces, in particular, the subinterface `I2`. The subinterface `I2` declares an additional model instance field of its own, `val2`. In addition, it also specifies an abstraction function for the inherited model field `val1`. Both model fields and the abstraction function are inherited by the interface `I2`'s implementing classes such as the class `S1` and its subclass `S2`. The subclass `S2` provides an abstraction function for the inherited interface model field `val2`. From the perspective of the class `S2`, both model fields are executable; that is, their abstract values are well defined in terms of the program state. The value of the model field `val2` is the same as that of the program field `cval`, as specified by the `represents` clause of the class `S2`. The value of the model field `val1` is the same as that of `val2`, as specified by the `represents` clause of the interface `I2`, thus that of the program field `cval` of the class `S2`. Therefore, the precondition of the method `m2` of the class `S2`, which is written in terms of the model field `val1` can be evaluated by the runtime assertion checker. However, from the perspective of the class `S1`, none of the model fields is executable, as the abstraction function for the model field `val2` is not provided. An interesting use of the model field `val1` is the one that appears in the precondition of the method `m1` specified in the interface `I1`. Should such an appearance be interpreted by using the abstraction function specified by the interface `I2`? It depends on the object being assertion checked. If the object is an instance of a class that implements the interface `I2`, that abstraction function must be used, as the `represents` clause of `I2` is inherited by that class. Otherwise, that abstraction function must not be used, as the `represents` clause of `I2` is not inherited by that class. For the same reason, the abstraction function specified in the class `S2` for the model field `val2` should be used only if the object being checked is an instance of the class `S2`. As a corollary, the runtime assertion checker can retrieve the abstract value of the model field `val1` appearing in the precondition of the method `m1` only if the object being checked is an instance of the class `S2`.

How does the runtime assertion checker supports the inheritance of interface model fields and `represents` clauses? This is a challenging task, and its solution is one of the many contributions of this dissertation. One complication is that an applicable abstraction function (i.e., a `represents` clause) must be determined at compile-time for each occurrence of an interface model field in interface assertions. Under separate compilation, however, the applicable abstraction function cannot be determined statically at compile-time because it may be specified by a subinterface or an implementing class. A similar problem exists for a model field declared in a class, for which the runtime assertion checker relies on Java's inheritance mechanism to implement the so-called down call (see Section 7.2.3). For an interface model field, however, the runtime assertion checker cannot completely depend on Java's inheritance mechanism because Java does not allow multiple inheritance for classes; multiple inheritance of interfaces results in multiple inheritance of classes, as each interface generates a corresponding surrogate class. Another complication is that there are now several kinds of up-calls and down-calls: (1) between classes, (2) between classes and interfaces, and (3) between interfaces.

To recap, the main problem is to accomplish the effect of down calls in the presence of multiple
public interface I1 {
    //@ public model instance int val1;
    //@ requires val1 > 0;
    void m1();
}

public interface I2 extends I1 {
    //@ public model instance int val2;
    //@ public represents val1 <- val2;
}

public class S1 implements I2 {
    public void m1() {}
}

public class S2 extends S1 {
    private int cval = 0;
    //@ private represents val2 <- cval;
    //@ requires val1 > 0;
    public void m2() {}
}

Figure 7.5: Inheritance of interface model fields.

inheritance of interfaces. A key challenge is for a superinterface to prepare to use abstraction functions that may be provided by its subinterfaces. The JML compiler’s approach is to introduce two additional model field access methods called a dispatch method and a delegation method respectively (see Figure 7.6). A dispatch method (e.g., model$v$I1 of S) is added to an implementing class for each inherited interface model field. The dispatch method is responsible for invoking an appropriate model field access method (e.g., model$v$I1 of I2) that is generated from an interface’s represents clause and added to the surrogate class of that interface. Because the dispatch method is added to an implementing class, it is possible to statically determine whether an applicable interface represents clause exists. If there is no such an interface represents clause, the dispatch method throws an angelic undefinedness exception (see Section 3.2 for undefinedness). For each interface model field, a delegation method (e.g., model$v$I1 of I1) is added to the surrogate class of the interface. If the interface specifies a (functional) represents clause for the model field, no delegation method is generated; instead, an abstraction function is generated from the represents clause, e.g., model$v$I1 of I2. Otherwise, a delegation method is generated, and it delegates incoming calls to the corresponding dispatch method. Each occurrence of the interface’s model fields in interface assertions is now translated into a call to the corresponding delegation method. Remember that the delegation method calls the dispatch method which calls an appropriate abstraction function provided by some interface if such an abstraction function exists. Thus, this translation scheme has the effect of super calls if an abstraction function is provided by a superinterface, and of down calls if an abstraction function is provided by a subinterface. Figure 7.6 shows an example of down calls. A reference to the model field v in the interface I1 invokes the abstraction function specified by the subinterface I2 through delegation and dispatch calls.
7.3.2 Details of the Approach

As usual, references to interface model fields are translated into dynamic calls to the appropriate access methods. However, the access methods to be invoked are statically determined at compile-time. The receivers of dynamic calls now may be surrogate objects of the interfaces where the model fields are declared or where their `represents` clauses appear. The approach can be summarized as follows.

1. A model field declaration in an interface generates a (model field) `delegation method` for the declared model field. The method delegates all incoming calls to the current object being checked, i.e., the delegee object. Each surrogate object has a reference to its delegee, which knows how to interpret the model field (see step 4).

2. A `represents` clause in an interface generates a (model field) access method for the represented model field. As in classes, such an access method evaluates the `represents` clause’s expression and returns the result (see Section 7.2). The access method becomes an abstraction function for the model field.

3. An occurrence of a model field in interface assertions (including expressions of `represents` clauses) is translated into a dynamic call to the corresponding delegation method (see step 1). The target delegation method is statically determined at compile-time.

4. An interface’s top-level implementation class generates a (model field) `dispatch method` for each interface model field except for those inherited through the superclass chain. The dispatch method either (1) takes the default form throwing angelic undefinedness if the model field has no `represents` clause specified in the interface or (2) forwards incoming calls to the appropriate access methods generated from the interface’s `represents` clauses (see step 2). The dispatch method may be overridden by a subclass, i.e., if the subclass specifies a `represents` clause for the model field. If the class itself specifies a `represents` clause for the model field, then no dispatch method is generated; instead, an abstraction function is generated from the `represents` clause.

**Delegation Methods** If an interface $I$ declares a model field, say $m$, of type $T$, then an access method for the model field is added to the surrogate class of the interface $I$. If the interface also

---

3 The superclass will generate dispatch methods for such model fields.
specifies an abstraction function for the model field, then a model field access method is generated from the abstraction function. Otherwise, the access method is a delegation method of the following form, where the notation $D[E, m()]$ means that $m$ is invoked dynamically on $E$ using Java’s reflection facility with the result being stored into $r$\(^4\), and the method $\text{getSelf()}$ returns the delegate of the surrogate object, i.e., the object being checked (see Section 5.5 for surrogate classes).

\[
\text{public } T \text{ model$\{m\}\}$() \{ $T \; r; \; D[\text{getSelf()}.\text{model$\{m\}\}(), r] \; \text{return } r; \; \}
\]

**Dispatch Methods** Let $S$ be a class with a superclass $T$. Let $M(S)$ and $M(T)$ respectively be the set of interface model fields that the class $S$ and $T$ inherit from its supertypes (superclasses and superinterfaces). Then, for each model field $m$ in the set $M(S) \setminus M(T)$, a dispatch method of one of the following forms is added to the class $S$. The model field $m$ is assumed to be declared in the interface $I$ and to be of type $T$.

\[
\text{public } T \text{ model$\{m\}\}$() \{ throw new JMLAngelicException(); \}
\]

\[
\text{public } T \text{ model$\{m\}\}$() \{ $T \; r; \; D[S, I_2(TRUE).\text{model$\{m\}\}(), r] \; \text{return } r; \; \}
\]

The first form is used if there is no abstraction function available for the model field $m$; i.e., there is no intermediate interface, through superinterface chains, between the class $S$ and the interface $I$ that provides a $\text{represents}$ clause for the field $m$. As there is no abstraction function specified for the model field, the dispatch method throws an angelic undefinedness exception to treat any references to it as non-executable specification constructs\(^5\). If there is an abstraction function specified for the model field, say, by the interface $I_2$, between the class $S$ and the interface $I$ through superinterface chains, then the second form of dispatch method is used. The dispatch method calls the access method provided by the interface $I_2$ for the model field. In the notation $S, I_2(\text{this})$, $S, I_2$ is a function that maps each instance of the class $S$ to a unique surrogate object of the interface $I_2$; it is an abstraction of the surrogate map described in Section 6.5. Thus, the notation $S, I_2(\text{this})$ denotes the surrogate of the interface $I_2$ for the object $\text{this}$. As a surrogate may have its own state, each instance of a class is associated with a unique surrogate object for each interface that the class implements (see Section 6.5). In sum, a dispatch method delegates incoming calls to an appropriate access method generated from an interface’s $\text{represents}$ clauses, if such an access method exists; otherwise, it throws an angelic undefinedness exception, thus treating any reference to such a model field as a non-executable specification construct. The dispatch method follows the same naming convention as other access methods; thus it is overridden by a subclass if the subclass specifies a $\text{represents}$ clause for the interface model field. That is, Java’s inheritance mechanism is still used for the inheritance of model fields through subclassing.

**References to Interface Model Fields** Each reference to an interface model field is translated in the same way as in the translation of a model field declared by a class. The only difference is that now the receiver of an access method call must be a surrogate object, as the accessor methods are added to the surrogate class of the interface. As an example, suppose a model field access expression, $E.m$, where $m$ is an model instance field declared in an interface, say $I$, and $E$ is an expression with runtime type, say $S$, that implements the interface $I$. Then, the expression is translated into $S, I(E).\text{model$\{m\}\}()$, where $S, I$ is a function that maps each instance of the class $S$ into a unique surrogate object of the interface $I$.

\(^4\)The translation function, $D : \text{Expression} \times \text{Identifier} \rightarrow \text{Program}$, maps method call expressions into Java program code that makes dynamic method calls using Java’s reflection facility and stores the result into the given variable.

\(^5\)It is still possible for the class $S$ or its subclasses provide an abstraction function for the model field.
7.3.3 An Example

Figure 7.7 shows the classes and interfaces of Figure 7.5 with the added access methods for the interface model fields val1 and val2. As the interface I1 declares the model field val1 without specifying its abstraction function, a delegation method for val1 is added to the surrogate class of I1. The interface I2 provides an abstraction function for the inherited model field val1; thus, a normal access method for the model field val1 is added to the surrogate class of the interface I1. The interface I2 declares an additional model model field, val2, without specifying an abstraction function. Thus, a delegation method for val2 is added to the surrogate class of I2. The class S1 is interesting. It implements the interface I2, thereby inheriting both the model fields val1 and val2. As none of the model fields is also inherited through the superclass chain, dispatch methods for them are added to the class S1. The dispatch method for val1 calls the abstraction function added to the surrogate class of I2, and the dispatch model for val2 throws an angelic undefinedness exception. Finally, as the class S2 specifies a represents clause for the inherited model field val2, an access method of val2 is added to the class; note that the added access method overrides the dispatch method inherited from its superclass S1.

It would be instructive to examine the evaluation of a specific assertion to see the mechanics of model field access methods. Consider the precondition of the method m1 specified in the interface I1, which is inherited by the method m1 of the class S2. If one sends a message m1 to an instance of the class S2, e.g., new S2().m1(), the runtime assertion checker performs a sequence of method calls to check the method m1’s specification including the preconditions (see Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9). First, called is the precondition method of m1 added to the class S2, i.e., checkPre$m1$S2. As the method m1 inherits method specifications from the interface I1, the precondition method checkPre$m1$S2 calls the corresponding precondition method of I1, checkPre$m1$I1, added to the surrogate class of the interface I1. To retrieve the value of the model field val1 appearing in the precondition, the precondition method checkPre$m1$I1 calls the access method (delegation method) of the model field val1.
field \texttt{val1}, which delegates the call to the dispatch method of the class \texttt{S2}. The dispatch method calls the access method added to the surrogate class of the interface \texttt{I2}, as the interface \texttt{I2} specifies an abstraction function for the model field \texttt{val1}. Note that the abstraction function of \texttt{val1} is defined in terms of another model field, \texttt{val2}, declared in the interface \texttt{I2}. Thus, the evaluation of the abstraction function leads to a call to the access method for the model field \texttt{val2}, \texttt{model\$val2\$I2}, of the surrogate class of the interface \texttt{I2}. The called access method is a delegation method, and thus the call is delegated to the dispatch method of the class \texttt{S1}. However, as the dispatch method is overridden by an access method generated from the \texttt{represents} clause of the class \texttt{S2}, the delegation results in calling the access method of the class \texttt{S2}, which returns an appropriate abstract value for the model field \texttt{val2}. The abstract value of the model field \texttt{val2} in turn becomes the abstract value of the model field \texttt{val1}, and as the result, the precondition of the method \texttt{m1} is evaluated with a proper value for the model field \texttt{val1}.

Another interesting case is the appearance of the interface model field \texttt{val1} in the precondition of the method \texttt{m2} in the class \texttt{S2}. An interface model field is used in an assertion of a class. However, the same mechanism works here. The precondition method of the class \texttt{m2} calls the access method of the interface model field \texttt{val2} added to the surrogate class of the interface \texttt{I1}, as that is where the model field is declared. The rest of access method call sequence are the same; i.e., the call sequence results in calling the model field access method for \texttt{val2} of the class \texttt{S2}, which in turns gives the abstract value for \texttt{val1}.

Note that all references to interface model fields are translated into calls to the corresponding delegation methods, which delegate the calls to the corresponding dispatch methods of the implementing classes. As an optimization, it is possible to eliminate these extra calls of delegation methods, e.g., by translating model field references directly to calls to the corresponding dispatch methods.

Figure 7.8: Sequence of access method calls to check the method \texttt{m1}'s precondition.
7.4 Ghost Fields

A **ghost field** is a specification-purpose field similar to a model field [50] [89] [95]. Unlike a model field, however, the value of a ghost field is not implicitly mapped from the program state, but is explicitly set with the *set* specification statement. The *set* statement is similar to Java assignment statements.

The JML compiler’s approach is to turn a ghost field into a private program field in the host class, and generates a pair of access methods, called a **ghost field getter method** and a **ghost field setter method**. The first is for reading the field and the second is for writing into it. Both methods have public-accessibility to allow dynamic calls using Java’s reflection facility; the approach supports separate compilation. A reference to a ghost field is translated into a call to the corresponding getter access method, and a *set* statement is translated into a call to the corresponding setter access method. The approach allows to use the same infrastructure for both model and ghost fields. For example, given a ghost field “`ghost T v;`” declared in a type `S`, the JML compiler generates the code shown in Figure 7.10 and adds it to the host class\(^6\).

Translating each ghost field reference into a call to the corresponding access method is the same as that of a model field (see Section 7.2). Consider an expression `E.v`, where `v` is a ghost field of type `T` declared in a class `S`, and `E` is of type `S` (or its subclasses). Then, the expression is translated into `D[E.ghost$S$();]`, where the notation `D[E.m()]` means that the method `m` is dynamically invoked using Java’s reflection facility\(^7\). A *set* statement is translated in a similar way (refer to Section 4.7.3 for the translation of *set* statements).

A ghost field can also be declared in an interface, and an interface ghost field is treated in a similar fashion. However, one importance difference is that the receiver of an access method call must be a surrogate object, as the accessor method is hosted by the surrogate class of the interface. As an example, suppose a ghost field access expression, `E.v`, where `v` is a ghost field of type `T` declared in an interface `I`, and `E` is an expression of runtime type, say `S`, that implements the interface `I`.\(^6\)The staticness of a ghost field is carried over the access methods; i.e., if a ghost field is static, its access methods become static.

\(^7\)As an optimization, reflective calls are used only if necessary; e.g., non-reflective calls are used for ghost fields declared in the same file.
// Generated from "ghost T v;"
private T ghost$v;

public T ghost$v$S() {
    return ghost$v;
}

public void ghost$v$S(T v) {
    ghost$v = v;
}

Figure 7.10: Ghost field access methods.

Then, the expression is translated into \[ S_S,E(\text{ghost$v$S}()) \], where \( S_S,E \) is a function that maps each object of the class \( S \) into a unique surrogate object of the interface \( I \) (refer to Section 6.5 for surrogate classes).

It is crucial for each access method to have a unique name, e.g., by appending the owner type’s name at the end, like \( \text{ghost$v$S} \). This is because (ghost) fields are statically resolved while (access) methods are dynamically dispatched. For example, if both a subclass \( S \) and its superclass \( T \) declare the same ghost field, say \( v \), then the one in \( S \) hides the one in \( T \). However, it is still possible in \( S \) to refer to the hidden ghost field of \( T \), e.g., by an expression \((T \ this).v\), where the field \( v \) is statically resolved by the compiler. If such an expression is translated into an expression of access method calls, e.g., \((T \ this).v()\), the access method \( v() \) is dynamic dispatched. This means that the one in the subclass would be incorrectly invoked if both had the same name.

7.5 Model Methods

A model method is a specification-purpose method declared with the JML modifier model. It is normally declared to be pure, and is used in assertions. A model method can be either static or non-static, and be declared both in classes and interfaces. JML also supports a model constructor, which is a specification-purpose constructor.

Figure 7.11 shows an example of a model method. The class TreeNode defines a recursive data structure that may be used as nodes of binary trees. Each node has a value and both left and right nodes. To ease writing specifications in terms of the class TreeNode, a model field values is declared, that denotes the set of values contained in a tree rooted by a particular node. The abstraction function for the model field values is specified in the represents clause by using a model method, abstractValue. The model method calculates the values contained in a node by recursively collecting the values of its left and right subtrees. A model method is not required to have a body, though the example shows one that has. As shown, a model method is an excellent tool to specify the abstraction function for a model field.

The notion of model methods makes the role of each method clear, i.e., whether it is intended for use only in specifications or to be a part of the implementation. Without it, one has to write specification-purpose methods as Java program methods. Such methods may clutter program code and blur the boundary between specifications and programs, thereby confusing the reader about the intended use. As they are program methods, they are still compiled into bytecode even though not compiled with runtime assertion checks. On the contrary, model methods make their purposes clear and are not compiled into bytecode if not needed.

Two main challenges for model methods are executability and separate compilation. Not all model methods are executable; e.g., a model method may not have a body. Due to separate compilation, it is not known at compiled-time whether a model method would be compiled into bytecode or
//@ model import java.util.*;

public class TreeNode {
    private int value;
    private TreeNode left, right;

    //@ public model non_null Set values;
    //@ private represents values <- abstractValue();

    /*@ ensures \result != null;
    @ private model pure Set abstractValue()
    @ throws IllegalStateException {
    @ Set ret = new HashSet();
    @ ret.add(new Integer(value));
    @ if (left != null) {
    @ ret.addAll(left.abstractValue());
    @ }
    @ if (right != null) {
    @ ret.addAll(right.abstractValue());
    @ }
    @ return ret;
    @ */
}

// ...

Figure 7.11: Example of model methods.

not. The JML compiler’s approach is to determine the executability of a model method at compile-time when generating an appropriate access method. In particular, a non-executable model method is translated into an access method that throws an angelic undefinedness exception; thus, all calls to such a model method are interpreted contextually by the parent expressions (see Section 3.2 for undefinedness and contextual interpretation). To support separate compilation, all model method calls are translated into dynamic calls unless the model methods are declared in the same file.

The executability of a model method depends on several factors. A model method is executable if it satisfies all the following conditions.

1. It is declared by an executable class or interface. A Java program class or interface is always executable, but a model class or interface is not executable yet.

2. All its signature types are executable classes or interfaces. A signature type of a method is the return type, one of its formal parameter types, or one of its exception types listed in the throws clause.

3. It has a body and the body is executable in that it consists of Java statements and JML specification statements such as assert, assume, and loop invariants and variants\(^8\) (refer to Section 4.7.3 for specification statements).

\(^8\)This condition is not yet checked by the JML compiler. It is left as a future work to support more features here, e.g., allowing in the body model fields, ghost fields, spec_public fields, spec_protected fields, and model methods.
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An executable model method is translated into a Java program method by basically uncom-
menting the JML annotation markers. However, this involves some complication. A model method 
is turned into an access method of public visibility to allow dynamic calls using Java’s reflection 
facility. Why an access method with a fresh name is generated instead of turning the model method 
into a Java program method? Such a program method must be public to allow dynamic calls, which 
is essential to support separate compilation. However, making it public produces unintended side-
effects such as name clash, unintended inheritance, and method overriding, as a non-public method 
may now become public. So, access methods are used for model methods.

Once model methods are translated, then the next step is to translate their use in assertions. 
The goal here is to support separate compilation and also to make the translated code efficient in 
terms of runtime speed. For separate compilation, a model method call is translated into a dynamic 
method call to the corresponding access method. However, it is often possible to translate a model 
method call into a static method call. An example is the use of model method in the same file; all 
other calls are translated into dynamic calls. If a dynamic call fails at runtime, the call is interpreted 
as angelic undefinedness (refer to Section 3.2 for undefinedness of assertions).

A model method declared in an interface is treated similarly. An executable form of interface 
model method becomes an access method in the surrogate class of the interface. As before, a model 
method call in assertions is translated into either a static call or a dynamic call depending on the 
context. However, the translation becomes complicated, as the invoked method now would be defined 
in the surrogate class of the interface. The receiver for such a method call must be a surrogate class 
for a static method and a surrogate object for an instance method. As an example, consider a model 
method call expression, $E_0.m(E_1,\ldots,E_n)$, where $m$ is a model method declared in an interface, 
$I$, and $E_0$ is an expression of runtime type, $T$, implementing the interface $I$. Then, the expression 
is translated into $T_I(E_0).m(E_1,\ldots,E_n)$, where $T_I$ is a function that maps each object of runtime 
type $T$ into a unique surrogate object of the interface $I$. As a surrogate may have its own state, 
each instance of a class is associated with a unique surrogate object for each interface that the class 
implements (refer to Section 6.5 for surrogates).

A model constructor, that can be declared only in a class, is treated in a similar fashion. An 
executable model constructor becomes a private Java constructor, regardless of its visibility. In 
addition, a static factory method is added as an access method (refer to Gamma et al.’s book [52] 
for the factory design pattern). The use of model constructors is the same as that of Java program 
constructors. In Java, a class instance creation expression (e.g., `new TreeNode(10, null, null)`) 
is used to create a new instance of a class, and an applicable constructor of the class is chosen at 
compile-time [55, Section 19.5]. If the applicable constructor is a model constructor, then depending 
on the context the expression is translated into a dynamic or static call to the corresponding factory 
access method. This factory method calls the appropriate private constructor.

### 7.6 Discussion

The use of abstract, specification-only fields and methods can be seen as an evolutionary advance over 
the design-by-contract approaches [108] [109] [110] [111] that only use program fields and methods 
for writing assertions. The main distinction is that with such fields and methods, one knows exactly 
what parts of the code are only for specification purposes. That is, the notion of “modelness” in 
JML makes the role of each declaration clear both to the reader and the tools.

The approach discussed in this chapter has a few limitations and shortcomings. The approach 
cannot execute abstraction relations [6] [45] [92] [138] [140] specified in `represents` clauses for model 
fields. Given an abstraction relation for a model field, the approach cannot build (or retrieve) for 
the field an abstract value from the program state; all references to such a model field are treated as 
angelic undefinedness. This means that one has to specify an abstraction function to make a model 
field executable. Another shortcoming is runtime performance. In the approach, each reference
to a model field results in the construction of a new abstract value. In the class \texttt{TreeNode}, (see Figure 7.11), for example, each reference to the model field \texttt{values} leads to a construction of a new \texttt{HashSet} that requires traversing the whole tree rooted by the node. A frequent construction of abstract values from the program state may affect the performance of runtime assertion checking (e.g., speed and heap memory), in particular, for large, container-style data structures. Dynamic calls may also affect the speed of runtime assertion checking. They support separate compilation, and make assertion checking faithful to the semantics of JML, but may decrease the runtime speed because of their reflective nature. It is a future research topic to measure precisely the impact of dynamic calls to the runtime speed of assertion checking code, and to completely eliminate the use of dynamic calls (see Section 9.1).

In addition to specification-purpose fields and methods, JML also allows specification-purpose classes and interfaces, called \textit{model classes and interfaces}. However, model types are not yet supported by the JML compiler. All references to model types are currently interpreted angelically by their parent expressions.

In JML, one can change the visibility of a Java declaration; it can be widened from private or package-visible to protected or public, by using the JML modifiers \texttt{spec\_protected} or \texttt{spec\_public} \cite{89}. Such a declaration is treated in the JML specification scope as if it is declared as protected or public. For example, a \texttt{spec\_protected}, private field is treated like a protected field in the JML specification scope. It can appear in a protected specification, and is inherited to the specifications of subclasses. The JML compiler supports \texttt{spec\_protectedness} and \texttt{spec\_publicness} of fields and methods (including constructors). The approach is similar to those of specification-purpose fields and methods; it is based on both access methods and dynamic calls. An appropriate access method is generated for such a field, and all references to it are translated into dynamic calls to the access method. For a constructor, the access method becomes a static factory method, that implicitly invokes the corresponding constructor by having an appropriate class instance creation expression and returns a new instance of the class. Of course, the factory method becomes public to allow dynamic calls for separate compilation.
Chapter 8

Application — Unit Testing with JML

Writing unit test code is labor-intensive, hence it is often not done as an integral part of programming. However, unit testing is a practical approach to increasing the correctness and quality of software; for example, the Extreme Programming approach [7] relies on frequent unit testing.

This chapter demonstrates how the runtime assertion checker can help automate unit testing, by presenting a new approach that makes writing unit tests easier. The approach uses a formal BISL’s runtime assertion checker to decide whether methods are working correctly, thus automating the writing of unit test oracles. These oracles can be easily combined with hand-written test data. Instead of writing testing code, the programmer writes formal specifications (e.g., pre- and post-conditions). This makes the programmer’s task easier, because specifications are more concise and abstract than the equivalent test code, and hence more readable and maintainable. Furthermore, by using specifications in testing, specification errors are quickly discovered, so the specifications are more likely to provide useful documentation and inputs to other tools. The approach is implemented by using JML and the JUnit testing framework, but is applicable to other combinations of formal BISLs and unit test tools. This chapter is adapted from my early work [29].

8.1 Introduction

Program testing is an effective and practical way of improving correctness of software, and thereby improving software quality. It has many benefits when compared to more rigorous methods like formal reasoning and proof, such as simplicity, practicality, cost effectiveness, immediate feedback, understandability, and so on. There is a growing interest in applying program testing to the development process, as reflected by the Extreme Programming (XP) approach [7]. In XP, unit tests are viewed as an integral part of programming. Tests are created before, during, and after the code is written — often emphasized as “code a little, test a little, code a little, and test a little ...” [8]. The philosophy behind this is to use regression tests [80] as a practical means of supporting refactoring.

8.1.1 The Problem

However, writing unit tests is a laborious, tedious, cumbersome, and often difficult task. If the testing code is written at a low level of abstraction, it may be tedious and time-consuming to change it to match changes in the code. One problem is that there may be too much testing code that has to be examined and revised. Another problem occurs if the testing program refers to details of
the representation of an abstract data type; in this case, changing the representation may require changing the testing program.

To avoid these problems, one should automate more of the writing of unit test code. The goal is to make writing testing code easier and more maintainable. One way to do this is to use a framework that automates some of the details of running tests. An example of such a framework is JUnit [8] [70]. JUnit is a simple yet practical testing framework for Java classes; it encourages the close integration of testing with development by allowing a test suite be built incrementally. However, even with tools like JUnit, writing unit tests often requires a great deal of effort. Separate testing code must be written and maintained in synchrony with the code under development, because the test class must inherit from the JUnit framework. This test class must be reviewed when the code under test changes, and, if necessary, also revised to reflect the changes. In addition, the test class suffers from the problems described above. The difficulty and expense of writing the test class are exacerbated during development, when the code being tested changes frequently. As a consequence, during development there is pressure to not write testing code and to not test as frequently as might be optimal.

We encountered these problems ourselves in the JML Project. We have been formally documenting in JML the behavior of some implementation classes of JML tools. This enabled us to use JML’s runtime assertion checker to help debug our code. In addition, we have been using JUnit as our testing framework. We soon realized that we spent a lot of time writing test classes and maintaining them. In particular we had to write many query methods to determine test success or failure. We often also had to write code to build expected results for test cases. We also found that refactoring made testing painful; we had to change the test classes to reflect changes in the refactored code. Changing the representation data structures for classes also required us to rewrite code that calculated expected results for test cases.

While writing unit test methods, we soon realized that most often we were translating pre- and postconditions into the code in corresponding testing methods. The preconditions became the criteria for selecting test inputs, and the postconditions provided the properties to check for test results. That is, we turned the postconditions of methods into code for test oracles. A test oracle determines whether or not the results of a test execution are correct [123] [132] [144]. Developing test oracles from postconditions approach helped avoid dependence of the testing code on the representation data structures, but still required us to write lots of query methods. In addition, there was no direct connection between the specifications and the test oracles, hence they could easily become inconsistent.

These problems led us to think about ways that would save us time and effort in testing code. We also wanted to have less duplication of effort between the specifications we were writing and the testing code. Finally, we wanted the process to help keep specifications, code, and tests consistent with each other.

### 8.1.2 Approach

As a solution to these problem, a simple and effective approach is proposed to automate the generation of oracles for unit testing. The conventional way of implementing a test oracle is to compare the test output to some pre-calculated, presumably correct, output [60] [119]. The approach takes a different perspective. Instead of building expected outputs and comparing them to the test outputs, the specified behavior of the method under test is monitored to decide whether a test passed or failed. This monitoring is done by using the formal BISL’s runtime assertion checker. The approach thus combines formal specifications (such as JML) and a unit testing framework (such as JUnit).

Formal interface specifications include class invariants and pre- and postconditions. These specifications are assumed to be fairly complete descriptions of the desired behavior. Although the testing process will encourage the user to write better preconditions, the quality of the generated test oracles will depend on the quality of the specification’s postconditions. The quality of these postconditions
public class Person {
    private /*@ spec_public non_null @*/ String name;
    private /*@ spec_public @*/ int weight = 0;
    //@ public invariant weight >= 0;
    
    /**@ public normal_behavior
     * @ assignable name, weight;
     * @ ensures n.equals(name) && weight == 0; @*/
    public Person(/*@ non_null @*/ String n) { name = n; }
    
    /**@ public behavior
     * @ assignable weight;
     * @ ensures kgs >= 0 && weight == \old(weight + kgs);
     * @ signals (IllegalArgumentException e) kgs < 0; @*/
    public void addKgs(int kgs) { weight += kgs; }
    
    /**@ public normal_behavior
     * @ ensures \result == weight; @*/
    public /*@ pure @*/ int getWeight() { return weight; }
    
    // ... }
8.2 Assumptions About the Specification Language

The approach assumes that the formal BISL specifies the interface and behavior of classes and methods. The language is assumed to have a way to express class invariants and method specifications consisting of pre- and postconditions.

The approach can also handle specification of some more advanced features. One such feature is in-line assertions, such as `assert` statements, `assume` statements, and loop invariants and variants (see Section 4.7). Another feature is a distinction between normal and exceptional postconditions. A normal postcondition describes the behavior of a method when it returns without throwing an exception; an exceptional postcondition describes the behavior of a method when it throws an exception.

JML is an example of such a formal BISL [88] [89] (see also Chapter 2). Figure 8.1 shows a JML specification that is used as a running example in this chapter.

8.2.1 The Runtime Assertion Checker

The specification language is assumed to have a runtime assertion checker. The basic task of the runtime assertion checker is to execute code in a way that is transparent, unless an assertion violation is detected. That is, if a method is called and no assertion violations occur, then, except for performance measures (e.g., time and space) the behavior of the method is unchanged [48]. In particular, this implies that, as in JML, assertions can be executed without side effects [90].

The runtime assertion checker is not assumed to execute all assertions in the specification language. However, only the assertions it can execute are of interest.

The runtime assertion checker is assumed to have a way of signaling assertion violations to a method’s callers. In practice this is most conveniently done using exceptions. While any systematic mechanism for indicating assertion violations would do, to avoid circumlocutions, it is assumed that exceptions are used in the remainder of this chapter.

The runtime assertion checker must have some exceptions that it can use without interference from user programs. These exceptions are thus reserved for use by the runtime assertion checker. Such exceptions are called assertion violation exceptions. It is convenient to assume that all such assertion violation exceptions are subtypes of a single assertion violation exception type.

The approach assumes that the runtime assertion checker can distinguish two kinds of precondition assertion violations: entry precondition violations and internal precondition violations. The former refers to violations of preconditions of the method being tested. The latter refers to precondition violations that arise during the execution of the tested method’s body. Other distinctions among assertion violations are useful in reporting errors to the user, but are not important for the approach.

JML’s runtime assertion checker can execute a constructive subset of JML assertions, including some forms of quantifiers. In functionality, it is similar to other design by contract tools [81] [109] [110] [134]; such tools could also be used with the approach. In JML, the assertion violation exceptions are organized into an exception hierarchy (refer to Section 4.1.1). The ultimate superclass of all assertion violation exceptions is the abstract class `JMLError`. This class has several subclasses that correspond to different kinds of assertion violations, such as precondition violations, postcondition violations, invariant violations, and so on. The entry precondition violation and the internal precondition violation of the assumptions correspond to the types `JMLEntryPreconditionError` and `JMLInternalPreconditionError`. Both are concrete subclasses of the abstract class `JMLPreconditionError`. 
8.3 Assumptions About the Testing Framework

The approach assumes that unit tests are to be run for each method of the class being tested. The framework is assumed to provide test methods, which are methods used to test the methods of the class under test. For convenience, test methods are assumed to be grouped into test classes.

In the approach, each test method executes several test cases for the method it is testing. Thus it is assumed that a test method can indicate to the framework whether each test case fails, succeeds, or is meaningless. The outcome will be meaningless if an entry precondition violation exception occurs for the test case; details are given in Section 8.4.1.

It is also assumed that there is a way to provide test data to test methods. Following JUnit’s terminology, this is called a test fixture. A test fixture is a context for executing a test; it typically contains several declarations for test inputs and expected outputs. For the convenience of the users, assumed is a global test fixture that is shared by all test methods in a test class. With a global test fixture, one needs ways to initialize the test inputs, and to undo any side effects of a test after running the test.

JUnit is a simple, useful testing framework for Java [8] [70]. In JUnit, a test class consists of a set of test methods. The simplest way to tell the framework about the test methods is to name them all with names beginning with “test”. The framework uses introspection to find all these methods, and can run them when requested.

Figure 8.2 is a sample JUnit test class, which is designed to test the class Person. Every JUnit test class must be a subclass, directly or indirectly, of the framework class TestCase. The class TestCase provides a basic facility to write test classes, e.g., defining test data, asserting test success or failure, and composing test methods into a test suite.

One uses methods like assertEquals, defined in the framework, to write test methods, as in the test method testAddKgs. Such methods indicate test success or failure to the framework. For example, when the arguments to assertEquals are not equal, the test fails. Another such framework method is fail, which directly indicates test failure. JUnit assumes that a test succeeds unless the test method throws an exception or indicates test failure. Thus the only way a test method can indicate success is to return normally.

JUnit thus does not provide a way to indicate that a test execution is meaningless. This is because it is geared toward counting executions of test methods instead of test cases, and because hand-written tests are assumed to be meaningful. Thus, it is necessary to extend JUnit to count test cases and to track which ones are meaningful. This is done by providing a new JUnit framework class, JMLTestRunner, which tracks the meaningful test cases executed.

JUnit provides two methods to manipulate the test fixture: setUp creates objects and does any other tasks needed to run a test, and tearDown undoes otherwise permanent side-effects of tests. For example, the setUp method in Figure 8.2 creates a new Person object, and assigns it to the test fixture variable p. The tearDown method can be omitted if it does nothing. JUnit automatically invokes the setUp and tearDown methods before and after each test method is executed (respectively).

The static method suite creates a test suite, i.e., a collection of test methods. To run tests, JUnit first obtains a test suite by invoking the method suite, and then runs each test method in the suite. A test suite can contain several test methods, and it can contain other test suites, recursively. Figure 8.2 uses Java’s reflection facility to create a test suite consisting of all the test methods of class PersonTest.

8.4 Test Oracle Generation

This section presents the details of generating JUnit test classes from JML-annotated Java classes and interfaces. It first describe how test outcomes are determined and how the test classes are structured, and then discuss the actual generation of test methods and classes.
import junit.framework.*;

public class PersonTest extends TestCase {
    private Person p;

    public PersonTest(String name) {
        super(name);
    }

    public void testAddKgs() {
        p.addKgs(10);
        assertEquals(10, p.getWeight());
    }

    protected void setUp() {
        p = new Person("Yoonsik");
    }

    public static Test suite() {
        return new TestSuite(PersonTest.class);
    }

    public static void main(String args[]) {
        String[] testCaseName = {PersonTest.class.getName()};
        junit.textui.TestRunner.main(testCaseName);
    }
}

Figure 8.2: Sample JUnit test class for the class Person.

8.4.1 Deciding Test Outcomes

There is a separate test method, $testM$, for each method, $m$, to be tested, and the test method $testM$ runs $m$ on several test cases. A test case, $(o, \vec{x})$, is a pair consisting of a receiver, $o$, and a sequence of arguments, $\vec{x}$; of course, test cases do not include the receivers for static methods. The question is how the method $testM$ decides its outcome for a given test case $(o, \vec{x})$.

For a given test case $(o, \vec{x})$, the test method $testM$ monitors the call to the method $m$ (i.e., $o.m(\vec{x})$) to decide the test outcome. If the call terminates normally, i.e., no exception is thrown, then the test succeeds; the method $m$ must have satisfied its specification for the call, because there was no assertion violation.

Similarly, if the call to $m$ results in an exception that is not an assertion violation error, then the test succeeds. As runtime assertion checking is transparent, such an exception must have been passed along by the runtime assertion checker (see Section 4.5.2). This means that the method $m$ must have satisfied its specification for the call, specifically, the exceptional postcondition. With JUnit, however, such an exception must be caught by the test method $testM$, because all exceptions are interpreted by the JUnit framework as signaling test failures. In sum, the method $testM$ must catch and ignore all exceptions that are not assertion violation errors.

If the call to $m$ throws an assertion violation error, things become interesting. If the assertion violation error is not a precondition error, then the method $m$ is considered to fail that test case. However, one has to be careful with the treatment of precondition violations. A precondition is an obligation that the client must satisfy; nothing else in the specification is guaranteed if the
precondition is violated. Therefore, when the test method `testM` calls the method `m` and `m`’s precondition does not hold, it is not considered to be a test failure; rather, it indicates that the given test case is outside `m`’s domain, and thus is inappropriate for test execution. The outcome of such a test execution is called `meaningless` instead of being either a success or a failure. On the other hand, precondition violations that arise inside the execution of `m` should still be considered to be test failures. To do this, distinguished are two kinds of precondition violations that may occur when `testM` runs `m` on a test case, `(o, ⃗x)`:  

- The precondition of `m` fails for `(o, ⃗x)`, which indicates, as above, that the test case `(o, ⃗x)` is outside `m`’s domain. As noted earlier, this is called an `entry` precondition violation.
- A method `f` called from within `m`’s body signals a precondition violation, which indicates that `m`’s body did not meet `f`’s precondition, and thus that `m` failed to correctly implement its specification on the test case `(o, ⃗x)`. (Note that if `m` calls itself recursively, then `f` may be the same as `m`.) Such an assertion violation is an `internal` precondition violation.

When the JML runtime assertion checker detects a precondition violation of the second kind, it converts the precondition violation into an internal precondition violation error (see Section 4.3). Thus, `testM` decides that `m` fails on a test case `(o, ⃗x)` if `m` throws an internal precondition violation error, but rejects the test case `(o, ⃗x)` as meaningless if it throws an entry precondition violation error.  

This treatment of precondition error is the main change that was made to JML’s runtime assertion checker. The treatment of meaningless test case executions is also the only extension made to the JUnit framework.

What should be the outcome if a test case encounters an invariant violation at the pre-state? Such a situation can arise if clients can directly write an object’s fields, or if aliasing allows clients to manipulate the object’s representation without calling its methods. The question is whether such invariant violations should be treated as a test failure or as a rejection of the test data (i.e., as a meaningless test). One reason for rejecting the test data is that one can consider the invariant to be part of the precondition. One may also consider an object malformed if it does not satisfy the invariant. However, treating such violations as if the test case were meaningless may mask the underlying violation of information hiding, and so the current implementation treats them as test failures.

To summarize, the outcome of a test execution is “failure” if an assertion violation error other than an entry precondition violation is thrown, is “meaningless” if an entry precondition violation is thrown, and “success” otherwise.

### 8.4.2 Setting Up Test Cases

A test fixture is responsible for constructing test cases such as receivers and arguments. For example, testing the method `addKgs` of class `Person` (see Figure 8.1) requires a receiver of type `Person` and an argument of type `int`. There is no need to construct expected outputs, because test results are determined by observing the runtime assertion checker, not by comparing actual outputs to the expected.

How does the user define test cases for use with the generated test methods? There are several possibilities:

- **Separate test fixture.** Each test method has a separate set of test fixture variables, resulting in a very flexible and customizable configuration. However, defining such fixture variables becomes complicated and requires more work from the user.

- **Global test fixture.** All test methods share the same set of test fixture variables. The approach is simple and intuitive, and thus defining fixture variables requires less work from the user. However, the user has less control in that, because of shared fixture variables, it becomes hard to supply specific test cases to specific test methods.
Combination. This combines the above two approaches to have a simple and intuitive test fixture configuration, and yet to give more control to the user.

An earlier work [29] adopted the global test fixture approach. The rationale was that the more test cases would be the better and the simplicity of use would outweigh the benefit of more control. There would be no harm to run test methods with test cases of other methods (if test cases are type-compatible). Some of test cases might violate the precondition; however, entry precondition violations are not treated as test failures, and so such test cases cause no problems. However, the experience showed that the approach often leads a dramatic increase in testing time; all combinations of the receivers and arguments are tested with fixture variables reinitialized for each test execution, and also lots of unneeded initializations happen. The combination approach is used in the current implementation.

In the combination approach, a test fixture variable is introduced for each formal parameter type. In addition, a separate fixture variable is introduced for the receivers. Fixture variables are defined as arrays. The idea is to provide a vector of values for the receiver and each argument. As in the global fixture approach, the fixture variables are shared by all test methods; all test method shares the receiver fixture variable, and if more than one method have the same parameter type, they share the same fixture variable for that argument. For example, the class Person will have the following test fixture variables; its methods have only two formal parameter types, String in the constructor and int in the method addKgs.

```java
protected Person[] receivers;
protected String[] vString;
protected int[] vint;
```

The first fixture variable named receivers is for receivers, and the others are for arguments. A simple naming convention is adopted for test fixture variables so that they can be shared by all test methods (see Section 8.4.4). A fixture variable’s name is the name of its type prefixed by the character v, e.g., vint for type int. The test fixture variables become protected fields of the test class so that the user can initialize them in subclasses (see Section 8.5.1 for details).

The fixture variables for a particular test method are those that correspond to the method’s parameter types plus the receiver, and test cases for the method are all possible combinations of the method’s fixture variables. For example, the set of test cases for the method addKgs is defined as follows.

```plaintext
{(receivers[i],vint[j]) | 0 ≤ i < receivers.length, 0 ≤ j < vint.length}
```

In addition to the test fixture variables, the combination approach generates a pair of initialization and uninitialization methods for each test fixture variable\(^2\) (see Figure 8.3). The user uses these fixture methods to initialize and uninitialized test fixture variables, thus supplying test cases to test methods (see Section 8.5.1 for details). The name of method under test is passed as an argument so that the user can have more control over test cases. A test method calls the initialization and uninitialization methods of its test fixture variables before and after each test execution (see Section 8.4.4 for more details).

### 8.4.3 Test Methods

Recall that there will be a separate test method, test\(M\) for each method, \(m\), to be tested. The purpose of test\(M\) is to determine the outcome of calling \(m\) with each test case and to give an

---

1For an array type, the character $ is used to denote its dimension, e.g., vint for int[][].

2I thank Professor Gary T. Leavens for implementing this extension to the earlier global test fixture approach [29]. I also thank David Cok for pointing out problems with the earlier approach and discussing such an extension.
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Figure 8.3: Test fixture methods for the class Person.

informative message if the test execution fails for that test case. The method test.M accomplishes
this by invoking m with each test case and indicating test failure when the runtime assertion checker
throws an assertion violation error that is not an entry precondition violation. Test methods also
note when test cases were rejected as meaningless.

Figure 8.4 shows an example of generated test methods, the test method for addKgs of the class
Person. A simple convention is used to name test methods; the original method name is prefixed
with the string “test” and capitalize the first letter of the method name.3 The method tests all
combinations test fixture variables for the method under test, with nested loops over the receiver and
the arguments. The corresponding fixture variable is initialized before and uninitialized after each
loop by calling the corresponding fixture methods, e.g., init_receivers and uninit_receivers.
The reinitialization of fixture variables prevents side-effects of one test execution, e.g., mutation of
the receiver or argument objects, from being carried over to another. To improve readability, the test
method introduces local variables for the test fixture variables corresponding to the formal parame-
ters of the method under test. The local variables are named the same as the formal parameters of
the method under test. For each test case, given by the test fixture variables, the test method then
invokes the method under test in a try statement and checks if the runtime assertion checker detects
an assertion violation. As described above, an assertion violation error (JMLAssertionError) other
than an entry precondition violation error means a failure of the test execution; thus an appropriate
error message is printed. The method also keeps track of test statistic, e.g., the ratio of meaningless
test cases.

A similar form of test methods is generated for each static method and constructor. For them,
however, the outermost loop is omitted, as test messages are sent to the class object itself or new
instances are created to monitor runtime assertion checking.

8.4.4 Test Classes

For each class to be tested, say, C, a separate JUnit test class, C_JML_Test, is generated, which
contains test fixture variables and test methods described in the previous section; e.g., for the class
Person, a test class Person_JML_Test is generated. The test class also includes several boilerplate
methods such as constructors, main methods, and test suite methods. As required by JUnit, the
test class is defined to be a subclass of the framework class TestCase. The package and import
declarations are verbatim copied from C to C_JML_Test. As a result, the test class will reside in the
same package as the class to be tested; this allows one to test package-visible methods. In addition,
several new import declarations are added to import JUnit-specific packages.

3If necessary, a unique suffix is appended to prevent a name clash due to method overloading.
public void testAddKgs() {
    init_receivers("addKgs");
    for (int i = 0; i < receivers.length; i++) {
        init_vint("addKgs");
        final int[] kgs = this.vint;
        for (int j = 0; j < kgs.length; j++) {
            try {
                if (receivers[i] == null) {
                    /* ... tell framework test case was meaningless ... */
                    continue;
                }
                receivers[i].addKgs(kgs[j]);
            } catch (JMLEntryPreconditionError e) {
                /* ... tell framework test case was meaningless ... */
                continue;
            } catch (JMLAssertionError e) {
                String msg = /* a String showing the test case */;
                fail(msg + NEW_LINE + e.getMessage());
            } catch (java.lang.Throwable e) {
                continue;
            } finally {
                /* ... accumulate testing statistic ... */
            }
            uninit_vint("addKgs");
        }
        uninit_receivers("addKgs");
    }
}

Figure 8.4: Generated test method for the method addKgs of the class Person. Suppressed are details of generating error messages and telling the framework about meaningless test cases.

8.5 Test Execution

8.5.1 Supplying Test Cases

The user has to supply test data to test classes by initializing their test fixture variables. This is done by defining subclasses, called test case classes, of the test classes and by overriding the inherited test fixture methods. Remember that a pair of initialization and uninitialization method is added for each test fixture variable (see Section 8.4.2). Organizing test data as subclasses of test classes allows one to regenerate test classes without losing existing test data. The skeleton code for test case classes can also be generated by the tool (see Section 8.5.2). The convention is to use the postfix JMLTestCase for test case classes, e.g., Person_JML_TestCase for the class Person.

Figure 8.5 shows a user-defined test case class for the class Person. The user modified a skeleton test case class by editing test fixture initialization methods such as init_receivers, init_vString, and init_vint, corresponding to three test fixture variables receivers, vString, and vint. Each fixture method is responsible for initializing the corresponding test fixture variable; e.g., the method
import junit.framework.*;
import junit.extensions.*;

public class Person_JML_TestCase extends Person_JML_Test {
    public Person_JML_TestCase(String name) {
        super(name);
    }

    public static void main(String[] args) {
        org.jmlspecs.jmlunit.JMLTestRunner.run(suite());
    }

    public static junit.framework.Test suite() {
        return new junit.framework.TestSuite(Person_JML_TestCase.class);
    }

    protected void init_receivers(String methodName) {
        receivers = new Person[] {
            new Person("Yoonsik"),
            new Person("Mihee")
        };
    }

    protected void init_vString(String methodName) {
        if (vString == null) {
            vString = new String[] {"Yoonsik"};
        }
    }

    protected void init_vint(String methodName) {
        if (vint == null) {
            vint = new int[] {10, -22, 0, 1, 55, 3000};
        }
    }
}

Figure 8.5: User-defined test case class for testing the class Person.

init_receiver initializes the fixture variable receiver. The name of the method under test is
given as an argument. Thus, the fixture method may provide test cases specifically for certain methods.
As shown in the example, test fixture variables for immutable type (e.g., String) and primitive
types (e.g., int) may be initialized just once as an optimization. With the example configuration of
test fixture variables, the addKgs method of the class Person is tested 12 times, one for each pair of
receivers[i] and vint[j], where 0 ≤ i < 2 and 0 ≤ j < 6.

In addition to supplying test data for generated test methods, one can also tune the testing by
adding hand-written test methods to test case classes. The JUnit framework collects and exercises
the added test methods together with the automatically generated methods. Thus, the approach
allows one to combine automated and hand-written testing.
8.5.2 Running the Tests

Running JML test case classes (e.g., class `Person_JML_TestCase`) is the same as running JUnit test classes, as the test case classes are JUnit test classes. However, the class under test (e.g., class `Person`) must be compiled with runtime assertion checks; otherwise, all tests would succeed, as there would be no runtime assertion violations. In general, running JML tests can be done in the following three steps.

1. Compile the class to be tested (e.g., class `Person`) with the JML compiler (`jmlc`).

2. Generate and compile a test class (e.g., class `Person_JML_Test`) with the tool `jmlunit` and a Java compiler such as `javac`.

3. Compile and run a test case class (e.g., class `Person_JML_TestCase`) with a Java compiler and an interpreter such as `javac` and `java`. A skeleton test case class can be generated by the tool `jmlunit`.

The first two steps can also be done by using the script `jtest`; for example, the command “`jtest Person.java`” does them assuming that the class `Person` is stored in the file `Person.java`.

The results of JML-based tests are presented to the user in the same way as JUnit tests are presented by the JUnit framework. Figure 8.6, for example, shows the result of running the test case class `Person_JML_TestCase` shown in Figure 8.5. One interesting aspect is the test statistic produced by JUnit. In JUnit, the number of test successes and failures (i.e., test runs) is counted in terms of test methods. However, this is not a right measure for JML-based tests, as each test method may run more than one test case, i.e., it tests all possible combinations of test data (see Section 8.4.3). Thus, a specialized test runner class, `JMLTestRunner`, is provided to have more accurate statistic on test runs. The test runner can be used in place of JUnit’s test runner classes such as `junit.framework.textui.TestRunner` (see Figure 8.5). The class `JMLTestRunner` reports both meaningful and total numbers of test runs in terms of test cases, as shown in the last line of Figure 8.6. Such a report also prevents the user having a wrong impression that the class under test satisfied all tests when in fact no test has actually been executed due to all test cases being meaningless. In addition, it can report coverage information, identifying assertions that are always true or always false, and thus indicating deficiencies in the set of test cases.

The example test output reveals the error that was mentioned earlier. in the caption of Figure 8.1. The error is shown by the test failure occurred while testing the method `addKgs`. In the output, the test data that caused the failure is printed, i.e., the receiver, an object of class `Person` with name `Yoonsik`, and the argument value `-22`. In addition, the framework also prints detailed information about the assertion violation encountered, including the location of the violated assertion and the objects and values involved.

A corrected implementation of the method `addKgs` is shown in Figure 8.7. The fix is to throw an appropriate exception when the argument is negative. Compare this with the specification and the faulty implementation shown in Figure 8.1.

8.6 Related Work

Several researchers have already noticed that if a program is formally specified, it should be possible to use the specification as an oracle [2] [123]. Thus, the idea of automatically generating test oracles

---

4Actually, the tool generates a separate test method that checks whether the class under test was compiled with the JML compiler or not. In addition, it also generates a separate test method that checks for the initialization of fixture variables.

5I thank an anonymous referee for pointing out this problem in my earlier work [29].

6I thank David Cok for implementing this feature.
Time: 0.12
There was 1 failure:
1) testAddKgs(Person_JML_TestCase)junit.framework.AssertionFailedError:
   Method 'addKgs' applied to
   Receiver receivers[0]: Person("Yoonsik",-22)
   Argument 'kgs' (vint[1]): -22
   Caused org.jmlspecs.jmlrac.runtime.JMLPostconditionError
   Assertion of method 'addKgs' of class 'Person' specified at
   Person.java:16:25 when
   'rac$old0' is -12
   'kgs' is -22
   'this' is Person("Yoonsik",-12)
   at Person_JML_Test.testAddKgs(Person_JML_Test.java:199)
...

FAILURES!!!
Tests run: 6, Failures: 1, Errors: 0
JML Tests run: 11/12 (meaningful/total)

Figure 8.6: Output from running the tests in Person_JML_TestCase.

    public void addKgs(int kgs) {
      if (kgs >= 0)
        weight += kgs;
      else
        throw new IllegalArgumentException("Negative Kgs");
    }

Figure 8.7: Corrected implementation of the method addKgs.

from formal specifications is not new, but the novelty lies in employing a runtime assertion checker as the test oracle engine. This aspect seems to be original and first explored in this chapter. Peters and Parnas's work also generates test oracles from formal program specifications [123]. The behavior of program is specified in a relational program specification using tabular expressions [64] [65], and the test oracle procedure, generated in C and C++, checks if an input and output pair satisfies the relation described by the specification. Their approach is limited to checking only pre and postconditions, thus allowing only black-box tests. The JML approach supports a form of white-box tests, as one can write in-line assertions that can be specified and checked within a method, i.e., on internal states (see Section 4.7). JML also supports abstract value manipulation and object-oriented concepts such as specification inheritance.

Antoy and Hamlet describe an approach to check the execution of an abstract data type's implementation against its specification [2]. Their approach is similar to the technique of multiversion programming [77] except that one version is an algebraic specification, serving as a test oracle. The algebraic specification is executed by (term) rewriting, and is compared with the execution of the implementation. For the comparison, the user has to provide an abstraction function that maps implementation states to abstract values. In JML, no separate (specification) program needs to run in parallel with the implementation. Interestingly, however, JML can simulate their approach to some extent by using ghost fields and the set specification statement (see Section 4.7.3 and 7.4).

The traditional way to implement test oracles is to compare the result of a test execution with
a user supplied, expected result [60] [119]. A test case, therefore, consists of a pair of input and output values. In the JML approach, however, a test case consists of only input values. And instead of directly comparing the actual and expected results, it is observed if, for the given input values, the program under test satisfies the specified behavior. As a consequence, programmers are freed from not only the burden of writing test programs, often called test drivers, but also from the burden of pre-calculating presumably correct outputs and comparing them. The traditional schemes are constructive and direct whereas the JML approach is behavior observing and indirect.

There are now quite a few runtime assertion checking facilities developed and advocated by many researchers. The earliest work is Meyer’s design-by-contact implemented in the programming language Eiffel [108] [109] [110]. Eiffel’s success in checking pre- and postconditions contributed to the availability of similar facilities in other programming languages, including C [134], C++ [42] [58] [129] [158], Java [5] [44] [71] [81] [120], .NET [3], Python [127], and Smalltalk [20]. The approaches vary widely from a simple assertion macros to built-in assertions and full-fledged contract enforcement. However, none is known to use its assertion checking capability as a basis for automated program testing. Thus, the JML approach is unique in the design-by-contract community in using a runtime assertion checking to automate program testing.

The above mentioned design-by-contract tools work only with concrete program values. However, in JML, one can specify behavior in terms of abstract (specification) values, rather than concrete program values [88] [89]. JML's runtime assertion checker can evaluate a significant portion of abstract specifications — specifications written in terms of specification-purpose declarations such as model fields, ghost fields, and model methods (see Chapter 7).

There are many research papers published on the subject of testing using formal specifications [12] [24] [34] [80] [132]. Most are concerned with techniques and methods for automatically generating test cases from formal specifications, though there are some addressing the problem of automatic generation of test oracles as noted before [2] [123] [132]. A general approach is to derive the so-called test conditions, a description of test cases, from the formal specification of each program module [24]. The derived test conditions can be used to guide test selection and to measure comprehensiveness of an existing test suite, and sometimes they even can be turned into executable forms [24] [34]. The degree of support for automation varies widely from the derivation of test cases, to the actual test execution and even to the analysis of test results [34] [132]. Some approaches use existing specification languages [16] [61], and others have their own (specialized) languages for the description of test cases and test execution [24] [34] [76] [132] [136]. All of these works are complementary to the approach described here, since, except as noted above, they solve the problem of defining test cases which I do not attempt to solve, and they do not solve the problem of easing the task of writing test oracles, which I partially solve.

8.7 Summary

I have presented a simple but effective approach to implementing test oracles from formal behavioral interface specifications. The idea is to use the runtime assertion checker as the decision procedure for test oracles. I have implemented this approach using JML, but other runtime assertion checkers can be adapted to work with the approach. However, there are two complications. The first is that the runtime assertion checker has to distinguish two kinds of precondition violations: those that arise from the call to a method and those that arise within the implementation of the method; the first kind of precondition violations is used to reject meaningless test cases, while the second indicates a test failure. The second is that the unit testing framework needs to distinguish three possible outcomes for test cases: a test execution can either be a success, a failure, or it can be meaningless.

The approach trades the effort one might spend in writing code to construct expected test outputs and test drivers for effort spent in writing formal specifications. Formal specifications are more concise and abstract than code, and hence I expect them to be more readable and maintainable.
Formal specifications also serve as more readable documentation than testing code, and can be used as input to other tools such as extended static checkers [37]. Most testing methods do not check behavioral results, but focus only on defining what to test. Because most testing requires a large number of test cases, manually checking test results severely hampers its effectiveness, and makes repeated and frequent testing impractical. To remedy this, my approach automatically generates test oracles from formal specifications, and integrates these test oracles with a testing framework to automate test executions. This helps make the approach practical, and a blend of formal verification and testing.

A main advantage of my approach is the improved automation of testing process, i.e., generation of test oracles from formal behavioral interface specifications and test executions. I expect that, due to the automation, writing test code will be easier. Indeed, this has been our experience in the JML project. A significant portion of unit testing is automated with the approach, e.g., testing of JML model types [90] and JML specification of Java system classes. It became possible to perform testing as an integral part of programming with minimal effort and to detect many kinds of errors. Almost half of our test failures were caused by specification errors; this shows that the approach is also useful for debugging specifications. The approach also helps make formal methods more practical and concretely usable in programming. One aspect of this is that test specifications and target programs can reside in the same file. I expect that this will have a positive effect in maintaining consistency between test specifications and the programs to be tested, although this remains to be empirically verified. Another advantage is that the approach can achieve the effect of both black-box and white-box testing. White-box testing can be achieved by specifying in-line assertions, predicates on internal states in addition to pre- and postconditions. Assertion facilities such as the assert statement are an example of in-line assertions; they are widely used in programming and debugging. Finally, the approach allows programmers to extend and add their own testing methods to the generated test oracles. This can be done by adding hand-written test methods to testcase classes, subclasses of test oracle classes.

In sum, the main goal of my work in this chapter — to ease the writing of testing code — has been achieved. This chapter also demonstrate that the runtime assertion checker can be used as a basis for developing other JML-based techniques and tools.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

9.1 Future Work

There are several natural extensions to the work presented in this dissertation. They include supporting more features of the JML language, improving performance and usability, establishing theoretical foundations, and applying to other tools.

The translation rules and the JML compiler presented in this dissertation do not yet support such JML features as refinement, model programs, and non-functional properties. From the perspective of specification inheritance, I already discussed several issues and hinted at possible approaches to refinement (see Section 6.8.3). In JML, one can also specify the behavior of a method by writing abstract code, called model programs, in a notation similar to the specification statements found in refinement calculus [4]. I believe that a subset of these specification statements can be translated into executable code, but it is not clear at this point how to check the post-state against a method specification written using model programs. Recently, JML introduced several specification constructs to specify non-functional properties like time and space requirements. I believe that some of these non-functional properties can be checked at runtime; a concern here would be to exclude resources consumed by runtime assertion checking itself. Finally, it would be a challenging task to support runtime assertion checking in a concurrent environment, e.g., in a multi-threaded program.

The assertion checking code should not interfere with the concurrency control of the program being checked, e.g., when synchronized methods are used in assertions. It is not well understood yet how to specify and check concurrent aspects of programs in JML.

There are two distinct areas of future work with respect to performance: performance of the JML compiler and the compiled bytecode. Unlike Java compilers, the current JML typechecker parses the source files of all recursively referenced types. This affects the performance of the JML compiler, as parsing is one of the most costly tasks in compilation. One solution would be to encode the signature information of JML specifications into bytecode or separate symbol files and to eliminate parsing of recursively referenced types. The JML compiler can also be improved by optimizing compilation passes, in particular, by abandoning the double-round compilation strategy (see Section 1.5.1). Some possible approaches would be to generate parse trees in the typechecked form, to support incremental typechecking, and to generate bytecode instead of parse trees. Eliminating the second round compilation would also bring an added benefit of improving usability; e.g., assertion violation errors would be reported in terms of the original source code by indicating the location of method calls that caused the assertion violations.

The JML compiler uses Java’s reflection facility to implement delegation calls (see Section 6.1.3). It would be possible to eliminate from the delegation approach the use of reflective calls, which are costly operations in terms of execution time. One approach would be to borrow a method from the class Object, say the method equals, to encode dispatching code for classes compiled with the JML
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The central idea is to turn the method \texttt{equals} into a dispatch method, e.g., if the argument is an instance of a particular class that represents delegation requests; otherwise, the method remains to be an equality comparison method that executes the original code. As a dispatch method, the method \texttt{equals} statically invokes the requested assertion method (e.g., the precondition method) defined in that class. With this in place, it would be possible to make delegation calls statically by calling the method \texttt{equals} on the object to be delegated, because the method \texttt{equals} is defined in all classes. Another approach would be to use Java compilers such as MultiJava [30] that support open classes to add a dispatch method to the class \texttt{Object}.\footnote{I thank Curtis Clifton for suggesting this possibility.}

In this dissertation, I focused my effort on investigating engineering aspects of runtime assertion checking. I also relied on informal arguments to claim that the JML compiler is faithful to the semantics of JML. However, a formal treatment would be appreciated for the JML compiler to be viewed as providing an operation semantics for JML. The semantic faithfulness could be formulated as the soundness and completeness of translation rules. A set of translation rules is \textit{sound} if it does not produce a false positive [48]; similarly, it is \textit{complete} if it catches all assertion violations. The formal treatment requires the translation rules to be defined formally. I believe that it would be possible to formally prove the soundness of translation for a core subset of the JML language or some interesting aspect like specification inheritance.

Finally, it would be possible to extend the capability of JML-based unit testing. One such extension would be to automatically generate some of test cases that the user has to supply to the generated test classes. This would completely automates unit testing. An intriguing possibility is to randomly generate test cases using the type signature information [35] and filter them statically at compile-time or dynamically at runtime guided by such specifications as method preconditions. Another possibility would be to apply some of the specification-based techniques in this areas (e.g., [16]), utilizing JML-specific features such as \texttt{example} clauses that specify formalized examples; an example can be thought of as specifying both a test input and a description of the resulting post-state.

\section{Summary}

The work reported in this dissertation was motivated by the lack of practical use of formal behavioral interface specification languages (BISLs) such as JML. One can use BISLs to write detailed design documents of program modules, and such specifications allow one to clarify and critically evaluate the roles of program modules. In addition, I strongly believe that BISLs can be used in daily programming tasks, such as debugging and testing. Debugging and testing consume a significant fraction of program development and maintenance cost, and inadequate debugging and testing also contribute to quality problems. I have presented an approach that can bring “programming benefits” to BISLs; my approach allows one to use BISLs as practical and effective tools for debugging, testing, and design by contract.

In this dissertation, I have presented detailed approaches for translating JML specifications into runtime assertion checking code. These approaches support many recent advances of BISLs (see below), and are implemented as a JML compiler that compiles Java programs annotated with JML specifications into Java bytecode. The compiled bytecode contains instructions that checks JML specifications, such as preconditions, normal and exceptional postconditions, invariants, and history constraints, and yet it can be treated in the same way as the output of Java compilers. The execution of assertion checking instructions is transparent in that, unless an assertion is violated, and except for performance measures (time and space), the behavior of original program is unchanged. The JML compiler represents a significant advance over the state of the art in runtime assertion checking as represented by design by contract tools such as Eiffel [109] [110] or Java tools such as iContract [81] or Jass [5], because JML provides a rich set of advanced specification facilities.
such as specification-only declarations [95], specifications of interfaces, stateful interfaces, multiple inheritance of specifications, behavioral subtyping [40] [101], and several forms of quantifiers and the set comprehension notation. The JML compiler clarifies many semantic questions about JML and also provides an operational semantics. JML compiler supports separate and modular compilation; e.g., a subtype may be compiled separately from its supertypes, and yet the compiled bytecode works regardless of the supertypes’ inclusion of assertion checking instructions. In addition, it is not necessary to recompile subtypes when the supertype’s specifications are modified.

In Chapter 3, I defined a set of translation rules from JML expressions into assertion checking code. The translation rules can handle various kinds of undefinedness such as runtime exceptions and non-executable constructs. The idea is to find as many assertion violations as possible, and the strategy for doing this came from thinking of runtime assertion checking as a game and applying an optimal strategy for selecting a value for undefinedness. For this, undefinedness is classified as either demonic undefinedness or angelic undefinedness; demonic undefinedness (e.g., runtime exceptions) is viewed as a potential error whereas angelic undefinedness (e.g., informal descriptions) is not viewed as a potential error. The approach is called a local contextual interpretation. It is local in that an occurrence of undefinedness is interpreted by the smallest boolean expression that encloses the undefinedness. It is contextual in that the value of the smallest boolean expression is determined by the expression’s operator and relative position to the top-level assertion, such as pre- or postconditions. For demonic undefinedness, the goal is to falsify the top-level assertions under the rules of logic; for angelic undefinedness, the goal is to make them true. The approach is faithful to the semantics of JML by implementing partial functions as under-specified total functions [56] [90]. It is sound and preserves the standard rules of logic.

The translation rules can also handle various forms of quantifiers and JML’s set comprehension notation. The approach is at compile-time to estimate a conservative set or interval of values that is sufficient to determine the value of quantification at runtime. For this, several patterns are used to analyze the structures of quantified expressions. If such a set or interval is identified, the quantified expression is translated into code that evaluates the expression iteratively with the quantified variable bound to each element of the set or interval. Otherwise, the quantified expression becomes non-executable, thus contextually interpreted by its parent expression. The approach does not restrict the syntax, and yet evaluates a significant number of quantified expressions.

In JML, interfaces become stateful, as they can have specification-only declarations such as model and ghost fields. As discussed in Chapter 5, the specification state of an interface is represented as a separate surrogate class. Thus, an object’s specification state is distributed over the object itself and one surrogate object for each interface that the object’s class implements. That is, each instance of an implementing class is associated with a unique surrogate object for each interface that the class implements. The surrogate class is also responsible for checking all the specifications of the interface, by hosting all the assertion checking methods of the interface, such as pre- and postcondition methods, invariant methods, and constraint methods. This means that, in addition to the specification state, the responsibility of assertion checking is also distributed over the class being checked, its superclasses, and the surrogate classes of the interfaces that the class implements. The surrogate approach modularizes assertion checking.

In Chapter 6, I introduced a delegation approach to inherit specifications from supertypes. A subtype delegates the responsibility of checking inherited specifications to its supertypes. That is, a subtype’s assertion methods call the corresponding assertion methods of its supertypes; such a call is delegated in that, if the inherited specifications refer to methods declared in the supertypes but overridden in the subtype, then the subtype’s methods are invoked. The delegation approach is modular in that interpretations are inherited instead of specification text. It is faithful to the semantics of JML, as the inherited specifications are resolved in the supertypes’ environment; e.g., fields are statically resolved and instance method calls are dynamically dispatched. The delegation approach supports multiple inheritance, as a subtype can make delegation calls to more than one supertype; to inherit specifications from superinterfaces, delegation calls are made to the surrogate
objects of the superinterfaces, uniquely associated with each object of implementing classes.

In JML, specifications are inherited in such a way as to achieve behavioral subtyping [40]. This is reflected in runtime assertion checking by the way that the results of delegation calls are combined by the subtype’s assertion methods. JML also distinguishes between strong [101] and weak behavioral subtyping [39]; in weak behavioral subtyping, a subtype’s additional methods are relieved from satisfying inherited history constraints. To support this distinction, special constraint methods, called strong and weak subtyping constraint methods are introduced; they are to be called by strong and weak subtypes respectively.

In Chapter 7, I opened a new possibility in runtime assertion checking by supporting abstract specifications written in terms of specification-only declarations such model fields, ghost fields, and model methods. The idea is to use several kinds of access methods for specification-only declarations; an access method is a helper method used by assertion checking code to access a specification-only field or method. Each reference to the declared member is translated into a call to the corresponding access method. For example, an access method for a model field calculates (or retrieves) an abstract value from the program state; i.e., it is an abstraction function for the model field [63] [100, pp. 70–71]. For a ghost field, a pair of getter and setter methods is used to read and write the ghost field. For a model method or constructor, an access method forwards all client calls to the private method or constructor that is generated for the model method or constructor; for a model constructor, the access method becomes a static factory method that calls the corresponding private constructor. An important contribution here is that one can now write abstract specifications that are easy to understand and amenable to formal verification and reasoning, and yet checked at runtime [90].

I demonstrated the practicality and effectiveness of JML’s runtime assertion checking by applying it to automating unit testing [29]. The idea is to view interface specifications as test oracles [2] [123] and to use the runtime assertion checker as the decision procedure of the oracles. The tool based on this idea frees the programmer from writing most unit test code, and significantly automates unit testing of Java programs. It allows one to perform unit testing with minimal coding effort and detects many kinds of errors. The successful implementation of the tool also provides a partial proof that the runtime assertion checker can be used as an effective framework for developing other specification-based tools.

I believe that the techniques and approaches developed in this dissertation are applicable to other object-oriented programming languages such as Smalltalk [54] [83], C++ [46] [145], and C# [159], and to formal BISLs with features like those in JML. The contextual interpretation of undefinedness can be implemented in languages with exception handling mechanisms. The delegation approach can be elegantly implemented in dynamically typed languages like Smalltalk. In a programming language like C++, inheritance of specifications may be tailored to use the inheritance mechanism of the language, as the language allows multiple inheritance of code. The surrogate approach can be used for abstract classes in C++. Finally, the access method approach to specification-only declarations can be adapted to various languages once the delegation approach works.

The runtime assertion checker, implemented by the JML compiler, brings the benefits of BISLs into programming by helping in localizing errors during debugging and automatically generating test oracles for unit testing. Through automatic checking of consistency between specifications and code, the runtime assertion checker also helps programmers maintain their specifications so that they are up-to-date with respect to the code. Thus, the runtime assertion checker has the potential for decreasing the cost of debugging and testing.

The JML compiler and the JML/JUnit tool described in this dissertation are available from the JML home page http://www.jmlspecs.org.
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